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ABSTRACT 

In 1983 a programme was initiated by the School of Education, Canberra. 

College of Advanced Education (CCAE) and the Australian Schools Commission 

to enable parents to assJst their own children in literacy. The children had 

previously been identified as experiencing difficulties in acquiring the 

skills of literacy. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of 

the parents' intervention on the children's achievements in literacy, and to 

assess the quality of the programme by examining particular subskills taught 

in the course. The methods of assessment were also evaluated for their 

appropriateness for the circumstances. 

The thirty nine children in the study were the sample of fifty two children 

for whom there was complete jnformation. Parents of these children began 

the programme in July 1985 or in March 1986. They attended a course of ten 

sessions over thirteen weeks in a semester. The following semester they 

were allocated to a teacher who was a post graduate or fourth year degree 

student in education, and given individual assistance from six to ten 

sessions, and longer if necessary. 

Aspects of oral reading, comprehension, writing and spelling were tested at 

the beginning of the programme and again in November 1986, and the results 

compared. Observational records were also kept and changes evaluated. In 

addition, oral reading was measured at the end of the parents' course, and 

before individual assistance commenced. Case studies were built up for 

every child, and the findings grouped to observe the effect of the 

intervention on the pop11Jation. 

The results showed that the programme achieved its aim of giving parents the 

skills to assist their own children in the acquisition of literacy. The 

content of the course and the subskills taught were also justified by the 

outcomes. Furthermore, the method of evaluation revealed specific and 

succinct information on which to base the intervention and to monitor 

progress. 

The research took place over 18 months, during which time teaching and 

progress were continual. A longitudinal study over several years would 

confirm the results of the research. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

THE PARENTS AS .TUTORS PROGRAMME: THE BACKGROUND 

The Previous Programme 

The Parents-As-Tutors-Programme which runs at the Schools and Community 

Centre, Canberra College of Advanced Education (CCAE) had as its antecedent 

an individualised remediation programme in reacting and language where 

experienced postgraduate and undergraduate teachers assisted children 

facing literacy difficulties. Supervised tutoring was given twice weekly in 

hourly sessions and support was maintained over several semesters if found 

necessary. Children were often asked to carry out small reading tasks at 

home, but there was no organised approach for parents to see that the 

directions were followed. 

The initial programme was generally successful in fulfilling its aims. 

Children benefited from the assistance, and teachers gained the necessary 

practice in diagnosis and new pedagogic skills. However, it became clear 

that there were some difficulties and confusions which could be resolved by 

incorporating further aspects into the system. Parents had a wide variety of 

expectations about the programme and were unsure about the nature of their 

role within it. From their comments it was clear that some expected that 

individualised teaching would guarantee a successful outcome, some that 

progress would be instantaneous and linear, while others were certain that 

their children would never become literate. 

Involvement of Parents 

It was evident from responses to a research questionnaire (Kemp, 1985) that 

many parents attempted to help their children themselves when under

achievement at school became obvious. The parents whose children were 

receiving assistance in the preceding system brought their children to the 

CCAE twice a week for eight weeks, and displayed a high level of interest and 

willingness to be further involved. It appeared that parents were a 

forgotten and perhaps unappreciated resource in~ area where professional 

help was limited. 



In 1983 the "Literacy : Assessment and Teaching" units within the CCAE1s 

Graduate Diploma of Special Education course were expanded to enable the 

enrolled students to complete their practicum, which included the 

involvement of parents. This was a joint initiative between the School of 

Education and the ACT Schools Authority, who together established the 

Schools and Community Centre to replace the Language/Reading Centre 

through which assistance had originally been given to children. In addition, 

The Schools Authority provided a a teacher in a part-time capacity to assist 

with the training and counselling of parents, and to work with the students. 

Individual and group sessions were held to enable parents to begin teaching 

their children at home. Parents were given the choice of a daytime course 

where they learned alongside their children as the various techniques were 

modelled and practised, or an evening course. for parents without their 

children, preparatory to individual family sessions with post graduate 

teaching students. 

The individual training, while useful, had some deficiencies in terms of 

repetition of teaching the skills, inadequate explanation of the theoretical 

implications behind the techniques, and the continued feelings of isolation 

which many parents had expressed during initial interviews. The main 

advantage was in meeting the precise requirement of particular families. To 

counter the problem of insularity parents were invited to meet together 

occasionally to share the problems encountered in assisting their children. 

They reported their reassurance after discussion with other parents in 

similar circumstances. 

The course of eight evening sessions, while delaying the supervised teaching 

of children by their parents, provided time for the techniques to be explored 

more fully. After home practice parents reported the outcomes, and made 

modifications where necessary. The practical and emotional support, and the 

more thorough examination of the issues, outweighed the alternative of 

monitoring teaching of the children from the beginning of the programme. 

Families were visited once in the semester by trainee school counsellors to 

meet the children in their own environment and to assist with teaching 

practice. 
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A survey taken at the conclusion of the evening course was used to shape 

subsequent courses so that the parents' perceptions of their needs could be 

included in the programme. Later sessions included an introduction to 

children's literature, both classic and popular, methods of choosing books for 

children, and information on further resources in the community such as 

library services. Information was contributed by a children's librarian, and 

a senior lecturer in children's librarianship. The programme focus remained 

on total literacy development, even for parents who requested only specific 

information. 

Practical concerns aside, it was considered important for parents to 

understand the developmental stages in literacy, and to provide the means for 

them to assist their children for as long as necessary in their education. 

Some families had more than one child with learning difficulties, and in 

others there were pre-schoolers who showed early signs of delay in learning. 

By keeping the course focussed on the continuum of literacy development, and 

by demonstrating adaptable teaching procedures, it was aimed to facilitate 

the parents' move towards independent teaching, regardless of their 

children's ages and difficulties. 

In the following semester families were matched with students who were 

enrolled in the unit "Literacy: Assessment and Teaching" as part of the 

Graduate Diploma in Special Education at the CCAE. As little was known 

about the students, matching was made on the pragmatic basis of proximity 

between students' and families' addresses to promote home visiting, an option 

exercised by some students. Subsequently the choice was limited to two 

sessions, or sessions in addition to the number required by the course 

director, so that close monitoring of teachers' and parents' progress ~ould be 

made at the Centre. 

Children and parents who attended the Centre on an individual basis 

continued working with a tutor until diagnostic testing and school 

achievement indicated that sufficient gains had been made, or that parents 

could demonstrate their ability to sustain the programme without assistance. 

Opportunity was given for further help if required, particularly for less able 

parents, or those with uncooperative children. 
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Space and Equipment 

The physical setting of the Schools and Community Centre was well suited for 

the close guidance of the teachers and parents without excessive intrusion 

for monitoring progress. A series of small rooms with one-way mirrors, and 

the use of a video-recording camera enabled teaching to be filmed and used 

later for analysis of method and technique. Computers were provided by the 

School of Education and the Schools Authority for expressive writing 

practice and for learning the skills of editing. 

In addition, the School of Education equipped the Centre with a library 

specific to its requirements. The books reflected the children's needs for 

access to current popular authors and titles, and a range of reference books 

with appropriate proportion of text and illustration. Material perceived as 

belonging to remediation or infant teaching in schools was avoided. 

Children's "classics" were als°o included for parents to read aloud so that the 

children could hear stories they were unable to read for themselves. 

Parents who had stopped this reading when their children began school 

started the practice anew and reported favourable outcomes. 

CURRENT FEATURES OF THE PROGRAMME 

Administration and Staffing 

The Schools and Community Centre/is administered jointly by the School of 

Education, Canberra College of Advanced Education and the ACT Schools 

Authority under the direction of a senior lecturer in Education within the 

School. There are regular meetings between the director and senior 

personnel of the Schools Authority to consider the policies of the Ceptre, its 

financial management, staffing, and relationship to other programmes within 

the Authority's jurisdiction. In addition, there is a policy review group 

which established referral procedures, and which is available to consider 

changes in direction and management within the Centre. 

The Director, who is responsible for teaching the graduate units; "Literacy: 

Assessment and Teaching" within the School of Education, integrates the 

practicum required of the students enrolled in the unit with the courses for 

parents, and has overall management of the Centre: He is assisted by two 

tutors, currently funded by the Schools Authority and the Australian 
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Commonwealth Schools Commission, who guide the students in their practice of 

diagnostic and teaching procedures, and in their role of supporting the 

parents as they develop their own teaching skills. 

The students, most of whom are experienced teachers, take responsibility for 

one family and devise an individualised programme for the child and parents 

which they follow through under the supervision of the director and tutors. 

In many cases, work with the first family is completed satisfactorily and they 

are allocated a second family during the latter part of their course. 

Refinements Made to the Programme 

Modifications have been made to all the main features of the programme since 

its inception, and continue to be made as circumstances alter. Parents 

currently participate in a course of ten sessions over a semester, either day 

or evening, and the followµig· semester have access to individual instruction 

with a teacher, which is in turn supervised by the director and tutors. The 

duration of contact with the Centre continues to be flexible depending on 

actual and, in some instances, perceived need. Parents are initially offered 

six to ten sessions, and this can be followed with further six-session modules 

immediately, or after an interval of time. 

Entry to the Programme 

The length of the waiting list for /children to enter the programme as it was 

in its original form, was one of the determining factors in establishing the 

Parents as Tutors Programme. Some children had been enrolled for one to two 

years for the previous programme and, with the number of children 

accommodated restricted by the intake of students to the CCAE cour~e, there 

seemed little hope of reductng the waiting time under the conditions which 

prevailed. Under the present scheme there are often more than one hundred 

families on the waiting list but the time before entry has been reduced to 

between six months and one year. 

School Counsellors in the ACT and in some neighbouring NSW areas have the 

main responsibility for directing families to the Parents as Tutors 

Programme. While school and health related agencies and parents do make 

initial contact in many instances, they are referred to the counselling 

system for assessment of the children's learning behaviours and general 
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ability. Where there is disagreement about the need for intervention, the 

family is enrolled and the parents are initially given access to the first 

semester classes. This gives the staff the opportunity to appraise the 

situation more closely, and to agree on a course of action with the parents. 

The First Interviews 

In the initial interviews with each family before the course begins, parents 

supply information on their children's learning strengths and difficulties, 

and outline their expectations of the programme. They are required to give 

a firm commitment to the programme, and are assured of assistance to 

implement the programme at home and to counter the problems of time and 

family demands. 

The children are also asked for their perceptions of their school progress, 

their interests, and the strengths they have outside the main academic areas. 

Every child is filmed reading from a selected book to a parent, and the 

recording is used for a Miscue Analysis (Goodman and Burke, 1972). During 

the period of this research the children attended a second time for an 

assessment of their comprehension abilities, and brought with them samples of 

their unaided fiction writing. A few weeks later they provided samples of 

unaided writing on a given topic. 

conclusion of the study for comparison. 

Levels of Participation 

Further samples were written at the 

In the early stages of the current programme, while one parent usually took 

the major responsibility for home tutoring, both often attended the course. 

Where this happened the parent who took the lesser role was supportive of 

the other's teaching. 

It was noticeable to the staff and students that where only one parent 

attended, usually the mother, there was sometimes conflict when attempts were 

made to implement the programme at home. In 1986 both parents were asked to 

commit themselves to the first four sessions and, while encouraged to stay 

for the duration of the course, only one was required to attend thereafter. 

The change effected a higher level of participation and understanding by the 

parent taking the minor role in the teaching. 
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Contact with Schools 

Close school liaison amongst parents, tutors, teachers, principals, school 

counsellors, therapists and/or related agency personnel have, on occasions, 

been preferred to the second phase of the programme. Feedback from parents 

in these instances reveals that they feel confident to support the school 

programme, having attended the ten classes at the Schools and Community 

Centre, and knowing that the school has an appreciation of their children's 

learning difficulties. 

During the first semester a tutor visits the schools of the participating 

children to meet with class or subject teachers, and counsellors where they 

are available. Teachers are invited to attend a session of the course with 

the parents of the particular child in their class, and to visit the Centre 

during the individual teaching phase. Reports containing work covered, 

levels of attainment, and suggestions for teachers are sent to the schools 

when the children finish at the Centre. 

SUMMARY OF THE PROGRAMME BACKGROUND 

The Parents as Tutors Programme is now firmly established in the Canberra 

CAE's School of Education in response to a community need. With the 

cooperation and assistance of the ACT Schools Authority and the School of 

Education, funding is provided to ensure that the service is open to all who 

require it, regardless of their economic circumstances. Through the Schools 

and Community Centre teachers are given the opportunity for new professional 

experience by working with both parents and children in literacy 

development. The procedures and theoretical models to which they are 

exposed have classroom relevance and can be applied throughout the teaching 

spectrum. In addition, another resource is· available in the community for 

children who fail to respond to help normally provided by the schools. 
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CHAPTER ll TIIE PARENT PROGRAMME 

PHASE ONE= THE PARENT SEMINARS 

The Focus of the Programme 

When selecting the components of the programme, preference was given to 

topics and procedures which had relevant theoretical application to the 

situation, and to methods which could be of immediate use at home. There were 

some sessions devoted almost entirely to background information, such- as 

understanding the processes involved in reading, while others introduced 

theoretical models and provided opportunity for practice. 

The frustration and disappointment of children and parents when failure in 

reading and writing occurs was acknowledged at the outset, and the course 

content allowed for parents to share their concerns with others. Many parents 

were unaware of the difficulties inherent in literacy acquisition for those 

children less able to cope in the regular classroom, and of the taxing memory 

demands placed upon them in the first school years. 

Positive Conditions for Learning 

Children who participated in the programme had histories of repeated 

academic failure at school. They had been unable to master literacy in the 

regular school setting, and in addition had not responded to various forms of 

specialist help which had been made available to them. For many it was 

necessary to provide opportunities where positive outcomes were assured in 

order to change attitudes which were in danger of becoming entrenched. 

By relating literacy development to that of oral language, parents were 

encouraged to remember the affirmative conditions which existed when their 

children learned to talk. Their success as teachers with oral language, which 

is a highly complex acquirement, predicted the likelihood of their being 

effective teachers of reading and writing when the same natural conditions 

of learning were applied. 

The beneficial aspects of allowing children to make errors in learning were 

explained to parents. They were taught that through their confident support 

the children could attempt to respond to problems regardless of the 
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consequence of errors occurring. For some families this meant a shift in the 

dependency aspects of their relationships, which necessitated considerable 

support from the Centre staff. 

Competition and comparison with other children, especially siblings, was 

discouraged. Parents were asked to create a positive home climate where the 

children could take risks in learning without fear of unfavourable 

comparisons with those whose progress was obviously more advanced. 

Management of the Programme at Home 

Part of every session was devoted to the discussion of principles underlying 

successful management of teaching at home. Enthusiastic parents were 

cautioned against working for too long at one time, and hesitant parents were 

persuaded to make a start. Problems concerning reluctant children were 

discussed within the group, as were difficulties regarding the selection of 

optimal working times, ways in which television viewing could be controlled, 

and meeting the needs of other children in the family. Time allocated for 

teaching up to 30 minutes was recommended, depending on the child and the 

tasks involved. 

For children with a history of repeated failure positive reinforcements 

were considered appropriate. Otherwise they were discouraged in order to 

promote self-motivation through success in reading and writing tasks. 

Parents themselves were a source of acceptable solutions for others in the 

group when behavioural consequences were .discussed. 

PHASE TWO: SUPERVISED TEACHING BY GRADUATE STUDENTS 

Student Preparation for Teaching 

Students enrolled in the unit "Literacy: Assessment and Teaching" began 

preparing for their teaching six weeks before being allocated a family with 

which to work. During that time they were introduced to relevant theoretical 

models which were to be the foundation of their teaching, and to the 

assessment procedures which they would be expected to carry out (Kemp, 

corpus of trial materials, 1984-1986, ultimately published 1987). 
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In order for t~aching to be productive from the first contact with the 

children, it was necessary that the students have pertinent knowledge upon 

which to base their interventions. At individual background briefings they 

were provided with the results of assessments in oral reading and 

comprehension, and with reports from teachers, counsellors and parents. 

Micro-teaching video tapes showing the children reading with parents were 

made available, which enabled the students to observe family interactions as 

well as to analyse the learning strengths and styles of the particular 

children with whom they were to work. 

Supervised Practice 

The individual sessions took the form of demonstration by the students of 

teaching methods with the children, and supervised parent teaching at the 

following sessions after home practice. Feedback and any necessary further 

modelling followed. Students were expected to manage the accumulation of 

parental skills in an overlapping and interweaving schedule tailored to the 

needs of the children. They identified these needs by using further 

diagnostic techniques outlined in their unit (see Kemp, 1987}, for example 

those covering handwriting, spelling and expressive writing. 

The Use of Micro-Teaching Video-Tapes 

The teachers filmed themselves at work with their respective families and 

analysed their teaching from the films, with staff assistance if necessary. 

Further films were made if required. Similarly, the parents' teaching was 

filmed at least once during the first module of sessions. These micro

teaching video-tapes were effective demonstrations of the parental grasp of 

the teaching techniques, Once viewed, many parents were able to · suggest 

advantageous modifications in their approach for themselves. 

Undesirable family interactions were obvious on the video-tapes. The 

saliency of the behaviour was itself usually sufficient for the children to 

attempt positive changes. Comments from the children indicated that they 

regarded their parents' assistance favourably, and many did not realise the 

extent to which disruptive behaviours reduced their chances of succeeding. 
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Duration of Contact with the Schools and Community Centre 

At the end of ten sessions staff, teachers and parents met to decide whether 

further assistance was warranted. The number of any extra sessions was 

negotiated, keeping in mind other demands on the children and their parents. 

The tutors took over the intervention with families who were to be seen on an 

irregular basis which enabled the students to continue intensive experience 

working with a different family. 

THE FOCUS OF THE SEMINARS 

Paired Reading 

One of the least stressful procedures to implement, and therefore one which 

was widely used, was Paired Reading, or Neurological Impress Method. Many 

children responded well to a B,1ethod in which there was no element of failure, 

and parents .reported positive and relaxed atmospheres at home in these 

sessions. Younger children, in particular, were able to sustain frequent short 

spells of reading in this way over several months. After some time older 

children were more likely to pref er reading orally to their parents. Parents 

demonstrated that together they could work through books which their 

children had wanted to read, but had found beyond their ability. 

Oral Reading 

Listening to children reading aloud, and supporting their efforts, was taught 

as a particular method discrete from, and complementary to, Paired Reading. 

Through error prevention in Paired Reading children gained confidence to 

attempt simple texts alone, but with assistance available if required. 

In accordance with psycholinguistic theory (K.S.Goodman, 1969) parents and 

children were taught to focus on the meaning of the text, and to regard 

errors as productive elements in learning to read. The children were given 

the opportunity to solve the reading problems for themselves as far as they 

were able, while their parents were trained to support their attempts without 

making unwarranted interventions. 

• 
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Transformations 

Questions which arose concerning the necessity of teaching formal English 

grammar were largely answered by instruction in the use of Transformations 

(Kemp, 1980). This procedure, in which the words of a sentence are 

manipulated to retain or alter meaning, gave children experience using words 

within the grammatical restraints of the language. Through the parents they 

were taught to compare the results of their manipulations and to explore the 

possibilities of altering particular aspects of meaning within the sentence. 

For the least able readers Transformations were the starting point to their 

own reading, and later, writing. They gained familiarity with new vocabulary 

by using words in various contexts while having their original sentences for 

reference. For some children this was the first independence in literacy 

which they had known, and the impact appeared to be powerful. Through 

"transforming" sentences, that is, by by changing the word order to alter 

meaning, the children learned to make judgements about English language 

structure and acceptable grammatical patterns. These served to sharpen their 

abilities to recognise the characteristic features of English word order, and 

thereby improve their skill of anticipation, which is one of the bases of 

fluent reading (Smith, 1978). 

Without exception, the children were able to take control of the exercise at 

certain points and to test others' abilities in areas ranging from simple 

cloze practices (Cambourne and Brennan, 1983) to providing appropriate 

sentence endings which agreed with the grammatical format. Parents of more 

able children used this method to extend their childrens1 oral and written 

vocabulary, and it became a useful tool in expressive writing through which . 
subtle differences between word meanings were explained, and editing skills 

demonstrated. 

Expressive Writing 

The teaching of Expressive Writing was introduced by showing how children1s 

writing develops in a print-aware environment, and by providing examples to 

illustrate the complexities of writing tasks. Where writing had become rigid 

and prosaic, parents were guided in the pr-ocedu,res for writing dictated 

stories with their children. Parents were taught to elicit short stories from 

the children and to write these as closely as possible to the children's own 
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words. These stories were often the basis of the children's reading, and the 

two facets of literacy became naturally combined. 

Reading their own stories became important as the children began writing for 

themselves, following the principles of Process Writing (Graves, 1983}. 

Parents were given the task of assisting their children to become responsible 

to an audience, and therefore to read their work both as writers and as 

potential receivers of the stories. 

During the first semester attempts to initiate writing at home were at best 

tentative, and it was not until families were paired with a teacher that 

intensive efforts were made and progress seen. Nevertheless, it was felt by 

parents to be an invaluable part of their course, and most became competent 

at assisting with writing to some degree. In the later stages of the 

programme's development more attention has been paid to this area in 

recognition of the difficulties it presents for many parents and children. 

Spelling 

On entry to the programme there were some children who were already 

reasonably fluent readers, but who lacked the necessary abilities in writing 

and spelling. Parents tended to perceive spelling as the major concern of 

the two, and not necessarily as one of the component skills of writing. Those 

with primary school children frequently recounted the family's feelings of 

despair as they helped their children prepare for the weekly spelling test 

from lists of words given in class. From experience they anticipated further 

failure for their children and a cumulative loss of confidence. 

As with other areas of concern, counsel was given for liaison with th~ school 

to arrange for spelling progress to be monitored in a more appropriate way 

for the participating children. Class teachers made considerable efforts to 

accommodate these requests, bearing in mind that most of the children 

disliked attention being drawn to their learning deficiencies, and the 

teachers explaJned that the ensuing embarrassment made any compromise 

unacceptable. As Process Writing became more widely used in schools it was 

presumed that spelling would be viewed as an integral part of writing, and 

.g.i,..yE,?n . proportional and individual treatment. T~e Schools and Community 

Centre programme adopted as a principle that this particular problem would 

be overcome by having spelling taught in the context of written language. 

• 
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Examples served to illustrate that the highly irregular nature of English 

orthography precludes the use of sound-to-print conversion rules (Jorm, 

1983). In place of lists of words, it was shown that spelling taken directly 

from expressive writing could be an effective procedure. When this was put 

into practice at home some children came to understand the effectiveness of 

learning the words required for their particular purposes. Using these as a 

foundation, the parents were able to bring to attention other similar words, 

or plan activities which included words containing related features. 

In the same way that parents were encouraged to foster initiative and 

independence in oral reading, they were asked to value the content and ideas 

of their children's writing above the spelling accuracy in initial drafts. 

Seen in perspective as part of the children1s responsibility to edit their 

work and present it in acceptable form for their readers, it was planned that 

spelling would diminish as a ~_ource of frustration for these families. In this 

area in particular it was advantageous to have both parents attending the 

course, as most ~fents had only their own school experience upon which to 

draw, and were um:tmiliar with changes in teaching theory and practice. 

Projects and Assignments 

Upper primary and secondary children were themselves concerned with the 

production of written factual work in the form of projects and assignments. 

Although these spanned the range~of subjects taught in schools there are 

sufficient common clements in the procedures to be presented as a unit within 

the course. Following the strategies devised by Morris and Stewart-Dore 

(1984), the teaching focussed on the preparatory aspects of an assignment 

such as recognizing its purpose, using available knowledge and resources, 

extracting information, and organizing it as a response to the task. 

Parents practised an exercise in project writing to understand the 

difficulties awaiting children whose literacy levels were not equal to the 

demands of assignment writing. There were some parents of secondary school 

children who met with immediate success at home using the methods outlined 

in the programme. Most used it· as the need arose, although parents of 

younger children usually waited until the individual help became ava.i.lable. 
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Assessments 

Parents revealed scant knowledge of published tests widely used in schools 

to calculate their children's reading "age" or to identify learning 

difficulties. They were anxious that their assistance would engender real 

gains and required some criteria upon which to measure progress. In practice, 

the video filming and explanation of each Miscue Analysis (Goodman and 

Burke, 1972) satisfied this need. However, some background to the procedures, 

and demonstrations of keeping comparative observational records were 

included in the course for parents to use independently of the Centre (Kemp, 

1985). These were based on reading behaviours and the development of 

strategies which would in turn produce fluent reading. (see Appendix A) 

EVALUATION OF PARENT PROGRAMME 

The Viewpoint of Parents 

While the Parents as Tutors Programme runs smoothly and to the satisfaction 

of almost all participating families, there are still some unresolved 

problems, and questions which have yet to be addressed. Although the 

programme is open to all families, many participating parents are self

confident, and able to initiate access to programmes such as the one at the 

Schools and Community Centre. The answers to the questionnaire regularly 

given out at the end of the ten par~nt classes in each semester indicate their 

agreement that they have gained useful skills and knowledge with which to 

assist their children. 

Atypical Parents 

While there is no deliberate intention to decrease the numbers of the more 

able parents in the programme, the aim is to include others whose background 

has not prepared them so well for the role of tutor to their own children. 

When parents who themselves are barely literate first visit the Centre, they 

frequently admit their discomfort in addition to their concern about their 

children's under-achievement at school. Some whose first language is not 

English also have difficulties assimilating the course content, and its 

inherent cultural biases. The majority of parents have reported that the 

academic level is well within their understanding, but there are some who 

I 
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find several aspects ·beyond their grasp and therefore do not gain 

significantly from the classes. 

The group of parents with more particular needs is growing in number as the 

Schools and Community Centre becomes more widely known. While they attend 

the classes regularly, it becomes apparent that for them many aspects of the 

course are too complex. Intensive help is given by the staff, and the parents 

move to individual sessions with their children at the earliest opportunity. 

While answering specific needs, withdrawal from the parent group isolates the 

families from the support of others in the classes. As the balance shifts to 

include more families with special backgrounds it may be expedient to offer 

classes which move more slowly through the processes, have a reduced 

content, and allow for modelling and rehearsal with children at the time that 

procedures are introduced. Adaptations to cope with parents' own learning 

difficulties would need to be refined and proven in practice, for example 

following the story sense to gauge the accuracy of children1s oral reading 

rather than watching the print. 

Gains for Parents in the First Semester 

Precisely how much the parents can be asked to do at home is an unresolved 

issue. During the first semester valuable time is lost by tentative parents 

who fail to keep pace with those JJho make an early start. The latter make 

gains quickly and they and their children are enthused by their success. 

Inevitably their contact time with the Centre is of a shorter duration 

provided that all other circumstances are favourable. The parents who are 

slower to begin working at home have many and various· reasons for their 

delay. With support and assurance, and occasional supplementary time with 

their children in the Centre, these parents also prove effective teachers of 

their own children in literacy. It is doubtful whether additional pressure on 

these people to commence earlier would be fruitful. 

Some parents work frequently with their children, but for lengths of time 

unsuited to the children or the task. Others teach selectively, applying 

methods to which the children respond regardless of the academic need. By 

the end of the first semester the parents have wide-ranging levels of 

experience upon which to build the set of individual teaching sessions. 
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Independence and Further Support 

The Parents as Tutors Programme aims to have parents independent of the 

Centre after a year's contact, and able to continue working with their 

children as long as is necessary. Most parents are able to make a realistic 

judgement about the need for further assistance. On the other hand, there 

are some for whom a major attitudinal change is necessary. They leave 

confident in their teaching skills, but the staff retain reservations. 

Conflict is often present between these parents and their children, and in 

the past the School of Education has been able to offer some family 

counselling which has been successful. This has been given almost on an ad 

hoc basis and there is no certainty that it will be available when needed. A 

counsellor appointed to work part-time in conjunction with the Centre, would 

provide valuable assistance in cases where the children's learning 

deficiencies are tied to behavioural difficulties, or where there is family 

conflict. 

Relationships with Schools 

Once a family has begun attending the Schools and Community Centre other 

applications follow from the same school. The balance between government 

and non-government school participants reflects the proportions in the 

general population, but is weightJd within those categories in favour of 

particular schools and some areas within and outside the ACT. Within the ACT 

the School Counselling service is responsible for handling referrals and 

some counsellors keep in close contact with the tutors when children from 

their school are attending the Centre. Others appear to be unaware of the 

service although the relevant information has been distributed throughout 

the Counselling system and there have been discussions with senior 

counselling staff. 

Building relationships with teachers is also a continuing effort through 

visits by the Centre's staff to schools. While few teachers avail themselves of 

the invitations to attend a class or watch a teaching session, it is important 

that they continue to be offered participatory roles in the Centre. 

I 
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School and Community Response 

Community and school support for the programme is favourable and should 

remain so while it responds to a need otherwise unmet in the educational 

system. There is a nominal charge each semester to cover materials, but no 

teaching fees are charged. This ensures that the service is open to all and 

that the basic requirement of parents is that they will commit their time and 

energy to enable their children to become literate. Most continue to do this 

despite having to make sacrifices for a considerable time. 

Canberra, with its large transient population, will for the foreseeable future 

require intervention programmes in literacy learning, of which this is one 

example. Other schemes, such as the Reading Recovery programme (Clay, 1979) 

will alleviate the problem as it is introduced throughout the catchment area, 

but for those children for whom assistance is unavailable through normal 

school channels, the Parents as Tutors Programme represents an opportunity 

to acquire the skills of literacy with the help of their parents. 
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CHAPI'ERID A REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The change of focus in research into literacy teaching over the last decade 

has ushered in a climate favourable to serious parental participation in 

children's formal education. While not denying the complexity of the 

processes of literacy itself, its acquisition and teaching evaluation, 

previously mystifying theories requiring sophisticated interpretation are 

being replaced by explanations of process and learning. The results of the 

work of Goodman,K.S., Goodman,Y.M. & Burke, Smith,F. and Holdaway during the 

'seventies has led to a wide range of further studies across the literacy 

curriculum into the way in which we acquire, sustain and teach language 

skills, and new ways of evaluating their mastery. Evolving concurrently were 

research projects into the value of parents participating directly in 

education, and these will be outlined here. 

THE PLACE OF PARENTS IN EDUCATION 

Parent Programmes 

Of particular relevance are those studies which demonstrate the significance 

of parental influence in their children's school achievement, and parents' 

roles, either as natural teachers or, when given specific skills in literacy 

tutoring. Home settings have been used for their flexibility and 

confidentiality in many of the projects in parent tutoring. Brown and 

Richardson {1978) demonstrated that children whose parents had been given 

eight sessions of informal training in five months made similar gains to those 

who received daily remedial help at school or a combination of both. Using 

this model, Builder (1980) found that the need for remedial teaching in the 

target school was reduced by 50% which freed the teacher for more parental 

training. Parents were most wanting information on theory and method rather 

than on curriculum content. Some theoretical knowledge in parent training is 

necessary according to Graziano (1977). He advocated the additional 

conditions of instruction, demonstration, supervised practice with feedback, 

and monitoring of progress. 

• 
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McNaughton, Glynn and Robinson (1981) gave parents specific directions in 

supporting their children's oral reading. They reported improved fluency 

after a programme based on reinforcing behaviours which focussed on 

searching for meaning in text. Monitoring and feedback from the researchers 

appeared to be major factors in the project's success. Glynn (1980) found that 

additional trained tutoring at school was necessary to realise and generalise 

the gains of the intervention. He surmised that further gains probably 

depended on the type of instructions given at school and the availability of 

appropriate books. 

In the UK Hewison and Tizard (1980) found, and Jackson and Hannon (1981) 

confirmed, that whether or not children were heard to read regularly at home 

was a critical factor in their early reading development. The parents were 

trained through home visits and close school contacts, and in the second case 

helped set up the system of sending books between home and school. Children 

who received help made sustained gains over those who did not have 

assistance, even over-riding IQ factors (Hewison, 1982}. Hewison cited the 

Plowden Committee Research which showed that 73% of parents of children in 

upper infant classes helped with homework, which was probably reading, 

considering the age of the children. This fact was largely ignored by schools, 

possibly because it was not seen as beneficial. However the parents in the 

Dagenham and Harringay studies in which Hewison was concerned were willing, 

capable, and effective helpers abl~ to offer both practice opportunities and 

motivation. 

Broden, Beasley and Hall (1978) in the USA reported on the positive effects of 

home tutoring by a parent in spelling, and the subsequent maintenance of 

gains once the teaching ceased. In accordance with "Individual Educational 

Programmes" under USA Public Law 94 142 to explore the least restrictive 

placement when intervening on a child's behalf, Gang, and Poche (1982) 

investigated the effects of parent tutoring in reading skills. Again the 

outcomes were positive, both in the parents' ability to teach, and in the 

children's reading proficiency. 

Biddulph (1983) initiated a low-cost group course for parents to teach skills 

appropriate for home help in reading. The programme was limited in that there 

was no opportunity for observation and feedback about the teaching by 

parents. Even so, the response from parents and children was positive, and the 
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reading gains significant. Group interaction was a significant factor in the 

programme's success for some parents. There were also those who chose not to 

offer comment, but whose children still improved in reading. 

Wolfendale (1985) notes that the amount of parental involvement varies and is 

not necessarily an indicator of the success or otherwise of a training 

programme. The emphasis needs to be on participation, not a partnership 

where the roles are too diffuse, and questions concerning the making of final 

decisions need to be resolved between teachers and parents. Parents wish to 

participate in their children's first school years, but teachers vary in their 

attitudes to home help, and in the type of help they request. 

A shift is required by schools from a deficit model of parenthood to one of 

accepting the possible positive effects of home influence (Topping, 1985). 

Parents are able to give practice opportunities for reading with immediate 

feedback and paced to the individual. The parent model and acceptance is 

stronger than that of the teacher who, after all, has a temporary importance 

in the life of the child, but the quality of the assistance is crucial. Many 

parents who are anxious about their children lack the necessary skills to 

assist. Their feelings of inadequacy, frustration and tension are relieved 

when they receive help. They may need to modify the procedures taught to 

have ownership of them and the effect of such necessary compromises is 

difficult to evaluate. Topping suggests using the least time and effort 

consuming procedures first, and holding more complex strategies in reserve. 

The same principles apply as for teaching children such as early success, 

small steps in difficulties, a short time commitment, and varied and 

entertaining activities. 

Topping (1985) has reviewed several projects in this field in the U.K. He 

found that the various strategies taught to, and used by, parents yield gains 

between two and five times those for children who have not received parental 

help. Paired Reading, where the child reads along with the parent, appeared 

to be the most effective. However, these programmes typically involved more 

home visits and structured training than did those which used Parent 

Listening. The latter were very low in cost and included little in the way of 

specific skill instruction and monitoring. Programmes which were based on 
,, 

workshops were heavy on the use of professional time, as were those 

requiring specific behaviours, such as Pause, Prompt and Praise courses. 

I 
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These are based on the teaching strategies which McNaughton et al (op cit) 

have demonstrated to be effective in promoting fluent oral reading. In the 

final analysis the existence of some form of training may be more important 

than the particular strategies recommended and taught. 

Procedures covering the whole area of literacy are taught in the Parents-As

Tutors programme (P'fP) currently running at the Canberra College of 

Advanced Education (CCAE), where in-service teachers work with families 

after the parents have taken the ten-session course. Kemp's (1985) research 

into the programme shows that most parents were optimistic about their 

children's ability to become literate, and felt that they would be capable of 

teaching their children given the appropriate skills. They had all attempted 

to give help at home and many were concerned at the frustration engendered 
\ 

by their efforts. Parents had almost always initiated the contact with school, 

despite misgivings in many cases because of their own school experiences, or 

for fear of exacerbating the problem for their children. They had all become 

aware of their children's learning or behavioural difficulties by Grade 3, 

some even as early as pre-$chool years. However, there was an average delay 

of two years in receiving help from schools during which time all but one 

parent in the study of 39 had attempted to give assistance. Parent's views of 

school support in this area were generally negative, and the customary 

professional advice o,f "wait and see" unacceptable. 

Influence In Pre- school Years 

Recent studies have illustrated the importance of parental influence in the 

literacy development of pre-school children, and in pa:c-ticular have outlined 

the conditions common to early readers. Both Elkind (1976) and Clark (1976) 

found that a background rich in oral and written language, where the child 

had a close relationship with an adult were crucial ingredients in the home 

setting. Books being read to the children and being seen to be read by adults 

were also important. Further, opportunities for talking in an atmosphere of 

acceptance provided modelling and practice which led on to reading as a 

natural progression. Case studies which have followed have shown that 

children in these conditions may develop as early writers as well (Bissex, 

1980, Payton, 1984, Schmidt and Yates 1985). Schmidt and Yates observed the 

importance of the relationship with the trusted adult, as has Clark (op cit), 
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and how the child was free to question and hypothesise about the ways in 

which oral and written language both work and differ. 

Part of the relationship between middle class mothers and their children is 

the expansion of their children's language (Wardhaugh, 1976). Thirty per cent 

of talking time is spent in introducing and giving practice in new vocabulary 

and language structures. In this way language is acquired gradually with no 

conscious beginning point. Parents accept errors and failure in their natural 

learning setting for speech development, but may apportion blame for 

approximations and failure in reading, which is seen as part of the formal 

instruction of schooling and therefore in a different context from oral 

language attainment. Nicholson (1982) has found that parents have little 

knowledge about what constitutes a reading programme, and that programmes 

to involve them in teaching require the same elements of demonstration, 

instruction and systematic feedback as advocated by Glynn (1980). Further, he 

suggests similar methods of instruction on an individual basis, using texts 

containing meaning, for the home gains to be transferred to school. 

It is while children are still in the home that they make their first contact 

with print, and Ferreiro (1985) demonstrates that they show an understanding 

about it before they can read, write, or even comprehend the alphabetic 

nature of written language. Using cards printed with letter-like symbols, she 

found that children have distinct notions about what constitutes a word (at 

least three graphemes). and that the quantity of letters and removal of words 

altered the size or number of the objects represented by the words. Wells' 

(1985) conclusion that at first children need a competent adult to mediate 

between themselves and text would seem to provide an answer to 

misconceptions about print, and at the same time provide information on the 

true nature of written language. 

Parents who read regularly to their children from infancy have already 

passed on important information about print through possibly one thousand 

books before schooling begins (Nicholson, 1982). These children generally 

understand the stability of text, that is, that the same book tells the same 

story. They have knowledge of story structure and book layout, and most 

importantly, have immediate answers to their questions. In contrast, children 

who lack this experience have many more questions to ask. However, the 

classroom is not the ideal situation in which to have them answered because 
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they are in competition with a large group for the teacher's attention. 

Nicholson cites Novick and Waters' (1977) study which shows that although 

children have ample opportunity for talking in the classroom very little of 

that interchange is with the teacher. For some of these children frustration 

and defeat occur in their first year of formal education. 

CURRICULUM AREAS 

Reading: Process and Instruction 

It is also appropriate to note the major influences in thinking on the 

teaching and evaluation of literacy skills used in the CCAE programme. 

Ashton-Warner (1964) anticipated a change in direction of teaching first year 

primary children. The development of Key Vocabularies, which were words of 

significance to individual children introduced a serious attempt to harness 

children's experiences and bring them to language and literacy acquisition in 

the classroom. She recognised that there was also a private vocabulary in 

existence for every child, and developed the naturalistic concept of 

"allowing a child's day into spans of output and intake". 

Since then, examination of the means by which we claim ownership of oral and 

written language for ourselves, and the processes which are fundamental to 

fluent language reception and production have been studied intensively. 

K.S.Goodman (1967) has built on CJiomsky's (1965) linguistic theory of the 

embodiment of meaning in a dimension he called deep structure. This is 

translated into a complete signal, graphic or oral, called the surface 

structure. Listening and reading, that is decoding the surface structure, are 

not mirror images of the generative process. The receiver must recreate 

meaning for him/herself and does so by selecting only the most productive 

cues. Knowledge of the language structure and its redundancies allows the 

reader or listener to predict and anticipate the grammatical pattern by 

identifying a few key elements. The psycholinguistic philosophy thus evolved 

has been the crucial factor in the moves away from concern with sound-symbol 

accuracy within tightly controlled vocabulary limits. Present emphasis is on 

ensuring that emergent readers have the strategies and skills necessary to 

meet the mind of the writer. 



Smith F. (1971, 1978) takes up Goodman's explanations of process and holds that 

through interaction with the written word readers sample the text, predict the 

following words, and either confirm or modify their anticipation within the 

constraints of the meaning of the passage. Readers ask questions of print and 

their understanding of it answers them. Fluent readers take a global approach 

to reading, and when faced with difficulties look for the general sense by 

increasing their reading rate. Then it is possible to reread with some sense of 

the alternatives offered to identify particular words. In accord with the 

current climate, Smith eschews the use of labels for children making slow 

progress in literacy development. The anxiety thus provoked, and the 

frequently accompanying "solutions" which insist on attention to surface 

detail, provide a repetition of conditions under which learning has failed thus 

far. 

Providing an individualized reading programme within the classroom based on 

natural language-learning principles was offered by Holdaway (1972) as a 

guide to teachers. Holdaway (1972) and Clay (1979) have contributed 

considerably to the body of knowledge on reading failure through meticulous 

observations and experience with remediation programmes since the early 

seventies. In particular, Clay's method of recording error patterns, known as 

Running Records, and teaching strategies based on interpretation of the 

results, have become major components in teacher in-service courses in 

Australia and New Zealand. While the features of Reading Recovery, Clay's 

programme of assisting six year olds with early reading difficulties, are 

precise, and its methods exact, she allows for flexibility within teaching. This 

way children do not become locked into particular theories, none of which has 

proven successful for all children (Clay, 1977). Early texts based on children's 

natural language provide an effective lead in to the more formal language 

structure of books. Clay (1986) advocates "mountains" of easy books for the 

beginning reader "because on these the child unwittingly orchestrates the 

whole complex task of reading". 

Singer and Ruddell (1976) have collected together the work of several writers 

across the literacy spectrum. Writers such as Samuels, Williams and Gibson 

described the part vision plays in reading, and the cognitive processing of 

eye fixation and sampling. Recognition of a word is made by attending to the 

first letter and then the last as part of the sampling process. Peripheral 

vision is used for further sampling (Goodman (1976) and the hypothesis formed 
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is confirmed or- denied by further reading. Singer followed with his views on 

conceptual· organization, whereby competent readers show flexibility in 

modifying word meanings or in trying the range of possible alternatives in 

their search for meaning. While these skills are being developed children 

need the external reinforcement of praise for the achievements thus far and 

attractive materials with which to work (Matthewson 1974). As competency is 

achieved the process becomes self-reinforcing. 

Reading: Ability Assessment 

According to Dreker and Singer (1985} millions of dollars are spent annually 

on standardised tests, with the support of parents. Even so, their research 

showed that parents misunderstand the results and want more information on 

them.. Teachers in the same study asked for information other than that 

available from these tests. Rowley (1980) points out that it is easy to see the 

results of norm-referenced standardised tests as targets rather than typical 

performances. Furthermore, there is the danger of assuming that the child 

will be able to cope with the age or grade level tasks shown in the scores, 

when the child may be limited by them, or lack the necessary life experience 

to perform to expectation. 

Diagnostic testing, on the other hand, shows children's reading "systems" 

developed thus far (Nicholson,1984). As they are on-going it is possible to 

see whether teaching is effective or not, and to take appropriate steps. 

Vinsonhaler et al (1983) agree that while diagnosis is essential for 

remediation, agreement or reliability of diagnosis among teachers is very 

low. The medical profession, whose reliability results are somewhat better, 

use a highly organised body of knowledge, specific to particular problems . .. 
Teacher training could use their model which includes systemic techniques of 

cue collection and supervised diagnosis, treatment and follow-up. Examples of 

evaluation procedures which appear to fulfill these requirements are Running 

Records (Clay, 1979) and Miscue Analysis (Goodman and Burke, 1972). Both 

these methods reveal the processes and strategies used by the child in 

reading so that strengths as well as weaknesses are clearly identified. This 

evidence serves as a guide to teachers for further instruction. A system of 

protocols has been developed by Kemp (1987) to yield detailed information on 

other areas of literacy. Using these, teachers can check the effectiveness of 

their interventions by using the pre and post test measures, which include 
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valuable information from the children themselves. Attitudes as well as 

competencies and weaknesses are recorded, and parents, children and 

teachers are able to see progress ln definable terms. 

In order to carry out effective assistance for the 15% of children who 

encounter difficulties in learning to read, teachers need a sound theoretical 

knowledge on which to base their interventions (Cambourne, 1979). The debate 

between the psycholinguistic viewpoints and those who adhere to what 

Cambourne calls the outside-in theorists will doubtless continue. Teachers, 

who generally see themselves in a practical role, must be aware of the 

philosophy behind their methods in order for the operation of "reasoned and 

rational practice" (Cambourne 1979). He refutes the notion that reading is 

acquired in a linear fashion by a means of subskills and point to the evidence 

of Clay (1972) and Goodman (1973). They show that beginning readers attempt 

to apply the same strategies as are used by competent readers. Assistance 

can thus be given without involving an attitudinal shift which sees the child 

making slower progress as different and therefore requiring a different 

teaching approach. 

Writing 

Writing, previously seen as secondary to reading in importance in early years 

of schooling, has been recognised to have the same developmental factors as 

reading mastery and given favourable conditions, occurs spontaneously 

alongside reading acquisition. Berieter and Scardamalia (1982) point out that 

a different kind of· schema is needed for writing than that used in oral 

language. Without the responding partner present in dialogue, a writer must 

develop self-cueing prompts to sustain and develop a line of thought. It is 

generally agreed that writing is far more complex than simply being "talk 

written down" by the very nature of the formal syntax, sophisticated word 

arrangement and permanency which set it apart. 

Writing has no support from pre-existing structures and therefore generally 

demands a higher level of cognitive and linguistic skill than speech from 

both reader and writer, according to Wells (1981). The self conscious and 

reflective nature of the process demands that meaning must be assembled, 

organised and shaped to meet reader expectations, then encoded into words 

and syntactic structures, no mean task for beginning writers and beyond the 
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scope of many children without outside assistance. Graves (1983) has given us 

his method of ''conferencing" to replace the dialogue partner and thereby 

help the emergent writer to reach his own knowledge, develop the subject, and 

make the result accessible to the reader. Process Writing, a procedure he 

developed for classroom use, has been the cause of revitalising the teaching 

of writing in Australia. 

Little (1979) and others have shown how in writing sentence length and 

structure increase with age and grade level. Little {1983) has further 

differentiated results of his research according to fictional and non

fictional writing, and demonstrated that children writing in school spell with 

around a 97% level of accuracy. While the findings are reassuring they do 

not · take into account the many children who pref er to restrict their 

vocabulary to known words rather than to take spelling risks. 

Spelling 

Upon school entry 90% of children believe that they can write, compared with 

15% who think that they can read (Graves, 1983). If there is a focus on 

imparting information in first drafts of writing, and spelling is attended to 

later as part of the writer' responsibility to the reader, orthographic skill 

development is kept in its proper perspective. The writer must have a 

personal stake in his or her work, and a sense of audience, for spelling to be 

viewed as a form of etiquette without which the author will not be taken 

seriously. Bouffler (1984) states that our views on spelling must be in 

keeping with those we hold on language in all its other areas. To be teaching 

reading through drill systems alongside Process Writing leads to confusion, 

and discourages risk taking, an important element in the mastery of English 

orthography. Teaching which insists on perfect word accuracy the first time 

in writing, and emphasises lists and tests, removes spelling from its natural 

place within total language development. A sense of purpose in writing 

provides reason for a proof-reading approach to spelling, so that it is 

taught where it is used, within writing. 

In contrast to Smith's (1971) view that beginning spellers use the same 

strategies as older children, Marsh et al {1980) ·hold to a developmental 

approach, citing Read's (1971) naturalistic observations of children's 

"invented spelling" as a useful example. The child's reliance on syntactic and 
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semantic cues which are so helpful in reading may even interfere with 

orthographic processing in the early stages when he generally relies on 

phonetic detail. Because spelling and reading processes do not mirror each 

other, competent readers may be poor spellers (Frith 1980). Their use of 

partial cues which result in fast reading mean that they pay insufficient 

attention to the letter-by-letter structure of words, preferring to rely on 

phonetic cues when in doubt. What Frith calls the "visual store" and Jorm 

(1983) calls the "mental lexicon", is the repository to which good spellers 

refer, and· which is inadequately developed in poor spellers. Jorm has 

analysed the cognitive deficits which influence spelling ability, and 

advocates qualitative rather than quantitative testing to indicate 

appropriate teaching. 

Judicious use of standardised information is a feature of Proof-Reading 

Tests of Spelling, designed by Croft et al (1981). They advocate both teaching 

and testing of spelling within context, claiming that the structures of the 

English language are sufficient to allow for soine generalised learning. 

Results from these tests provide useful information for planning assistance 

for both group and individual teaching, as well as assessing the 

effectiveness of previous teaching. 

Comprehension 

"Meanings generated in one mind are realised in another, and the only visible 

linkage between the two is a text ... " (Cambourne 1985). This being so, it is 

necessary that the reader can not only understand the surface conventions, 

and the syntactical rules which apply, but also interpret the author's 

intended message. The challenge facing the teacher is in assessing c~ildren's 

comprehension. It has been demonstrated that most of the questions

following·-story type tests can be answered as well, or even better, before 

actually reading the passage in question, and are therefore off er no useful 

information (Kemp 1980). Assuming that story recall is a more appropriate 

measure, Graves, Cooke & Laberge (1983) found that comprehension could be 

improved by previewing stories with the teacher before reading them silently. 

Others have noted that successive hearings of stories improves the ability to 

recall detail and follow theme. A hierarchical taxonomy of comprehension 

skills has been developed by Barrett (Pumfrey, 1977) to assess increasingly 

complex skills in understanding text, both fiction and non-fiction. In the UK 

• 
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this approach has been seen to warrant the widespread use of aligned 

teaching materials and in-service courses. 

Although children can have problems understanding relationships between and 

within sentences (Marzano & Dole 1985), some of the difficulties may arise 

from the writing itself. Ruddell (1976) found that comprehension can be 

enhanced by emphasising the relationships between the key structural 

elements, and Worrall's (1985) work of analysing miscues shows that even 

young proficient readers perceive and use cohesive ties. Writers employ more 

unusual language structures than speakers do, and children need to be taught 

to recognise them, including the subtleties of propaganda and manipulation 

(Goodman 1976). Cohesive ties are part of an author's distinctive style and 

account for the affective quality of the writing (Chapman 1983). Their number 

and level of complexity have a direct effect on comprehension. Morris and 

Stewart-Dore (1984) have focussed on providing help in the secondary school 

area where understanding of textbooks is assumed despite their varying 

literary qualities, and the heavy demands placed on readers to orient 

themselves to several different types of language across several subjects in 

any one day. 

Blank (1985) has studied the relationship between oral and written language, 

and its ties with school failure. Children need to know the organization and 

rules with pertain to both, and those for writing may need to be taught. 

Because of its more abstract quality and the absence of an immediate 

response, written language may present problems for some children. Further, 

coherence in writing often depends on invisible links, the things left unsaid, 

which are only available to the sophisticated reader. In such situations 

children make their own inferences (Nicholson 1982) and may need to be 

taught how to detect the implicit information. 

Selecting materials which are appropriate to levels of skill acquisition in 

reading is a complex task. While features such as text density, proportion of 

text to page and illustration, complexity of language structure and 

familiarity of topic need to be considered along with style, an emphasis on 

vocabulary alone can be useful. Elley (1977) has developed a test of 

readability which can be applied throughout the g~~des based upon the Cloze 

procedure in which a proportional number of words is omitted from the text. 

His research showed that content words, particularly nouns, are more 
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difficult to anticipate than structure words, and therefore are the most 

useful predictors of reading difficulty. Another measure, widely used in New 

Zealand schools for the same purpose, is his Noun Count procedure (Elley 

1975). Based upon the Arvidson Spelling list, which is periodically updated to 

keep pace with the changes in children's vocabulary usage, nouns in text are 

assigned a level of difficulty, and scored to provide a readability guide. 

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS 

Holdaway (1979) observes that the seemingly natural stages of learning to 

walk and to talk are motivated by constant parental reinforcement, and that 

the same conditions are also favourable to the attainment of literacy. 

Parents need to be reminded of the success with which they enabled their 

children to achieve mobility and speech, so that schools and parents support 

their children's literacy development together. Kemp (1986) has pointed out 

that with the introduction of programmes such as the Early-Literacy-In

Service-Course standardised testing procedures are being questioned as to 

their usefulness. Careful observation of what children actually do when they 

talk, read and write, gives teachers a clear picture of their students' 

competencies and shortcomings,and thence a direction for further teaching, 

When problems arise, they are usually regarded as being with the child 

(Holmes, 1982). The educational and social system is seen as dysfunctional and 

unable to cope .. Parents, teachers and those in administration blame one 

another, and it may not be until outside intervention occurs that there is any 

improvement. The Parents-As-Tutors programme operates in accordance with 

Holmes' philosophy that difficulties in literacy can be overcome if the 

problem is addressed in partnership, and and clear ground rules for change 

are implemented. 
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CHAPTER IV THE STUDY 

THEPURPOSEOFTHESTUDY 

The purpose of the study was to measure the effect of parents teaching their 

own children in literacy when the children were under-achieving at school. 

The parents were trained to carry out teaching procedures at home through a 

course of ten two-hourly sessions followed by ten to twenty hour long 

sessions given by teachers to individual sets of parents and children. For 

the purposes of the study a null hypothesis was assumed: that is, that the 

parental teaching would achieve no significant difference in the rate of 

participating children's development in literacy. The corollary was assumed 

that measurable progress which contrasted with the children's previous 

assessments would prove that the parental intervention was effective. 

POPULATION 

The population of thirty-nine subjects was drawn from a larger population of 

fifty-two children whose parents participated in the Parents as Tutors 

Programme beginning in July 1985 (Group 1) or in March 1986 (Group 2). At 

the time of entry all children were in mainstream classes. One child moved 

to a Junior Assessment class during the second semester of contact with the 

Schools and Community Centre. Group 1 consisted of twenty- six subjects and 

Group 2 consisted of thirteen. The children included in the population were 

those for whom there was complete information in the areas of oral reading, 

comprehension, and fictional writing. Twenty- six children who had also 

completed both samples of the non-fictional writing were considered as a 

sub- group within the population. 

The ages of the subjects at the time the study commenced ranged from 7 years 

and 1 month to 14 years and 5 months at the beginning of the programme. The 

average age was 10 years and O months. The class levels ranged from Grade 1 

to Grade 8. There were seven girls and thirty-two boys in the population. 



RESEARCH QUESTIONS, DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTS 

The intention was to measure the abilities of the children in literacy in three 

areas: oral reading, comprehension and expressive writing before the parents 

began tutoring. These areas were chosen as the most obvious conventions 

through which individual literacy development is currently evaluated. The 

same measurements repeated after the parents had been working for at least 

one semester with the children and then compared with the first, would 

indicate the effectiveness of the parental teaching and therefore of the 

programme. 

The forms of assessment used were analytical and/or descriptive. The first 

were recorded in percentages or rated on a scale of 0-5. Descriptive ratings 

were based on a 0-5 scale and inevitably contained a subjective element. The 

instruments used were ~hose which revealed something of the processes being 

used by the subjects in the three areas, rather than only the end result. 

Information which indicated the strategies available to the children were then 

used as the basis from which to teach. 

The use of standardised reading tests was rejected in favour of testing which 

more readily showed the strengths and weaknesses of the children's reading 

behaviour as they read from texts based on familiar cultural settings. The 

purpose of both the oral reading and comprehension assessments was to 

evaluate the children's grasp of the meaning of the writing, and to analyse the 

strategies which were available to them in their search for meaning. 

Standardised tests available to date have yet to yield this information, or to 

prove conclusively that they give relevant information based on sound theory 

of reading processes and proficiency. Subskills commonly included in 

standardised tests, such as the ability to break words into syllables, or the 

ability to articulate the "sounds" of particular letters in isolation, are 

endowed with value beyond their real measure as components of the reading 

process. Further, standardised tests currently in use are generally 

considered valid when correlated with older tests, which in turn have yet to 

be proven effective measurements of reading competency (Goodman, K,S. 1973). 

Descriptive and analytical diagnoses gave the parents the information they 

needed in lay terms, and assisted the children in taking self-responsibility 

for practising the necessary skills. Even the youngest children understood 

the procedures that they must follow to attain fluent Oral Reading, and the 
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parent's role was to remind and support once the explanations had been given 

and discussed. In Comprehens.ion and Expressive Writing the requirements 

were more complex, but the teaching methods followed the same principle of 

modelling, explanation and discussion, home practice, and supervision. 

THE APPLICATION 

Oral Reading 

In the initial family interview the children read extracts from the Young 

Australia (1980-1983) series of supplemntary books to find a level of text 

which they could read with 80-95 per cent accuracy. Every child then read to 

one parent from another book at the same level and this reading was recorded 

on video film. The parents were instructed to listen to the children read and 

help as they would at home. Their assisting behaviours were included in a 

separate research project being conducted simultaneously in the Schools and 

Community Centre. An 80-90 per cent accuracy level would have ensured that 

most children would still produce a significant number of miscues on a second 

reading of the same text a few months later, but it was necessary to consider 

the effect of filming on the children, some of whom were very nervous of both 

the test situation, and of being filmed. The children were filmed again 

reading the same text to the same parent immediately following the parent 

seminars, and at the end of the study. 

34 

The Young Australia series of readers contains stories with familiar settings· 

and subjects, as well as folk tales from this and other countries. The 

language used is generally fluid and reflects that used naturally within the 

the community of most children whose first language is English. It therefore 

provides a more realistic assessment than do books which contain unfamiliar 

vocabulary and language structures. The first books in the series depend 

upon the illustrations for their cohesion, which made them unsuitable for the 

purpose of demonstrating the ability to extract meaning. Two of the easiest 

books from the Ready to Read series (1982) were substituted successfully. 

The Miscue Analysis procedures of Goodman and Burke (1972) were carried out 

to assess oral reading. The first twenty-five errors in a passage of two 

hundred to four hundred words were counted and categorized according to the 

behaviours displayed in reading (for example see Appendix E.; Case Study 
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data - pages 136,137,162,163). The results under the headings of Accuracy, 

Self Correction and Words per Minute read were recorded. Adjustments were 

made to counteract the effect of parental intervention which could have 

altered the reading behaviour. For example, a miscue where the parent 

supplied the word before the child had the opportunity to re-read or self 

correct was discounted. Similarly, the time taken was for the reading only 

and did not include discussions between parent and child about the meanings 

of words, or the child's attempts to sound out words or re-read sentences on 

the parent's instructions. 

The reading behaviours were explained to the parents and children. 

Directions were then given to build up a repertoire of effective strategies 

such as reading to the end of the sentence to provide a context for an 

unknown word, and to eliminate "sounding out" and other behaviours which 

interfered with reading fluency. These were outlined briefly at the initial 

interview, and more fully after the second Miscue Analysis reading when the 

two readings were compared. By that time parents had completed the ten 

seminars and had had the opportunity to practice at home over several weeks. 

Comprehension 

Comprehension was assessed during a second interview three weeks after the 

first using the supplementary books to the Young Australia series. An 

accuracy level of 90-100% was estimated, based on the oral reading 

performance of the prevfous interview. Each child read the text silently Ju 

the company of one parent, who was directed to give any unknown words. At a 

predetermined page the child supplied a possible ending for the story which 

the parent recorded. After the reading the child was questioned about the 

text. At the end of U1e study the procedures were repeated using a different 

Young Australia supplementary text at the same level. 

Barrett's Taxonomy (Melnik and Merrit 1972) (Appendix B) was used to evaluate 

independent understanding of text in two separate readings. The five levels 

of comprehension included in the taxonomy deal with increasingly complex 

uspects of comprehension. The use of the taxonomy was appropriate because, 

despite the wi.de range in reading abili.ti.es to be measured, it was possible lo 

devise questions which applied to all levels of text. 



The aspects of comprehension included in the taxonomy are those of Recall, 

Reorganization, Inferencing, Evaluation and Appreciation. The tasks began 

with the location and recall of explicit statements in the text, and moved 

through analysis and synthesis of information, the ability to hypothesise on 

the information, the capacity to make judgements about the selected text and 

finally to an aesthetic response to it. Although the taxonomy did not resolve 

the problem of having to assess understanding of print after the event, it did 

allow for interaction between the teacher and student. This, in turn 

permitted clarification of ambiguous answers. Because the selection and not 

the questions was the medium for comprehension testing, the prepared 

questions were re-framed in circumstances where they were not understood by 

the student. 

Two supplementary books from each level of the Young Australia series were 

selected, excluding Level One and Level Two books which did not contain well 

defined story lines. These were replaced with very easy, recently written 

books which used natural language, for example "Nick1s Glasses", (NZ Dept. of 

Education, 1982). For each book questions were prepared for the items in the 

taxonomy (Figs 3 and 4). All questions prepared were asked orally of the 

subjects and the answers were recorded. For some books it was not possible 

to frame questions for every item, particularly for the most simple texts in 

the areas of Evaluation and Appreciation, which require the highest order of 

comprehension skills. 

The interviews took between three quarters of an hour and one and a quarter 

hours, which proved difficult for those children who were unable to 

concentrate on one book for that length of time without frequent recall to the 

task. In the first section, that of Literal comprehension, the Recall 

questions were asked first and if all six answers were correct the ability to 

locate similar evidence within the book was assumed. This had the advantage 

of keeping the test situation within a reasonable time limit. 

Expressive Writing 

For the second interview the children were asked to bring the first draft of a 

story which they had written without help at home. Some children were 

reluctant to write and it was several weeks before all the writing was 

gathered. However all had been collected before parents began teaching 

writing skills at home. Four weeks later the children were asked for a first 
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draft of a piece of non-fictional writing on the subject of "How to Play a 

Game". The children could describe any game with which they were familjar. 

At the end of the study the children were again asked for first drafts of a 

sample each of fictional and non-fictional writing. These were brought to the 

final interview. The latter was to be a letter giving their opinions on any 

subject and to whom ever they chose. 

The number of words in each writing sample was calculated and the first 

hundred used for further analysis. The quality of writing was assessed using 

Kemp's (1987) Writing Analysis (See Appendix A; Writing Analysis Record - page 

102). Items 1,2,3,4 and 7 in the analysis form were grouped under Sense of 

Communication, and Items 5,6,8,9 and 10 were grouped as Drafting and Editing 

Skills. The Mechanical aspects of spelling, punctuation, handwriting, 

paragraphing and final presentation were considered as separate items 

constituting a third area. All items were scored as one if they were found to 

be present in the writing sample. All scoring was carried out by the author. 

To diminish the subjective element in the scoring system random samples were 

scored by a second reader. No discrepencies occured between the raters. 

The word length of thoughts (T Units) (Hunt, 1965) was calculated as a measure 

of syntactical maturity in writing. In fictional writing these have been found 

to tend towards ten, and in non-fictional writing they correlate closely with 

the age of the writer within the range of seven to seventeen years of age 

(Little, 1983). According to Little, the T Unit length can be misleading as an 

indicator of writing development as children tend to use unnecessarily 

convoluted language in non-fictional writing. It appears that in general 

children perceive that brevity and simple sentences only have place in 

fictional writing. The number of words per sentence gave a further 

indication of syntactical competence, but this needed balancing against the 

number of T Units to take Jnto account the use of connected simple sentences. 

In addition, the number of syllables per word were calculated. These were 

compared with Little's (1983) findings of 1.21 - 1.62 syllables per word in 

fictional writing between the ages of seven and seveteen years, and gave a 

guide to written vocabulary development. 

The total number of words written was recorded to indicate the degree of 

willingness to write. The total vocabulary used was calculated as a 

percentage of the total number of words to assess both the level of language 
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freedom and access to word choice in writing. Most of the children disliked 

writing because of their inability to spell the words which they wanted to 

use. Some restricted themselves to words of which they were sure, and 

progress could only be made when they were confident enough to attempt 

unknown words and experiment with the spelling for themselves. The teacher 

or parent was then able to assist the child to make judgements for himself, 

and to demonstrate ways of checking during the editing process. 

Spelling 

Spelling accuracy was assessed further as part of the writing process, not to 

diminish its importance, but to keep it in its natural context. Word 

accuracy, the rate of Self Correction, the percentage of words spelled 

differently within the writing sample (Experimental Words) and Errors 

repeated were recorded. The accuracy rate did not include Experimental 

Words and therefore was more correctly headed as Words Stabilized. The 

presence of Experimental Words assumes an awareness of possible errors. In 

a first draft several attempts at a word indicate the subject's willingness to 

experiment and to take some responsibility for his/her own spelling. 

THE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

For Oral Reading the Miscue Analysis readings were recorded at the initial 

interviews, at the end of the parept seminars, and at the end of the study. 

Comprehension was assessed during the second interview and again at the end 

of the study. Fictional Writing was collected at the second interview, two to 

three weeks after the parent sessions had begun, and at the end of the study 

at the final interview. Non-fictional Writing was collected six to s even 

weeks after the commencement of the seminars and at the conclusion of the 

study. 

Parents were asked to participate in two of the assessments. In the Oral 

Reading one parent of each child was filmed listening to the subject reading. 

In the Comprehension reading the parent supplied any unknown words, and 

asked for an appropriate ending at the designated page. No assistance was 

required for the Expressive Writing other than to provide the opportunity for 

the sample to be produced. 



The first twenty measurements were then compared with the later measurements 

to find any changes. The Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test was used to measure the 

direction and size of the changes and to find those which were significant at 

the .05 level. Comparisons were made between the first and second groups and 

between the seven to nine year olds and the ten to thirteen year olds in the 

sample. 

SUMMARY 

The research questions were designed and incorporated into the programme as 

an attempt to improve on available diagnoses of literacy strengths and 

weaknesses before intervention, and to show evidence of change. The size of 

change was a significant factor in the aspects measured. It must be noted 

that the results for the quality of Expressive Writing merely show the 

presence or absence of the various writing skills, not a change on a_ cardinal 

scale. 

Statistical evidence alone is insufficient to denote the changes made in 

literacy. Therefore observational records were kept for each child, by staff 

members in the early and final interviews, and by the teachers as they carried 

out their work with individual families. It was beyond the scope of this study 

to categorize altered family relationships and emotional growth patterns, but 

these were inextricably bound to the developments which took place. Case 

studies are included to illustrate six different family situations. 

As the study progressed it became evident that for the older children in 

particular, many of the readfag problems faced were the result of difficulties 

meeting the expected levels of literacy required by school text books. In 

primary school the problems became significant when, in some fifth and sixth 

grades the class all worked through one book of a graded level and used it as 

an important component of the language teaching. When text books used in 

secondary schools were examined it was found that within one grade level the 

demands made on literacy abilities varied to extremes depending on the 

subject teacher's choice of text or the limited range of books available within 

the school. 

An attempt was made to compare the subject's oral reading of non-fictional 

material with their performance at the end of the study. Selections were made 

from books commonly used as class sets in schools. The materials were so 
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diverse, and the study so well advanced that the effort was aborted in favour 

of a more complete analysis of the evidence already available. 

With a smaller sample and access to all the materials required to be read for 

each subject, it could be useful to study further in this area and to show how 

to convert the evidence into teaching procedures. Class teachers in 

secondary schools are ill-prepared to meet the challenge posed by children 

who fall behind in class because of reading difficulties alone, and not because 

of problems with the concepts taught within the subjects. 
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CHAPTER V THE RESULTS 

The results of the study have been analysed in two forms. The purpose of the 

research was to build 39 case studies so that literacy development in under

achieving children, where parents intervened in a teaching role, could be 

considered in full. Six case studies are included in the following chapter. It 

was expedient to group the 39 case study results in order to observe the 

effect of intervention for the total sample, and for subgroups within the 

sample. For these 39 children there were measurements for fiction writing, 

reading and comprehension. There were also measurements in non-fiction 

writing for 26 of the children. Subgroups were based on the length of time in 

the programme, two or three semesters, and on age. (See Table 1.) Discussion 

of the results appears in Chapter vn, following the Case Studies. 

Group A Group A 
I 

Group D 

Group A 

Group B 

KEY: 

Group A: 
Group B: 
Group C: 
Group D: 

Group E: 

Group F: 

Group G: 
Group H: 

Group C Group G Group H 

Group E Group F 

The total sample of 39 children 
The 26 children of the first intake, beginning July, 1985 
The 13 children of the second intake, beginning March, 1986 
The 26 children of the original 39 for whom there were non
fiction writing samples 
The 16 children of the first intake, for whom there were non
fiction writing samples 
The 10 children of the second intake for whom there were non
fiction writing samples 
The 21 children of the original 39 aged between 10 and 14 years 
The 18 children of the original 39 aged between 7 and 9 years. 

TABLE 1: Groups and Subgroups Within the Sample 
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RESULTS FOR THE WHOLE SAMPLE; FIRST AND SECOND GROUPS 

Fiction WritinP-

In the fiction writing area four of the twelve aspects measured showed 

significant changes on the Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test for the total sample 

(Group A), (See Table 2). Under the headfog Communication, the ability to 

impart ideas and information .in a logical sequence, and the use of appropriate 

language was assessed. There was positive development over the whole group, 

where the mean changed from 61.5% to 71.3% (p<.04). This was also significant 

for the first subgroup of 26 children who began the programme in July, 1985 

(Group B), (See Table 3). The average for this group changed from 60.0% to 

73.0% (p<.05). 

1st Score 2nd Score Change Signifi-
cance (p) 

Communication 61.5% 71.3% 9.8% p<.04 
Drafting/Editing 63.6% 67.2% 3.6% NS 
Total Words 113.2 141.0 27.8 NS 
Total Vocabulary 65.3% 66.7% 1.4% NS 
Mechanical Aspects 21.5% 29.7% 8.2% p<.02 
T Units 7.2 8.9 1.7 p<.01 
Syllables per Word 1.2 1.4 0.2 NS 
Words per Sentence 11.0 10.7 -0.3 NS 
Spelling Accuracy 69.3% 70.7% 1.4% NS 
Spelling Correctfon 15.4% 18.9% 3.5% NS 
Experimental Words 8.6% 3.2% -5.4% p<.01 
Repeated Errors 17.6% 10.7% -6.9% NS 

TABLE 2: Mean Changes In Fiction Writing For The Total Sample; Group A 

1st Score 2nd Score Change Signi.fi-
cance (p) 

Communication 60.0% 73.0% 13.0% p<.05 
Drafting/Edi ting 61.5% 63.1% 1.6% NS 
Mechanical Aspects 21.5% 35.4% 13.9% p<.02 
T Units 6.5 8.1 1.6 p<.005 
Spelling Accuracy 72.3% 74.l.% 0.8% NS 
Spelling Correction 16.8% 23.1% 6.3% NS 
Experimental Words 10.4% 2.3% -8.1% p<.005 
Repeated Errors 18.1% 10.0% -8.1% NS 

TABLE 3 : Mean Changes in Fiction Writing for Group B, Entered July, 1985,Whe r e 
Total Population Scores We r e Sj_gnificant 



The mechanical aspects of writing showed a significant change over the whole 

sample. The average score moved from 21.5% to 29.7% (p<.02). These included 

spelling (analysed more fully elsewhere), punctuation, handwriting/printing, 

paragraphing and final presentation. The last-named was judged keeping in 

mind that the piece of writing was in the form of a first draft. The first 

subgroup (Group B) also showed a significant result {p<.02) where the mean 

increased from 21.5% to 35.4%. 

The mean length of the T units for Group A had .increased from an average of 

7.2 to 8.9 words, nearer to the tendency of ten words as described by Little 

(1979) {p<.01). Again, only the first of the two subgroups showed a significant 

change, from an average of 6.49 to 8.85 words (p<.005). 

In order to gain information concerning the student's abHity to make 

confident judgements about unknown spelling of words, the experimental word 

rate was recorded, that is, those words which, when repeated, were spelled 

differently. Over the whole group there was a significant decrease in the 

number of experimental words used from a mean of 8.6 to 3.2 words (p<.01). 

There was a similar result for the first subgroup where the mean fell from 10.4 

to 2.7 words (p<.005). 

The four aspects in fiction writing which showed a significant change over the 

total sample (Group A) were also significant for the first subgroup (Group B), 

which had the longer exposure to the programme, but not for the second 

subgroup (Group C), (See Table 4). 

1st Score 2nd Score Change Signifi-
cance (I?) 

Communication 64.6% 67.7% 3.1% NS 
Drafting/Editing 67.7% 75.4% 7.7% NS 
Mechanical Aspects 21.5% 18.4% -3.1% NS 
T Units 8.3 8.8 1.2 NS 
Spelling Accuracy 64.5% 63.8% -0.7% NS 
Spelling Correction 12.5% 10.9% -1.6% NS 
Experimental Words 8.0% 4.9% -3.1% NS 
Repeated Errors 15.6% 12.3% - 3.3% NS 

TABLE 4: Mean Changes in Fiction Writing for Group C, Entered March, 1986, 
Where Total Population Scores Were Significant 

4,3 
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Oral Reading 

Testing was carried out before and after the parent seminars, and again at 

the end of the study. Significant gains were made in the three aspects of oral 

reading which were measured. For the whole group the accuracy level, self 

correction rate, and number of words read per minute, showed a consistent 

change (p<.01). (See Table 5.) Over the period of the research, the mean 

accuracy level improved from 79.3% to 91.3%. The self-correction rate 

changed from 20.1% to 33%, and the rate of reading increased from 34.5 to 69.2 

words per minute. 

1st 2nd 3rd Total Signifi-
Score Score Score Change cance (p) 

Accuracy 79.3% 86.7% 91.3% 12.0% p<.01 
Self Correction 20.1% 30.6% 33.1% 13.0% p<.01 
Words per Minute 34.5 51.4 69.2 34.7 p<.01 

TABLE 5: Mean Changes in Oral Reading For the Total Population; Group A 

For subgroups B and C, the first and third measurements were compared and all 

showed a consistent positive change. (See Tables 6 and 7.) For Group B the 

reading accuracy increased from 83.8% to 92.3% (p<.005), self-correction 

increased from 22.1% to 32.2% (p<.025), and the number of words read per 

minute increased from 42.8 to 75.9 (p<.005). The figures for Group C were 

comparable. The average accuracy rate changed from 76.6% to 90%, self-
/ 

correction changed from 17.9% to 35.1%, and the words per minute increased 

from 32.1 to 58.7 (p<.005 for all three). 

1st Score 3rd Score Change Signifi-
cance (p) 

Accuracy 83.8% 92.3% 8.5% p<.005 
Self Correction 22.2% 32.2% 10.0% p<.025 
Words per Minute 42.8 75.8 33.0 p<.005 

TABLE 6: Mean Changes in Oral Reading for Group B, Entered July, 1985; 

1st Score 3rd Score Change Signifi-
cance (p) 

Accuracy 76.6% 90.0% 13.4% p<.005 
Self Correction 17.9% 35.1% 17.2% p<.005 
Words per Minute 32.1 58.7 26.6 p<.005 

TABLE 7: Mean Changes in Oral Reading for Group C, Entered March, 1986; 
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Comprehension 

Comprehension testing showed positive gains in three areas over the whole 

sample, although only the ability to draw inferences from the text showed a 

significant change from an average of 62.9~6 to 74.3% (p<.03). (See Table 8.) 

Improvement in inferential comprehension indicated a greater ability to use 

the text in conjunction with previously held knowledge, opinions and ideas. 

Within the subgroups only Group B showed a significant improvement, from 

53.8% to 73.4% (p<.01), (See Tables 9 and 10}. 

1st Score 2nd Score Change Signifi-
cance (p) 

Literal 79.7% 75.4% -4.3% NS 
Reorganisation 71.3% 65.9% -5.4% NS 
Inferential 62.9°,; 74.3% 11.4% p<.03 
Evaluation 62.2?6 67.8% 5.6% NS 
Appreciation 58.1% 67.4% 9.3% NS 

TABLE 8: Mean Changes in Comprehension for the Total Population; Group A 

1st Score 

Inferential 53.8% 

2nd Score Change 

73.4% 19.6% 

Signifi
cance (p) 

p<.01 

TABLE 9: Mean Changes in Comprehension For Group B, Ente red July, 1985; 
Where Total Population or Subgroup Scores Were Significant 

1st Score 

Inferential 80.6% 

2nd Score Change 

75.1% -5.5% 

Signifi
cam~e (p) 

NS 

TABLE 10: Mean Changes in Comprehension For Group C, Entered March, 1986; 
Where Total Population Scores Were Significant 

45 
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Summary of Results for the Whole Sample 

When the three areas of literacy were compared for the whole group the tests 

used indicated that the most significant gains were made in oral reading 

where all aspects changed within the range of p<.01 to p<.005. Improvements 

in fictional writing were more significant in the first subgroup, who had had 

the longer exposure to teaching and practice opportunities. 

The drop in the experimental word rate, and in the number of repeated errors, 

indicates a more sure approach to spelling, as there was an increase in the 

total number of words used, and the spelling accuracy rate showed a positive 

increase, although neither were statistically significant. 

Changes in comprehension were low in comparison with fiction writing and 

reading. Only in inferential comprehe~sion was any significant gain made. 

These findings are in line with the emphasis given to the three areas of 

literacy in the programme. 

RESULTS FOR THE NON-FICTION WRITING SAMPLE 

Non-fiction writing results for the 26 children (Group D) were inconsistent 

with those for fictional writing except in the region of Communication, where 

the average changed from 53.8% to 77.7% (p<.005). (See Table 11.) The first 

subgroup to begin the programme (Group E) showed a similar change from 57.5% 

to 82.5% (p<.005) but not the second subgroup (Group F), although the mean 

change was almost identical. (See Tables 12 and 13.) 

1st Score 2nd Score Change Signifi-
cance (p) 

Communication 53.8% 77.7% 23.9% p<.005 
Drafting/Edi ting 58.5% 72.7% 14.2% p<.025 
Total Words 92.3 80.5 -11.8 NS 
Total Vocabulary 63.7% 77.0% 13.3% p<.005 
Mechanical Aspects 33.0% 30.7% -2.3% NS 
T Units 10.0 10.4 0.4 NS 
Syllables per Word 1.15 1.21 0.06 p<.05 
Words per Sentence 13.0 12.4 -0.8 NS 
Spelling Accuracy 62.9% 73.3% 10.4% p<.01 
Spelling Correction 14.3% 14.1% -0.2% NS 
Experimental Words 5.3% 3.1% -2.2% NS 
Repeated Errors 16.3% 4.8% -11.5% p<.005 

TABLE 11: Mean Changes in Non- Fiction Writing for 26 Students; Group D 
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1st Score 2nd Score Change Signifi-
cance (p) 

Communication 57.5% 82.5% 25.0% p<.005 
Drafting/Editing 60.0% 69.4% 9.4% NS 
Total Vocabulary 65.0% 75.9% 10.9% p<.01 
Syllables per Word 1.14 1.22 0.08 p<.01 
Spelling Accuracy 67.7% 75.6% 7.9% p<.05 
Repeated Errors 22.2% 6.5% -15.7% p<.025 

TABLE 12: Mean Changes in Non-Fiction Writing For Group E, Entered July, 
1985; Where Population Scores For the 26 Students Were Significant 

1st Score 2nd Score Change Signifi-
cance (p) 

Communication " 48.0% 70.0% 22.0% NS 
Drafting/Editing 56.0% 78.0% 22.0% p<.05 
Total Vocabulary 61.7% 78.9% 17.2% p<.005 
Syllables per Word 1.17 1.18 0.01 NS 
Spelling Accuracy 55.3% 69.9% 14.6% p<.05 
Repeated Errors 17.1% 4.0% -13.1% p<.025 

TABLE 13: Mean Changes in Non-Fiction Writing For Group F, Entered March, 
1986; Where Population Scores For the 26 Students Were Significant 

~ 

Drafting and editing skills improved from a mean of 58.5% to 72.7% over the 

whole group (p<.025), and in the second subgroup (Group F) from 56% to 78% 

(p<.05). The improvement in the fjrst subgroup, where the mean change was 

from 60% to 69%, was positive but not significant, which reflected a change of 

focus in the programme during 1986. More attention was given to developing 

writing skills in the latter half of the programme than had been the case 

previously. 

The number of words used only once in the writing compared with the total 

number of words (Total Vocabulary) showed a significant gain from an average 

of 63.7% to 77% (p<.005}. The decrease in repetitive vocabulary indicated a 

more mature approach to writing, where there was a more obvious aim to 

convey ideas and information to the reader. This change was present in both .-
the first and second subgroups. The score for Group E moved from a mean of 

65% to 75.9% (p<.01), and for Group F from a mean of 61.7% to 78.9% (p<.005). 
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For the whole group the number of syllables per word increased significantly 

from an average of 1.15 to 1.21, which pointed to an increase in vocabulary 

range and complexity (p<.05). The first subgroup (Group E) also showed a 

significant positive change from an average of 1.14 to 1.22 (p<.01), but there 

was no significant change for the second subgroup (Group F). 

The average rate of spelling accuracy within the non-fiction writing group 

improved significantly from 62.9% to 73.3% (p<.01). In this field both 

subgroups gained, the first from 67.7% to 75.6% (p<.05), and the second from 

55.3% to 69.9% (p<.05). 

The whole group, and the first and second subgroups also showed a decrease 

in the number of spelling errors repeated within the writing, indicating a 

greater awareness of orthographic rules. The average change for Group D was 

from 16.3% to 4.8% (p<.005). There was an average reduction from 22.2% to 6.5% 

for the first group (p<.025), and for the second subgroup from 17 .1% to 4.0% 

(p<.025). 

Summary of Results for Non-Fiction Writing 

The incompatibility of these results with those for fiction writing highlights 

the different nature of the two forms and their required styles. Six aspects 

of the non-fiction writing showed significant changes compared with four 

aspects for the fiction writing. 

RESULTS FOR THE TWO AGE GROUPS WITIITN THE SAMPLE 

The sample of 39 children was divided into two further subgroups in order to 

compare the results for the older and younger children. There were 21 

children aged between 10 and 14 years inclusive {Group G), and 18 children 

aged between seven and nine years inclusive (Group H). Results were noted for 

the eight aspects which had been shown to have changed significantly for the 

total population, and did not include the three oral reading measures taken 

after the parent sessions. 
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For fiction writing, there was a significant increase in the length of the T 

units for the older subgroup (Group G) from a mean of 7.6 to 10.1 words (p<.01), 

but not for the younger group (Group H). (See Tables 14 and 15.) As with the 

repeated error rate, the changes were present in the results for the younger 

age group, but not to a significant degree. 

1st Score 2nd Score Change Signifi-
cance (p) 

Communication 67.6% 78.1% 10.5% NS 
Mechanical Aspects 24.8% 32.4% 7.6% NS 
T Units 7.6 10.1 2.5 p<.01 
Experimental Words 9.6% 3.7% -5.9% p<.005 

TABLE 14: Mean Changes in Fiction Writing for Group G, Aged Between 10 and 14 
Years Inclusive; Where Total Population Scores Were Significant 

1st Score 2nd Score Change Signifi-
cance (p) 

Communication 54.4% 63.3% 8.9% NS 
Mechanical Aspects 17.8% 26.7% 8.9% NS 
T Units 6.7 7.9 1.2 NS 
Experimental Words 7.5% 2.5% -5.0% NS 

TABLE 15: Mean Changes in Fiction Writing for Group H, Aged Between 7 and 9 
Years Inclusive; Where Total Population Scores Were Significant 

The older group also showed a significant decrease in the number of 

experimental words used in fiction writing where there was a drop from 9.6~6 

to 3.7% (p<.005). As the other results were all positive, this suggests that 

the children made more consistent judgements about spelling in their second 

writing samples, or had at least an awareness of their previous attempts at 

words. 

Continuing the pattern, oral reading measures were significant for both 

groups. (See Tables 16 and 17.) The accuracy rate increased from 85% to 91.4% 

for Group G, and from 72.6% to 91% for Group H (p<.005 for both). The increased 

self-correction rate was significant for the younger group only, where the 

average change was from 13.2% to 35.3% (p<.005). Both groups improved their 

rate of reading, Group G from a mean of 41.5% to 77.5%, and Group H from 24.5% 

to 55.4% (p<.005). 
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1st Score 2nd Score Change Signifi-
cance (p) 

Accuracy 85% 91.4% 6.4% p<.005 
Self Correction 26.1% 31.3% 5.2% NS 
Words per Minute . 41.5 77.5 36.0 p<.005 

TABLE 16: Mean Changes in Oral Reading for Group G, Aged Between 10 and 14 
Years Inclusive 

1st Score 2nd Score Change Signifi-
cance (p) 

Accuracy 72.6% 91.0% 8.4% p<.005 
Self Correction 13.2% 35.3% 22.1% p<.005 
Words per Minute 24.5 55.4 30.9 p<.005 

TABLE 17: Mean Changes in Oral Reading for Group H Aged Between 7 and 9 
Years Inclusive. 

The ability to draw inferences from the text was noticeably improved in the 

older age group. (See Tables 18 and 19.) The average score increased from 

55.4% to 77% (p<.005). Teaching in comprehension was woven into reading and 

writing practice. The teachers had no original assessments available to 

them, and taught as the perceived need arose. Without specific information 

they had little on which to base their teaching of text understanding. 

1st Score 2nd Score 

Inferential 55.4% 77.0% 

Change 

21.6% 

Signifi
cance (p) 

p<.005 

TABLE 18: Mean Changes in Comprehension for Group G, Aged Between 10 and 14 
Years Inclusive; Where Total Population Scores Were Significant 

1st Score 2nd Score 

Inferential 71.6% 70.6% 

Change 

-1.0% 

Signifi
cance (p) 

NS 

TABLE 19: Mean Changes in Comprehension for Group H, Aged Between 7 and 9 
Years Inclusive; Where Total Population Scores Were __ Significant 
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Summary of Results for the Two Age Groups 

An overall comparison of the two age groups shows that both made gains in 

two of the three oral reading aspects, and that the older age group also 

gained significantly in two aspects of fictional writing, and in one of 

comprehension. In every case in the younger group, parents gave more 

attention to the teaching of reading, which was the immediately perceived 

need. 

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FOR THE TOTAL POPULATION AND THE SUBGROUPS 

The results indicate the marked changes in oral reading in comparison with 

the other areas of literacy for the whole group and the subgroups. Despite 

the belief that reading and writing are skills which, under natural 

circumstances are gained concurrently, the perceived priority of parents and 

many teachers is for assistance with reading. Parents of younger children in 

particular. gave more time and practice to reading than to writing. 

Comprehension was not taught by parents except incidentally, which accounts 

in part for the low gains in that area. 

Indications are that writing development requires several months to show 

significant gains. While those who had been in the programme for the shorter 

period made significant improvements in non-fiction writing, almost on a 

level with those of the first groupi- they made no significant gains in fiction 

writing. 

Comprehension improvements were low for all groups. From the results it is 

evident that, in the area where the least information was available to the 

teachers, teaching was made in the absence of a specific starting poiat. 
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CHAETER VI: SIX CASE STUDIES 

There was no "typical" case which represented the overall development in 

literacy of the students in the research population. The examples given 

here illustrate a number of features which were considered pertinent to the 

rate of progress, and to the parents' ability to sustain the teaching after 

contact with the Schools and Community Centre had ceased. 

Each of the subgroups is represented by including younger and older 

children, and those who spent differing lengths of time in the programme. 

There are also examples of students for whom the programme was successful to 

the point where they no longer needed assistance, those whose parents were 

capable of continuing to give help at home, and those for whom the programme 

had been only partially successful. There were no cases where parents or 

schools reported that the intervention had been detrimental. 

CASE STUDY 1: ROBERT 

Background Information 

Robert, a nine year old boy in Grade 3, had a school background of teacher 

dependence. He received the constant encouragement required to keep him on 

task when in a small group or when working alone with the teacher, but gave 

up quickly when that support was removed. Both visual and auditory 

discrimination, and recall were poor, and he frequently lost his place in the 

book when reading. Once he was given glasses he had little trouble in 

keeping the place in print, but he often came to the Schools and Community 

Centre without them, or objected to wearing them when bis mother produced 

them from her handbag. It is not known whether or not he took them to school 

regularly. 

The teacher noted some problems in relationships with other children, but 

Robert was becoming less dependent on physical aggression in resolving 

conflict at the time of entry into the programme. Although he was without 

any particular friend, he was generally, accepted by and played 

constructively with, a group of boys in his class. Physically Robert was very 

lethargic, slightly overweight, and appeared unfit. ·· 
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Early Indications of Difficulties 

Robert's learning difficulties became obvious to his parents and teachers 

during Grade I, which he repeated. His overall development was slower than 

that of his older sister and it was hoped that repetition of the grade would 

resolve the problem. He showed signs of hyperactivity and aggression, but 

these were insufficient to cause major concern. He did not appear to be 

responding to the current teacher's holistic approach to literacy any more 

than to methods used in ear lier grades. 

The Initial Interview 

At the initial interview Robert said that he was good at maths and running 

writing, and enjoyed games such as softball. Immediately afterwards he said 

that he was the second slowest in maths in the class, but loved it. He found 

school somewhat boring, disliked language, and, in his opinion, coped 

reasonably well with spelling. 

Robert thought that he was "pretty good" at story writing. However his first 

sample demonstrates the difficulty he had in expressing his ideas through 

writing. Robert did have something he was happy to write about, but did not 

develop his idea beyond the first incident. Printing was uneven in size and 

spacing, poorly formed, and there was indiscriminate use of capital letters. 

He had chosen to print although he_ had previously nominated running writing 

as one of his strengths. During the early part of the parents' course the 

children were asked for first drafts of fiction and non fiction writing. 

Robert wrote the fiction under pressure and refused to write the non fiction 

piece at all. 

Initial Assessments 

Robert's opinions about his abilities appeared markedly unrealistic. When he 

was asked whether he could read any of the six books he had selected from 

the library shelves, he said that he would be able to read them all. In fact 

they were all too difficult and his cursory glance at the text indicated his 

lack of criteria upon which to base any assessment of difficulty. 
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When tested using the Young Australia series Robert could cope 

independently up to, and including, Level 6, which was easier than any of the 

books he had chosen. During the Miscue Analysis reading which was recorded 

at the interview, Robert began with interest, but had lost the meaning and 

given up by the middle of the second page. His mother encouraged him to 

"look at it, and sound it out", but Robert was not successful using this 

strategy and ceased attending to the task. Several times he commented on 

other activity in the Centre, made nonsense noises, and attempted to distract 

his mother in a variety of ways. 

The Effect of Parent Teaching in the First Semester 

Mrs C attended the parents' seminars regularly, and conscientiously attempted 

to practice the skills at home with her son. There was strong resistance, and 

conflicts which they had experienced when she had tried helping earlier, 

surfaced again. It was suggested that they keep the sessions short and only 

carry out the tasks in which Robert showed some measure of cooperation. It 

was hoped that the individual sessions could focus more on engendering his 

willing participation, and on building Mrs C's skills to cope with Robert's 

manipulative behaviours. 

At the end of the course, when a second Miscue Reading was recorded, Robert 

had improved his oral reading performance significantly from an 83.3% 

accuracy score to 93.3% using a Young Australia Level 7:2 text. His self 

correction rate had risen from 4% to 30%, and he focussed his attention onto 

making sense of the story. The number of words read per minute had risen 

from 29.4 to 44.1; altogether a more competent reading performance. Robert 

was not wearing his glasses and jumped lines occasionally, but stayed on task 

throughout and was less dependent on his mother's help and attention. 

Robert enjoyed the praise for his efforts to improve, and appeared only 

mildly concerned at . the prospect of six to ten individual sessions at the 

Centre in the next semester. 
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Progress in the Second Semester 

This promising beginning was not sustained. Robert's teacher, a quiet person 

who was tentative about practising her new teaching skills, soon became 

frustrated with Robert's manipulations and lack of cooperation. Staff at the 

Centre intervened and gave support but did not take over the sessions, which 

were clearly defined as the teachers' responsibility. 

Robert used "junk" food, which his mother supplied, as a prop. He demanded 

food whenever a task required prolonged concentration and effort, until his 

behaviour was confronted by a staff member. He was told that his behaviour 

at the Centre was unacceptable, and that the staff would support his efforts 

to change. Although Robert appeared to cope with this direct assessment of 

his effect on others, and his disregard for their considerable efforts on his 

behalf, his mother was very upset. She refused to bring him for any further 

teaching sessions and there was no contact for many months. 

The Post-Programme Interview 

It was not in the child's interest or that of the Schools and Community Centre 

for this impasse to continue, and Robert and his mother were invited to a post 

programme interview which the mother readily accepted. The Miscue Reading 

recorded then (December, 1986) showed no real increase in the already high 

accuracy score (94.&%) and a sli~ghtly lower self correction rate (25%). 

However, fluency and speed were greatly improved {78 words per minute) and 

Robert was pleased to see that he had continued to make some gains. His 

levels of understanding of text had kept pace with fluency increase in most 

areas. Particularly significc;1nt was. the 87.5% score (Young Australia Series 

7:2) for appreciation of style and content using a Barrett Taxonomy. The 

October 1985 score was 50% on an easier text (Young Australia 6:3). 

Robert also brought in writing samples as requested and there was marked 

progress in the development of writing skills. In both fiction and non 

fiction pieces there was a sense of 1ntent which was carried through to the 

end. In the story, his volume of writing had doubled, and the mechanical 

aspects of handwriting and presentation had received attention previously 

lacking. 
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Although the story was presented as a final draft, no attempt had been made 

to correct spelling. The level of accuracy in spelling was 80.8% (compared 

with 83.8% earlier). These lower than average rates (98% Little, 1981) do not 

account for Robert's free use of any words regardless of their spelling 

complexity. The non fiction writing confirmed his comprehensive vocabulary. 

The spelling accuracy was 70% but all errors show a level of approximation to 

standard spelling which is improved by constant writing experience (Graves, 

1983}. Language and spelling rules were applied with consistence, eg tryed 

(tried), trane (train), and phoneme-grapheme correspondence was being 

developed eg alechrike (electric), pluged (plugged). 

The Need for Further Assistance 

The post programme interview with Mrs C developed into a counselling session. 

Robert continued to be uncooperative at home and at school, and his mother 

was most concerned. School reports also continued to note poor 

concentration and disruptive conduct, although his social behaviour with 

peers was generally appropriate. As the difficulties Robert's behaviour 

caused at home were a major concern, family counselling was recommended, 

possibly through a counsellor training course also held at the School of 

Education, CCAE. When these conflicts were resolved to an an acceptable 

level to all concerned, further assistance would be offered by an experienced 

tutor at the Schools and Community Centre. 

CASE STUDY 2: MARTIN 

Background Information: Home 

Mrs P described fourteen year old Martin as a tidy boy, who like a well 

planned life, and the security of a routine. He did not like having to make 

decisions and put them off. He was good at metalwork and woodwork, but 

needed help at home with written work from school. Frequently he failed to 

understand the questions in class and took the work home. Consequently, he 

had given up trying in class in some subjects and had become disruptive. 

At the age of three, Martin contracted viral meningitis which resulted Jn a 

high pitch hearing deficiency. There were no long term or permanent hearing 

problems apparent during his primary schooling. 
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Background Information; School 

Information from the school confirmed the mother's views. In his favourite 

subjects, Martin's teachers described him as a likeable boy who worked 

happily and steadily in class. In some subjects the standard of assignments 

was high, but the teachers were not all aware that he was having assistance 

at home, or that written work was difficult for Martin. Most teachers did not 

think that any outside assistance was necessary, and that he needed to take 

more care himself with his work, and to ask questions when he could not 

understand the work or follow instructions. At the far end of the behaviour 

scale he was perceived by some teachers as an attention seeker, who was 

bored, lethargic, disruptive and had very poor concentration. 

The school counsellor reported that Martin was within an average ability 

range on a WISC test, but that his results on the Verbal scale were much lower 

than those on the Performance scale. While at primary school he had 

attended an intensive reading course for six weeks, but had received no 

other special assistance. 

The Initial Interview 

Mrs P was clearly more anxious than her fourteen year old son about his 

difficulties with literacy. Martin appeared willing to come to the first 

interview and to cooperate with the offer of help, but was quite 

undemonstrative about any aspects of his school life. He was very involved 

with sporting activities including two codes of football, and baseball. He 

enjoyed riding his motor bike on a farm and was learning how to repair it. In 

any spare time he liked to be with his friends, most of whom shared the same 

interests, or watching comedy and action shows on television. 

Martin said that he did not read for pleasure at all, and took a long time to 

read the novels set by the English teacher at school. He felt that he could 

cope with reading assignments because, although he took longer than others 

to get through the work, he had no particular difficulties with it. Written 

assignments did present problems and he wanted help with spelling as well as 

with the other areas of writing. He printed all his school work because his 

cursive writing was too untidy. English, Science and Social Science were the 

most difficult subjects because they required written work. He did enjoy the 
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other aspects of English, and his other favourite subjects were Film Making, 

Wood Technology, Physical Education and Maths. 

The books which Martin selected from the library in the interview were all 

familiar material. He had either read them, or knew others in a series. Two 

of the six were cartoon books, and only one was a story with a sustained 

development of character and plot. 

The Initial Assessments 

During the first Miscue Analysis reading Martin was dependent on his mother 

for assistance, which she gave at the first sign of hesitation. Unfortunately 

the video tape was lost and therefore the first results were not recorded. 

He had read a Level 13 book of the Young Australia series and was given a 

Level 12 book for a comprehension assessment. His understanding of the 

book was generally sound, although weaker in the Reorganisation area than 

would suggest good recall of plot and sequence. 

Writing skills were very poor. Martin refused to write anything to bring to 

the Centre, but willingly produced a piece of work written at school for 

English in February, 1986. Sentence structures faded away and it became 

increasingly difficult to follow Martin's thoughts. Visually, it was very 

difficult to follow as the printing was untidy and poorly formed, and little 

attention had been given to preseniation. Spelling errors were few, but two 

of the four, which were within his ability to correct, had been ignored. Such 

was Martin's hatred of writing that he did not produce a non--fiction piece for 

analysis. 

The First Semester 

Martin's mother attended all classes and participated fully. She carried out 

directions for oral reading with success, but was more interested in the 

topics which covered family interactions, writing skills, and school 

assignments. She applied her knowledge to current school tasks and was 

confident in being able to provide adequate assistance. 

The Miscue Analysis at the end of the semester revealed fluent reading (95.3% 

Accuracy) and a high rate of self correction (44%). ·· Of the 25 errors 17 were 

substitutions and 10 of these Martin was able to correct himself without help. 
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Later Progress 

Because Martin was to enter Grade 10 in 1986 it was decided that one of the 

two tutors would begin working with the family from the beginning of the 

school year, just as soon as he had settled into his new routines. 

However, Martin was unenthusiastic. His concern was that assistance from 

the Centre would interfere with his after school activities such as several 

football training sessions a week, a milk run and his social life. His mother 

suggested that it would be possible to limit the number of football training 

sessions while they were attending the Centre, but Martin refused to consider 

that suggestion. 

It was agreed that it would be possible to work on a system of sessions every 

two to three weeks and weekly contact by telephone so that Martin would not 

have to give up football practices. He was willing to attend sessions on this 

basis and would endeavour to fit the tasks into his already busy schedule. 

After two sessions it became obvious that without regular and frequent 

contact there was insufficient momentum for any gains to be made on this 

basis. Mrs P had proven herself very capable in assisting Martin, and it was 

decided that she would continue to help him at home and come into the Centre 

for advice when she felt it was necessary. 

~ 

The Post-Programme Interview and Outcome 

By the end of the year Martin had made excellent progress with his mother's 

help. His oral reading was still fluent at the same level of text difficultly. 

When he read from the Extension level of the Young Australia Series he 

scored 96.5% for Accuracy, self-corrected 33% of the 15 errors, and read at 

the rate of 106 words per minute. 

Martin brought two writing samples to the last interview. The first, an 

outline of the plot of Macbeth, in cursive writing, was written in sentences, 

and some attempt was made to use paragraphs. More care was taken with 

writing and the final presentation, and all spelling errors had been 

corrected. Punctuation was still weak, but the message in the writing was 

clear and sequential. 
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The letter, to be used as the non-fiction sample, confirmed Martin's writing 

development, although there was no early sample for comparison. The ideas 

were clearly expressed and Martin was able to support his opinions. The 

length of the T-unit was acceptable at 10. 7 words, compared with 8.3 for 

fiction. Spelling was reasonably accurate at 92.9%, and almost all errors 

pointed to a lack of editing. 

For his comprehension assessment, Martin read a Level 14 book from the Young 

Australia series. He scored 100% in all five areas, and gave thoughtful 

answers which showed complete understanding and appreciation of the story. 

Mrs P and Martin were of the opinion that he was now able to cope well in 

literacy skills. His latest school report had been very good and he was 

positive in his attitude towards school. While his mother still helped him 

with written work, Martin could now do all the research unaided. Martin had 

been offered an apprenticeship, but had turned it down in favour of returning 

to school for Year 11. 

CASE.STUDY.3: SHANE 

Background Information: Home 

Shane appeared to be a cheerful, somewhat vague child when he first came to 

the Schools and Community Centre. He was an eight year old boy in Grade 3. 

Shane had been ill for some months~when younger, and his parents had allowed 

him to remain home afterwards because he did not want to return to school. 

He was unable to read any books for himself, but his father read to him every 

night, and he enjoyed looking through books. 

Background Information: School 

The class teacher perceived Shane as a well-behaved and friendly boy. He 

did not follow instructions well, in the teacher's opinion, because he did not 

concentrate for long enough. His general knowledge was good, and he 

contributed freely in class discussions. The school counsellor's report 

indicated that he was above average in ability but with weaknesses in verbal 

reasoning and memory. 

In all academic areas Shane was well below average in performance. His 

progress in Maths was slow and steady, although Shane himself thought that 
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his progress was adequate. The class followed a modified Process Writing 

system and Shane produced an average of half a page per session, asking 

often for spelling help. He was using a Grade 2 spelling list of ten words a 

week, and generally had about half correct in the weekly test. 

The remedial reading teacher who worked with Shane three times a week was 

using simple books with humour, and building other reading activities on 

them. He did not know all the letters of the alphabet, and confused or 

reversed many of them. The teacher was concerned at Shane's lack of 

progress, and considered that a more regular form of skilled assistance was 

necessary. 

The Initial Interview 

Shane wriggled about in his chair in his first visit to the Centre, and left 

the seat sometimes during conversation to remark on something in the room or 

to ask questions. He did not know very much about his own school history, 

and Mr R's outline was rather sketchy. Shane interrupted several times while 

his father was giving the background, and Mr R always answered Shane's 

comments calmly and quietly. 

Maths, art, music and sports made up the list of Shane's favourite school 

activities. Outside school he liked to play with his Lego set, or to watch 

television. It appeared that he wa~tched for several hours every day. There 

were limited opportunities for friends to visit after school as the fall!ilY 

lived out of town. 

It was obvious that Shane was enjoying the books even though he did not read 

them. He chose very quickly from the library at first, and then slo\'led down 

and took more care with his selection. Apart from one familiar book, Shane 

based his selection on the interest which each book aroused by its 

illustrations. 

The Initial Assessments 

Shane read a Young Australia Level 2 book for the Miscue Analysis with a 

slow, word-by- word style. From the lack of intonation it was clear tha t the 

story was not making sense to him. Most of the errors were word 

substitutions which did not make sense. His father intervened quickly when 
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Shane made errors, and Shane appeared to be very dependent on his help. The 

accuracy score was very low at 54.5%, as was the self-correction rate; at 12%. 

The reading rate of 15 words per minute was slow. 

For the comprehension assessment Shane's father supplied all unknown words 

for another Level 2 Young Australia book. Shane was able to identify all the 

characters and events, and could answer four of the five questions in the 

Evaluation section, which were based on supplementary knowledge. The 

scores in the other areas were sufficiently low to indicate that Shane did not 

have a good understanding of the book. 

Obtaining writing samples was very difficult, and it was June before the first 

one was brought to the Centre. It was a copy in his father's hand of a story 

which Shane had typed on the computer, and the non-fiction piece. Shane was 

asked to write something himself for a fiction sample as it was difficult to 
.. 

base an assessment on one sentence stories. In August his father brought in 

another computer story of three sentences. Writing skills were barely 

developed in any areas, and it was clear that writing for Shane was an 

impossible task if normal school procedures were to be followed. Sentences 

were incomplete, and spelling was at the early stage of development where 

only the initial consonant was correct. 

The First Semester 

Mr R was a quiet member of the parent's group. He did ask occasional 

questions, and began working with Shane at home in reading. The procedures 

were similar to those which the remedial reading teacher was using at school 

and therefore Shane was familiar with them. 

The Miscue Analysis taken at the the end of the semester showed some 

improvement in accuracy (61.8%) and in the reading rate (19.8), although 

neither were high scores. Shane's behaviour was a cause for concern. He 

moved about in his chair while reading, and attempted to distract his father 

who was helping. His remarks were generally provocative, and had little to 

do with the task. Mr R continued to remain calm despite Shane1s 

interjections. He attempted to keep Shane's attention on the book, and 

intervened frequently when Shane made mistakes or found the text difficult. 
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Progress in the Second Semester 

From the first of the individual teaching sessions Shane's teacher needed the 

support of the Centre staff. She was continually frustrated by Shane's 

behaviour, and by the seeming acceptance of the boy's arguments and 

provocations on the part of Mr R. Shane was able to manipulate his father to 

the extent that there could be little progress while the situation remained 

as it was. 

Mr R appeared to protect Shane so that the boy did not have to face any 

situations where he would need to take a risk and perhaps give an incorrect 

answer, or reveal the weaknesses in his reading and writing strategies. For 

example, it was difficult to persuade Shane to write on the blackboard 

because his printing was undeveloped, and he found it easier to use the 

computer at home. The content of his stories focussed in most instances on a 

character called Banana Man because Shane said that he could spell those 

words. 

After several sessions, during which the teacher attempted to help Shane and 

his father to work together, a video film of one of the sessions was used to 

highlight the extent to which Shane1s behaviour hindered any progress which 

he might make. The film was used to isolate explicit examples of negative 

and distracting behaviours, and to illustrate the better moments when some 

work was accomplished. The effect was salutary, and Mr R understood the 

necessity for changed expectations on his part, and improved behaviours on 

Shane's side. The remaining sessions were more productive. 

The Post Programme Interview and Outcome 

Shane's oral reading continued to improve, but not at the rate expected given 

the intense nature of the intervention. In the final Miscue Analysis his 

accuracy score was 85%, the self-correction rate was 7%, and the rate of 

reading was 28 words per minute. Mr R allowed Shane more time before 

intervening, and sat further away as if to imply that the task was Shane's 

responsibility. Shane read haltingly, and tried to "sound out" unknown 

words, but he read with more confidence and with greater attention to the 

meaning than he had previously. 
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Comprehension scores were still very low, especially in the area of recall. 

The book used was the most simple of the Ready to Read series and had a 

straightforward story line, which Shane failed to recall with any degree of 

accuracy. 

There were no noticeable gains in either the fiction or non-fiction writing 

samples, but Shane brought in both, and had written them unaided. The 

content of the non-fiction piece was nonsensical, and there was an 

undeveloped idea in the fiction piece. Printing was immature, but correctly 

formed apart from frequent reversals, and there was an obvious attempt at 

neatness. When Shane was asked to write all the words which he knew, he 

produced 38 words, of which 15 were spelled correctly. He had said at the 

first interview that he could not write words, and had become upset when 

invited to try. 

.. 
Mr R thought that Shane had made improvements in both reading and in 

spelling. They were working together regularly and he was mindful of the 

need to reduce behavioural difficulties. While, in his judgement, Shane was 

still emotionally erratic, Mr R was confident that he had the knowledge and 

skills to continue working with Shane at home. 

CASE STUDY 4: SHARON 

Background Information: Home 

Sharon was the younger of two girls from a "blended" family who both had 

difficulties in reading and writing. She was nine years old and in Grade 3 

when she first came to the Schools and Community Centre. The parents were 

very aware that the girls were very different in nature and th;;tt their 

problems in coping with literacy were unrelated. The stepmother's attempts 

to assist Sharon had been unsuccessful and frustrating so that the father was 

prepared to assist Sharon, while Mrs P would assist her daughter. 

Sharon was emotionally and socially immature, and was very dependent on 

family help. Mrs P said that she became angry at what she saw as deliberate 

helplessness, and did all that she could to encourage Sharon to become more 

independent. The parents had become concerned during Sharon's first year at 

school, both about her lack of progress and about her behaviour at home. 
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She had been very quiet and unselfish when younger, but had changed to cope 

with her stepsister, and was now whining and boisterous. 

Fine motor skills were below average, although they had improved after a 

course of physiotherapy at Noah's Ark. The therapy had improved 

visual/perceptual motor skills and these were no longer considered a 

problem. Sharon had recently had an orthodontal plate fitted which was still 

very uncomfortable and caused her speech to be indistinct. 

Background Information: School 

Both the resource teacher and the school counsellor were working on a one

to-one basis with Sharon at school, and kept in close contact with the 

parents. While Mr and Mrs P were appreciative of the help being given to 

Sharon, Mrs P was often very critical of the approach being taken. The 

counsellor had encouraged ·the parents to enrol with the Schools and 

Community Centre so that they could understand the school's methods, and 

supplement the teaching Sharon was receiving at school. 

Despite her difficulties in reading and writing, Sharon appeared happy at 

school. She did not relate well to others in the class and had no particular 

friends, yet was well-liked by other children. Her concentration span was 

very short, and Sharon rushed through her work quickly. She craved 

individual attention and made frequent appeals for help. The teacher felt 

that Sharon had acquired a "learned helplessness" and with encouragement to 

try, she was capable of overcoming her fine motor problems. At that time 

Sharon made no effort to improve this herself in her writing or in her 

presentation of work. 

In reading, Sharon relied on words already within her vocabulary. She had no 

strategies for dealing with unknown words other than to sound them out, which 

was proving unsuccessful. Once Sharon had learned a word, she was able to 

remember it and recognise it in other contexts. 

Writing skills were poor in the mechanical and spelling areas. The content 

and sequencing of stories was reasonable, and they were becoming longer. 

Sharon was beginning to be able to read back her own stories, and becoming 

more accurate in the use of initial consonants. 
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The Initial Interview 

Sharon appeared to be young in behaviour for her age. She was happy to come 

to the Centre, and said that she "loved school". She was aware of her 

difficulties at school, but these did not seem to trouble her. Away from 

school she liked to play with her dolls or the family dog and watch some 

television. Sharon was a Brownie, and her leader had undertaken extra 

training in order to help her. 

When she was asked to select some books from the library, Sharon was 

confident in her choices. She chose appropriately for her reading abilities 

even though she had been told that the only criterion was the books' appeal, 

and that she would not be asked to read any of them. 

The Initial Assessments 

During her first reading for a Miscue Analysis on a Level 7 book of the Young 

Australia series, Sharon was very dependent on her father's help. As she 

relaxed more there were bursts of fluency, but the general tone was a word

by-word approach. After an initial attempt at an unknown word, Mr P 

generally supplied it by "sounding it out", and discouraged any guessing or 

prediction of words. Meaning was lost several times when Sharon ignored 

full stops. She made 4/25 self corrections (16%}; and read with 83.8% 

accuracy at 35.4 words per minute. 

Comprehension using the same series and a Level 6 book, was very poor in all 

areas. Sharon showed little understanding of the book, and even had 

difficulty in finding characters and events in the text. 

Expressive writing was also very weak, except in the drafting/editing area. 

The theme was undeveloped, and consisted of two subjects. Printed letters 

were incorrectly formed, and capitals were used indiscriminately. Although 

spelling was weak, first and final consonants were generally correct. 

Sharon did not produce a sample of non-fiction writing. 
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The First Semester 

Mr and Mrs P became very interested in the programme and supported each 

other's attempts to understand and put into practice the procedures taught in 

the parents' sessions. They related the methods to the school's approach to 

literacy, and practised reading regularly with both girls. 

Sharon made gains in oral reading with her father's help during the first 

semester. She read with 92.9% accuracy and at 49.1 words per minute, but 

with only one self correction. Mr P delayed giving assistance until the end 

of a sentence or paragraph, and Sharon read more independently of bis help. 

She appeared far more confident and in command of the text. 

Later Progress 

Sharon's parents did not feel. that they would be able to fit the individual 

sessions at the Centre into their busy timetable. However, they both felt 

that Sharon had made excellent progress in reading and that Mr P had the 

skill to continue teaching her at home and to support her with homework from 

school. The school had reported noticeable improvements in both reading and 

writing. 

The Final Interview and Outcome 

Further reading gains were made during the time when Sharon worked at home 

with her father's help. In the final Miscue Analysis, she read with 97% 

accuracy and was quite independent of help. She corrected one of her four 

errors, two of which were re-readings of phrases, and read at a rate of 96 

words per minute. When given a book at the next level of difficulty in the 

same series, Sharon again read with 97% accuracy, and at 70 words per minute. 

Sharon read a Level 9 book independently for her comprehension assessment. 

There was some gain in the scores for the areas which improved from an 

average of 18 to 23 even on a more difficult text. Even so, these scores were 

below a level which indicated understanding of the story. 

There was little development in Sharon's writing over the 18 months contact 

with the Centre. She brought in samples of botb fiction and non-fiction 

writing. Once again the story was undeveloped, although the beginning was 
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The letter was a full page, repetitive and disjointed. 

Mechanical aspects were more under control in the non-fiction sample. 

Mr and Mrs P were satisfied that Sharon was now making progress in literacy. 

She was to repeat Grade 3, a move which they and the school considered would 

give Sharon a chance to consolidate her gains. She was more accepted by 

other children, and socially the grade repetition seemed appropriate. 

Sharon was becoming more boisterous, confident and manipulative in a 

positive way, all signs of emotional development which pleased her parents, 

and had become more independent in caring for herself. Mr and Mrs P 

reported that the changes were beyond their expectations. 

CASE STUDY 5: ALAN 

Background Information: Home 

Alan was a seven year old Grade 1 boy whose frustrations with school led to 

behaviour problems at home. Temper tantrums and shouting were common, and 

he was often uncooperative. Difficulties had become apparent during his 

first year at school. Alan's nine year old brother was also enrolled in the 

programme. Mrs L's husband had an occupation which left little time for 

family life, and Mrs L said that she would have to work with both boys on her 

own. She also had a full time occupation, and the boys were in after-school 

care until 6pm every school day. ,she appeared to have faith that the boys 

would both read and write well if they were given the appropriate assistance. 

Alan was slow to develop coordination skills, and had received a Noah's Ark 

programme of occupational therapy and ·, physiotherapy for sensory 

integration. 

programme. 

There was no coordination problem apparent on entering the 

Background Information: School 

The · school counsellor reported that Alan disliked school because of his 

problems learning to read and write. He was a little above average in 

ability, and learned very well in active situations. For example, he retained 

Jnformation from school excursions. He was well behaved at school, and had 

some close friends. However, these friends could·'provoke Alan into losing 

his temper with very little effort on their part. 
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Alan's teacher encouraged him to feel part of the group he worked with, 

although he was the poorest reader in the class. He had help from the 

remedial reading teacher three times a week and she worked on 

Transformations (Kemp, 1985) with him. He was making some progress in 

writing, but more slowly than others in the class. The teacher considered 

that the long day away from home might be causing fatigue, and therefore 

contributed to his behaviour problems, especially at home. 

In maths Alan coped well, and was one of the more able children in the class. 

He still' reversed numbers when writing them, but understood the concepts 

being taught. 

The Initial Interview 

Alan and his brother arrived early for the interview and very quickly became 

absorbed in a large picture book. The were both articulate and clearly very 

comfortable with books despite their problems in literacy. 

Alan became more reticent when talking about school, and said that the only 

times he enjoyed were those outside the classroom. He found all the work 

difficult and did not like any of the subjects. He liked his parents to read 

stories to him, and enjoyed playing with the family pets and watching 

television cartoons. 

Alan looked through some of the books from the library very deliberately, but 

chose only one and refused to find others which might interest him. 

The First Assessments 

Alan was unable to read any of the available books independently. Instead of 

a Miscue Analysis a video film was made of his mother reading to him, and Alan 

joining in afterwards. The only strategy used was to "sound out" the unknown 

words. Mrs L "finger-pointed" every word with Alan's finger on hers to keep 

his attention on the text. 

Alan was able to print his given name and two letters of his surname. He 

knew his address but could not print it, and did not know his telephone 

number. When asked to copy a sentence from a boo~, he drew a picture of an 

aeroplane. Alan was most cooperative, and tried very hard to carry out the 

tasks asked of him. 
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His fiction writing was accompanied by an elaborate and explicit illustration. 

Writing skills were barely emergent, but there was a complete story line, and 

a great deal of effort had been put into the presentation. The non-fiction 

writing was similarly carefully printed, and despite its brevity (eleven 

words), Alan had carried out the instructions. 

Comprehension was assessed by having Alan read a very simple book with his 

mother's help. He could not remember the complete story line, but did 

understand the theme of the book and its intention. 

The First Semester 

Mrs L began working regularly with the children and applied the programme's 

teaching carefully with both boys. She was often very tired when she 

attended the evening parent sessions, but said that she felt that it was 

worthwhile, and that they were making progress at home. 

By the end of the semester Alan was able to read the same book with his 

mother's prompting. He read tentatively, word by word, showing more 

independence, and made occasional attempts at self-correction. 

Individual Sessions 

Alan and his brother were assigned to different teachers and Mrs L divided 

her time at the sessions between the two. She was frequently tired, and it 

was with some difficulty that she kept to her arrangement to leave work early 

and bring the boys into the Centre every week. Several times she was 

critical of the school's support, but the relationship appeared to improve 

over time. Alan's teacher at the Centre, another tutor in the School of 

Education who was skilled in the area, provided quiet encouragement for Mrs L 

and supported her considerable effort on the boys' behalf. 

The Final Interview and Outcome 

It was possible to apply a Miscue Analysis to Alan's final reading of the book, 

which he read with 83% accuracy at the rate of 20 words per minute. He read 

carefully and corrected 13 of the 22 errors himself. He had developed 

effective reading strategies for coping with unkn,own words, such as using 

the structure of the text as well as the graphic information, and attended to 

the meaning of the story. 
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Alan had no recollection of the book he had first been given for a 

comprehension assessment, and so was given the same one in order to use a 

book he could read for himself. He was able to read it unaided apart from 

three words, but his overall scores for comprehension were lower, possibly 

because of the effort involved in reading independently. 

Writing skills showed excellent gains, particularly in the fiction sample. 

The story was long, 115 words, and the plot was sustained throughout. In 

both fiction and non-fiction writing, the sentence structures were more 

complex, and the length of the T w1it had increased for both, to 5.5 and 8.5 

respectively. While vowel accuracy in spelling was still weak, there was 

evidence of greater consonant accuracy. In the fiction sample, careful 

attention had been given to the final presentation. 

Mrs L considered that Alan had made excellent progress and was satisfied 

that she had gained considerably from learning how to assist the boys in 

their literacy development. 

CASE STUDY 6: STEPHEN 

Background Information: Home 

Stephen was a very nervous child who was large for his age without being 

overweight. His mother reported that he was very easily distracted and was 
~ 

able to concentrate only in short bursts. He was visually oriented and good 

with his hands. Because of poor coordination he had attended Noah's Ark for 

physiotherapy. He was still considered clumsy, but his gross motor skills 

had improved as a result of the physiotherapy programme. 

He loved books, and was continually frustrated by his inability to read. 

After consultation with his teachers, Stephen's mother no longer asked him to 

read to her, and instead read to him every night. She was a solo mother with 

a very busy work and family commitment. Nevertheless, she was determined to 

help Stephen and set aside time for him regularly. Mrs M was not entirely 

convinced that entering upon a third form of intervention would help Stephen 

to become literate. 
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Background: School 

Stephen's teacher found him happy at school, and popular with other children. 

In class he was nervous, easily upset, and was frequently lacking in energy. 

He was in Grade 2 and had repeated Grade 1 the year before. During that 

year he had been given individual help with reading, and was currently 

receiving some assistance from the resource teacher. He was good with his 

hands, very interested in art, and well motivated to learn. However if he 

were left alone, Stephen would not begin a task, and the teacher found that it 

was necessary to sit with him to help him settle into a piece of work. 

When attempting to read in class Stephen employed his own strategies. He 

used the accompanying illustrations and looked for any known words to supply 

the rest of the information in the sentence. He was totally dependent on 

help and waited for prompting rather than making any attempt at unknown 

words himself. 

In writing he was more ready to work independently even though he had 

difficulty in reading back his own stories. The teacher used his dictated 

stories for publication which gave Stephen confidence to continue writing 

for himself. In both reading and writing there was evidence of letter 

reversals, and confusions between similarly shaped letters. 

The Stanford-Binet intelligence test used by the school counsellor showed 

that Stephen was in the High Average ability range, and that the score for 

short term memory was lower than average. His performance in class was 

uneven from day to day, which Stephen himself found frustrating. The 

counsellor recommended that, because of Stephen's inability to cope with any 

stress there should be no pressure put on him academically. 

The Initial Interview 

In Stephen's opinion he was in the middle of the class in competency in 

reading and Maths, although he conceded that Maths could be difficult. In 

the report sent from school the teacher had said that he was reading at the 

lowest level in the class and was below average in maths as well. This was 

confirmed at the school visit. 
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Outside school, .Stephen enjoyed soccer, which was intended to continue his 

coordination development, and he was looking forward to beginning a gym 

course. He watched a considerable amount of television, always after school, 

and after dinner as well if he were bored. 

When asked to select some books which interested him, Stephen appeared 

happy to browse through the selection. He chose three familiar books, and 

another two with explicit illustrations. He appeared to be very interested 

in the books, but it was obvious that he was also using the interest to avoid 

having to read any of them aloud. 

The Initial Assessments 

Stephen could not print his whole name or any of his address apart from the 

house number. He was able to reproduce his telephone number. The printing 

was very neat, but letter fotinations were incorrect, laboriously fashioned, 

and the lines on the paper were disregarded. 

For the Miscue Analysis Stephen read a Young Australia level 2 book. His 

mother discussed the pictures with him and identified some words before he 

read each page. She showed Stephen where to begin each page and 

fingerpointed some of the time, especially when he had made errors. With Mrs 

M's help, Stephen read with 66% accuracy and self-corrected 20?6 of the 

errors. The reading rate of 10.9 J!Ords per minute did not reflect the true 

score because, following his mother's directions, he re-read sentences after 

difficulties had been encountered. Stephen was very dependent on his 

mother's help, and relied heavily on the cues she gave. 

Stephen's understanding of the Level 1 Young Australia book which ,he read 

independently, apart from the names of the characters, was poor. Even with 

prompting he had difficulty in recalling the story line, and had few opinions 

to offer in the subjective areas. He scored highly in the Inferential 

section, which was based largely on general knowledge, linking the story to 

his existing knowledge. 

In expressive writing Stephen revealed his strengths. The story line in his 

fiction writing was strong, had purpose, and came to a definite conclusion. 

Printing was neat, although obviously laboured and not a first draft. His 

mother said it had taken Stephen a very long time to complete his story 
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because he was so slow with printing and insisted on a perfect copy. He did 

not produce a non fiction sample in the first semester. 

The First Semester 

Mrs M attended regularly, even though there were difficulties with family 

supervision, and she was often very tired. During the semester she worked 

with Stephen on reading, but not with any writing tasks. 

When he came to the Centre for the second Miscue Analysis, Stephen seemed 

very tense. He coughed frequently through the reading and appeared unwell. 

Mrs M delayed giving cues and intervened less, but Stephen still expected he 

to take the initiative, and refused to sit close to the book. He read word by 

word, using a consistent substitute whenever he did not know the word. He 

had been encouraged to do this and to keep on reading to the end of the 

sentence, and then reread the sentence. Once he. had used the substitute 

word, Stephen did not return to make sense of the passage, Overall there was 

some progress. Reading accuracy was up to 88%, the words read per minute 

were 23, and the self-correction rate was steady at 22%. 

The Individual Sessions 

It became very difficult to find a suitable time for Stephen and his mother to 

attend the individual sessions. She had begun a new job, was studying part 

time, and could not attend at any of the times when the Centre was open. Her 

offer to send Stephen's older sister in her place, or to conduct the sessions 

with Stephen being taught directly by the teacher was refused. It was 

agreed that Mrs M would contact the Centre when she had settled into her job 

and felt that she could manage to attend regularly with Stephen. 

At the beginning of the second semester of 1986 Mrs M was able to begin. 

However she was still ambivalent about exposing Stephen to more remediation 

because the previous help had been considered ineffective. They were 

matched with a teacher who was gentle, encouraging, and firm. This was an 

ideal combination to counter Stephen's nervousness and well developed 

avoidance strategies. 

Outside circumstances intervened, and Stephen and -his mother were only able 

to attend seven sessions through the semester instead of the ten agreed upon. 
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During that time Stephen's attitude towards reading changed a little, but he 

continued to avoid any tasks where he could be challenged. There were often 

tears and refusals, and there were times when he would not communicate with 

the teacher at all. 

Despite these problems, Stephen did gain in confidence in reading and 

writing. The teacher felt that she had given most of the time to building his 

trust and had made little headway academically, but she had worked closely 

with Mrs M, who was very capable and could continue to support her son. 

The Post-Programme Interview 

The final assessments showed little change in reading or writing abilities. 

However, Stephen was able to read a Young Australia level 3 book almost 

unaided, and had gained in three of the five areas. His understanding of the 

facts and story sequence had improved, and he was able to offer reasoned 

opinions in the Evaluation area, even al though the text was considerably more 

difficult. 

None of his later writing had reached the level of the first fiction sample, 

but late in the second semester Stephen had brought in the first non-fiction 

sample requested a year ear lier. He was also willing to bring in the two 

final samples to the last interview. 

Mrs M said that Stephen was happy to write, and not so concerned with 

avoiding errors that he restricted the content of his work. While he had not 

made any other progress in writing, she was satisfied that the intervention 

had resulted in gains in reading. 

Subsequent Teaching 

In 1987, when Mrs M had more time, an experienced tutor from another section 

of the School of Education was able to work with Stephen and his mother. 

During this time his reading improved dramatically and after four months he 

no longer required assistance from the Centre. Mrs M has the skills and 

confidence to continue to support Stephen at home, and is able to contact the 

Centre for further help if necessary. 
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SUMMARY OF THE .CASE STUDIBS 

At the end of the programme 29 families, 74% of the population, considered 

that they were able to continue working at home independently of the Schools 

and Community Centre. Three children whose behaviour had prevented 

noticeable progress were offered help either in counselling or in further 

teaching sessions. Three children had refused to come for the individual 

teaching sessions, and two of those parents had continued to give some form 

of assistance at home. Two of the older children began the second semester 

with a teacher, but did no practice between sessions, and were withdrawn. 

Two younger children were in Junior Assessment Classes and would need 

skilled parental assistance throughout their schooling. One child received 

further teaching in a private capacity to supplement the parents' assistance. 
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CHAPTER VII: DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 

INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 

Previous Intervention programmes involving parents have been concerned with 

oral reading only. While this is the most obvious area of literacy development 

in young children, it ignores the evidence which points to the simultaneous 

development of reading and writing under favourable conditions (Berieter and 

Scardamalia, 1982). Present remediation schemes place little or no value on 

working in the two areas together to more nearly approximate natural 

learning patterns (Bissex, 1980, Payton, 1984 and Schmidt and Yates, 1985). 

Comprehension is erroneously assum~d to follow naturally as reading 

development occurs. but recent literature points to the danger of negligence 

in teaching understanding of text (Goodman, 1976, and Morris and Stewart

Dore, 1984). The aim of the Parents as Tutors Programme is to assist in the 

total literacy development of children through trained parent intervention, 

and to meet the learning needs of these children in all the literacy areas 

sequentially or simultaneously, according the . perceived priorities. The 

results of this study are evidence that the programme was successful in 

achieving its aims over the period of the research, from July, 1985 to 

December, 1986. 

Oral Reading 

It must be assumed from the results that oral reading, besides being the area 

which receives most attention in remediation schemes, is also the first aspect 

of literacy to show improvements. The three categories which were measured 

all showed significant change for the total population and for all subgroups 

except one where the gain in self correction for the older students was 

positive, but not significant. 

Listening to emergent readers vocalising the text, a natural step in early 

reading, gives clear indications of progress~ Furthermore, oral reading 

strategies are readily categorised by means such as Running Records and 

Miscue Analysis to yield useful information about strategies available to the 

reader. Progress is obvious to both listener and reader, and therefore self 

reinforcing. 
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Children whose second reading scores indicated text fluency at a particular 

level, that is, scores of more than 95-97%, remained at a comparable level at 

the third reading, illustrating that even fluent readers make some errors. 

These children were also tested on a more difficult text to assess the level 

of difficulty which they could read with reasonable control, and to note the 

individual reading strategies u.sed when difficulties were encountered. 

Comprehension 

Literal and Reorganisation comprehension, according to Barrett's (1972) five 

stages, showed initial scores of 79.7% and 71.3% respectively. These scores 

dropped to 75.4% and 65.9% respectively, indicating a lack of attention to 

these areas. It was only during the period of the research that the 

importance of specific teaching in comprehension skills became clear, 

following the study of work by Chapman {1983), Morris and Stewart-Dore 1984), 

B1ank(1985), and others. These· writers emphasised the need for the reader to 

analyse text structure, and the relationship between key elements within 

sentences. Others, such as Graves, Cooke and Laberge (1983), and Nicholson 

(1982) offer techniques by which comprehension can be improved. 

Comprehension teaching plans were derived from the teachers' own insights 

and experience. The results of the first assessments were not available to 

them and the teachers worked in the areas where they perceived the need. In 

light of the findings, much of the teaching should have centred on the first 

two areas in Barrett's hierarchy of comprehension skills, Literal and 

Reorganisational comprehension. Testing showed that understanding at these 

lower levels was incomplete in many cases, and improvements after teaching 

were minimal. 

Evaluation and Appreciation were considered higher-order skills and were 

taught incidentally with Inferential comprehension mainly to the older 

students. This was reflected in the results where Evaluation and Appreciation 

showed positive, although not significant gains, and Inferential 

comprehension was significant for the older but not the younger group of 

students. 
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Fiction Writing 

The results for fiction writing were significant over the total population in 

four of the twelve categories. It is evident from the subgroup results that it 

required the third semester in the programme to reach a level where teaching 

in those four categories yielded positive gains. This suggests that writing 

development in a remediation programme takes considerable time to implement. 

From case study evidence it was found that, on entering the programme, 41% of 

the students had negative attitudes to expressive writing, and a further 28% 

were undecided. Few parents reported success in fiction writing in the first 

semester, and during the individual sessions teachers were required to 

encourage the students to take risks both in expressing ideas and with 

spelling. It was recognised from the children's own comments in the initial 

interviews that awareness of their spelling disabilities over-rode any desire 
.. 

to express themselves through writing. Some of these children spent several 

months at the stage of writing dictated stories before they moved on to 

writing for themselves. 

Teaching in fiction writing was directed in the first instance to the 

communication aspect. It was emphasised to the students and parents that this 

was the most important area of writing, and that it was to be the major aim of 

first writing drafts, hence the significant gain in this area for the whole 

group, and for the group which began the programme first. It was taught that 

other aspects were not to be dismissed, but would be dealt with in editing 

sessions. 

A feature of writing in the individual sessions was the offering of 

alternatives to vocabulary and sentence structure to that originally 

proposed by the students. Teachers, parents and children tried their ideas on 

one another in order to elicit statements from the children which most 

precisely conveyed their thoughts. The ref ore a significant increase in the T 

Unit length was not unexpected. Through the sharing of ideas, the students 

learned the ways by which complex language could more nearly represent 

their thoughts. 

Parents and children were taken through the st~ps of bringing selected 

pieces of writing to publication standard. Although the drafting and editing 

skill concerned with sentence structure and grammatical form did not improve 
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significantly, the mechanical aspects of punctuation, handwriting, spelling 

and final presentation did show a significant gain. Apart from spelling these 

items were more easily controlled by the children with assistance, and 

reflected a growing value for the students of their own writing efforts. 

Spelling did show a positive gains for the group which was in earlier contact 

with the programme. This was confirmed by the significant drop in 

experimental words, whereby the children's confidence in their spelling 

judgement was deemed to have increased. 

Non-Fiction Writing 

Most of the practice of non-fiction writing was carried out with the older 

students in connection with assignments set at school as projects or essays. 

They had identified assignments, along with spelling, as the major obstacles 

to their academic success. Perhaps because of the immediacy of the school 

situation, parents began applying the strategies taught in the parent 

sessions in the first semester, and reported immediate progress. Over the 

population of 26 students for whom there were complete non-fiction writing 

samples, there were significant gains in six of the twelve areas. There was 

some minor variation in the results for the subgroups, but the six significant 

results for the whole group were all positive for the subgroups. 

Familiarity with the vocabulary before writing accounts for the significant 

increase in spelling accuracy, and the drop in rate of repeated errors. Other 

than the major requirement of clear communication, teaching in non-fiction 

writing focussed on developing in the students the skills needed in order to 

use reference material, and an understanding of the terminology appropriate 

to the particular subject matter. It proved to be an opportunity to question 

and hypothesise about the ways in which oral and written language both work 

and differ, which Schmidt and Yates (1985) recognise to be an essential 

ingredient in the success of young writers. 

By the end pf the research period the students were able to use more 

sophisticated terms in keeping with the task, hence the significant increase 

in the number of syllables per word for the whole group, and for the first 

subgroup to enter the programme. With trained parental assistance the 

students learned to plan their assignments with outlines, and therefore were 
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able to write with more purpose than previously, which explains the increase 

in vocabulary as a proportion of the total words in the second writing sample. 

Fiction and non-fiction writing have different purposes, forms and language 

structures, and therefore elicit divergent teaching strategies, aside from 

keeping, as a central aim, the necessity to impart ideas and information 

succinctly. The incongruencies between the two types of writing are 

reflected in the results. 

Summary of Interpretation of the Data 

From the data it is evident that the aim of the Parents as Tutors Programme to 

facilitate literacy learning through trained parents has been carried 

through. Improvements within the three major areas considered were uneven, 

but all showed some significant gains. Other studies such as Hewison and 

Tizard (1980), and McNaughton, Glynn and Robinson (1981) have proved the 

effectiveness of skilled parental help in oral reading, but none have 

considered the parental effect in the other two areas of comprehension and 

writing. 

Remediation of oral reading, where it was shown to be necessary, was given 

priority in teaching in the programme even though the other areas were 

taught, and there were instances where the children's own writing became the 

basis of reading material. The results confirm that this course was entirely 

appropriate. Progress in oral reading proved to be faster than in the other 

areas, presumably because parents found the skills more easily practised, and 

because they required less time to implement. This is in keeping with 

Topping's (1985) suggestion to use the least time and effort consuming 

strategies first, and to hold more complex strategies in reserve. 

The parents of the secondary school students began practising the non

fiction writing in the first semester because of the constant school 

pressures to present written work of a comparable standard with others in 

the class. The full three semesters were required for major gains in fiction 

writing, but the improvements were significant for those who entered the 

programme later as well as for the first subgroup. 

Comprehension received less deliberate attention than reading and writing. 

Again, this is reflected in the results which point to the necessity for taking 
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a deliberate and considered approach to the teaching of comprehension in all 

its aspects. The findings of the first comprehension assessments were perhaps 

given inadequate attention in the programme's content and in subsequent 

teaching. 

The population in the study had a common history of frustration and failure 

which had to be overcome before progress became noticeable. There is no 

comparable research known to this author which has studied the effects of 

parental intervention over the whole of literacy for an ordinary mainstream 

population. Presumably, in the absence of attitudinal problems, overall 

progress would be made at a greater rate, and the ref ore the teacher would be 

more available to deal with problems as they arose. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE CASE STUDIES 

Changes in Perception 

Information gained from the case studies served to underline the diverse 

nature of the subject population. The students ranged in self perception from 

those who did not recognise their difficulties in class, to those who had 

become frustrated by their problems and were disruptive at school or at home. 

The parents exhibited a common concern for their children, and expressed 

their willingness to give the time and energy required in order to help their 

children. While they appreciated the efforts of the schools, many were 

concerned that, where extra assistance had been given it was either 

insufficient or in danger of being withdrawn through staffing pressures. 

By the end of the research period all parents reported that the programme 

had been beneficial, and most felt that they could continue to work with their 

children at home. Some children needed to be convinced of their improvements 

and were anxious to see visible evidence, such as their scores in the various 

areas. A comparison of the video films among the three readings was 

sufficient to demonstrate to all children and parents their particular gains. 

While it had been intended to use the filming in gart for that purpose, the 

powerful effect of the fHm comparisons was underestimated at the beginning 

of the programme. 
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Levels of Family Involvement 

During the first semester all parents attempted to work with their children. 

As the various techniques and methods were taught in the group sessions, the 

parents were asked to put them into practice at home the next week, where 

applicable for their children. A few children, such as Robert, were 

uncooperative, and parents of those children were asked only to continue to 

read to their children every day. Direct teaching was left until the second 

semester when the individual sessions began. 

Parents generally reported success with oral reading, and with non-fiction 

writing· where it had been set as homework in the form of assignments. There 

were no reports of children initiating any writing sessions, but parents of 

the younger children in particular said that reading practices were regular 

and the children's attitudes were positive. 

When the families were assigned to a teacher more was demanded of both 

parents and children. Help was given in setting aside realistic amounts of 

time for practice so that the children's other interests could be followed, 

and the families disrupted as little as possible. With the inte:rvention of 

someone outside the family taking pe:rsonal interest, the children became 

mo:re cooperative, and writing as well as reading was practised at home. There 

were exceptions, such as Shane, who was reluctant to work and of whom little 

was asked, Robert, whose disruptive behaviour prevented his mother's 

attempts, and Martin, who was unwilling to forego his sporting or social 

activities. 

The Outcome of the Intervention 

Changing the rate of progress in literacy does not happen quickly, as this 

study demonstrates. Over the course of 12 to 18 months gains were made which 

indicate the effectiveness of the Parents as Tutors programme, particularly 

for oral reading and some areas of writing. Of the sample, 74% were able to 

function independently of the Centre at the end of the research period, and 

the remaining ten children had made some progress. Where the rate of 

progress was unacceptable, there were other factors such as disruptive home 

behaviour or severe learning disabilities. 
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EVALUATION OF THE INSTRUMENTS 

Expressive Writing 

Much of the writing information which could be helpful to teachers was 

subjectively based, and therefore required independent sampling of the 

figures. Apart from the T-units which were objective measures, the remaining 

three categories which dealt with communication ability, drafting and editing 

skills, and the mechanical aspects of writing, all necessitated making 

judgements based on wide experience of children's writing in which literacy 

problems were not a part. These were all effective measures for evaluating 

writing development, but would have limited value for classroom teachers 

unskilled in diagnostic evaluation practices. To understand the implication 

of T-unit length also requires particular training, and therefore T-unit 

measurement is only useful for a limited number of teachers. 

Elements of writing which were readily translated into statistical form 

included those for spelling. Of the four categories, the accuracy level was 

the most useful in terms of knowing the spelling ability within a particular 

form of writing. The other three categories yielded applicable teaching 

information, for analysing spelling development within writing, and upon 

which to base the teaching of spelling. 

Oral Reading 

The Miscue Analysis (Goodman and Burke, 1972) is a well established measure 

of chHdren's oral reading abilities. Because it revealed the repertoire of 

strategies available to individual children, it was particularly suitable for 

the purpose of this research. Information on strategies provided a base from . 
which to begin teaching. 

There were three aspects selected from the Miscue Analysis for statistical 

data; accuracy, self correction, and reading rate. These represented progress 

in fluency and attention to meaning, and were easily understood by the 

children. Self correction was encouraged by the teachers to move the 

students' focus away from word-by-word reading and on to the meaning of the 

text. Through their increased ability to correct errors the other two aspects 

of their fluency were improved, and all could be charted accurately using the 

Miscue Analysis. 
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Comprehension 

The commonly used form of comprehension questions which ask students to 

recall or identify facts following the reading of stories offer little useful 

information about the quality of children's understanding of print (Kemp, 

1980). Psycholinguistic theory has made it clear that the prior knowledge 

which the reader brings to the print, and his/her ability to synthesise that 

knowledge with the words on the page, are the key factors in comprehension. 

Barrett's Taxonomy, with its five categories of comprehension questions, was 

an applicable instrument for this study. Its interactive questioning allowed 

for discussion and further questions, which enabled the tester to find out 

what prior knowledge was being used by the student. The categories of 

questions demanded increasingly higher order skills on the part of the 

students, and offered precise qualitative information about their 

understanding of particular t·exts. 

The information was not available to the teachers at the beginning of the 

individual sessions, and therefore their teaching in comprehension was based 

on experienced intuition, and not on specific information. If the relevant 

findings had been available to the teachers and programme participants at 

the beginning of the individual sessions, the final results in comprehension 

may well have been improved. 

EVALUATION OF THE PROGRAMME 

Confirmation that the purpose of the Parents as Tutors Programme was 

realised has been given statistically in the results of the study. A situation 

where 74% of the population of an intervention is able to function 
, 

effectively without further assistance afterwards is sufficient endorsement 

for its continuation. Every parent considered that it had been worthwhile, a 

perception not to be under-valued. 

The affective nature of the changes in children, in their family 

relationships, and in their positive improvements at school, have not been 

considered as statistical data, and have only been documented here in the six 

case studies. For the families concerned, and the staff at the Schools and 

Community Centre the evidence of changed attitudes and more confident 

children were as important as the research data. Some of the features which 
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characterised the programme and contributed to its positive outcome, or were 

limiting factors, are considered here. 

Positive Factors 

Through deliberate planning and preparation, the parents' seminars were held 

in an informal atmosphere. A time allowance was built into every session for 

questioning, feedback about home practice, and exchanging views amongst the 

participants. Within the groups a cohesion and positive attitude grew which 

carried over into the later semesters. 

Group interaction was found to be significant in the success of Bidulph's 

(1983) parent course. In the Parents as Tutors Programme group interaction 

became a crucial feature of the first semester part of the pr-ogramme. 

Parents supported one another and offered their own suggestions, some of 

which were incorporated in sessions with later intakes of families. Levels of 

involvement varied, but Wolfendale (1985) claims that the amount of parental 

involvement is not necessarily an indicator of success. 

Parents were given the opportunity to work closely with the teachers in a 

partnership which, according to general comment, was a new and beneficial 

experience for both. Over the semester there was time for the staff to become 

well acquainted with the parents. With some knowledge of the teachers after 

the first six weeks in their course as well, it was possible in most cases to 

match families and teachers with the expectation of good rapport between 

them. 

Wolfendale (1985) raises the question of leadership in close teacher-parent 

relations, and in some cases this became a question to be resolved. Within the 

confines of the Centre there was an opportunity for teachers to work through 

the situation, which was a valuable experience for similar relationships 

within the school setting. 

Cost to the families in the programme was negligible. The Canberra College of 

Advanced Education provided generous resources which made the programme 

possible, while the ACT Schools Authority contributed the part-time tutor1s 

salary. One-way viewing rooms, video-recording equipment, and computers 

are expensive items which were significant factors in the programmes1 



outcome. Parents contributed towards materials used at the Centre, but there 

were no fees, and therefore no family was excluded on financial grounds. 
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In keeping with the "mountains" of easy books which Clay (1986) advocates for 

beginning readers, the Centre was able to provide a wide range of books for 

the students. There were no school readers or remedial books used except 

where there was particular quality in the writing. Instead, a library was built 

up of well written popular books which allowed the students some choice in 

their reading material. 

Relationships with schools took some time to develop. Topping (1985) writes of 

a "deficit model of parenthood", which is a general school perception of the 

value of parents in formal education. To counter that view, from the outset of 

the programme visits were made to every participating school. The first visits 

were received with caution, but as the programme continued and more children 

completed their time at the Centre, teachers and counsellor became initiators 

of enrolments for families. 

School counsellors, who were designated the key referers for the programme, 

were not all well informed about the service at the time of the research, 

despite considerable attempts at liaison between the Schools and Community 

Centre and the ACT Counselling Service. Once a school began to use the 

service, other requests for enrolments soon followed. The counsellors who 

used the Centre were able to coordinate further help at school where 

necessary, keep school staff informed of particular children's needs, and 

verify that the gains made were sustained. 

Limiting Factors 

In the first semester, parents were asked to begin working with their children. 

Those whose children were uncooperative were not able to begin at the same 

time or with the same intensity as other parents, and consequently became 

anxious as other participants reported their successful teaching attempts. 

There was no provision for these families, or for those who had other problems 

such as second language difficulties, other than the reassurance that their 

individual sessions would begin as soon as there was a vacancy. 
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Parents were g"iven the option of taking the set of ten individual sessions, or 

of continuing teaching at home without the support of the Schools and 

Community Centre. Given that research has found that supervised teaching 

and feedback are necessary components of a parental teaching scheme (Glynn, 

1980), it is doubtful whether having some parents attend for only the first 

semester is fully effective. The number of students in this category was too 

small (three) to demonstrate any particular trend, but while reading 

continued to improve, there was very little progress made in writing or 

comprehension. 

The provision of counselling services for families where relationships or 

disruptive behaviour on the part of the children impeded progress, were 

available on an uncertain basis. When courses for counsellors were being 

held in the School of Education, counselling was provided as an extension of 

the Schools and Community C1:_ntre's service, either before or alongside the 

teaching. It was not required of parents that they seek out yet another 

helping agency, which, for some, would have been beyond their time and 

emotional resources. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that counsellors in 

training will be available on a regular basis. 

Migrant families were beginning to enrol more frequently by the end of the 

study. Many of the parents had little knowledge of written English and had 

received minimal education in their country of origin. There were some 

parents born in Australia for whom 1lliteracy and/or poor oral communication 

skills were problems. Neither group was able to participate fully in the 

programme in its existing form. 

Most of the teachers enrolled in the academic unit to which the programme is 

attached were either committed to a full time College course or attended the 

College part-time after a day's teaching. In either case, the heavy work load 

of the practicum involved a great deal of time, especially where problems 

arose. An improvement in 1987 has been the provision of two teachers per 

family to alleviate the situation. 



LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

Forms of assessment which yielded the most pertinent information were 

determined as the study developed. The trial using non-fiction material to 

assess the students' control of school texts was begun too late in the 

research period to allow enough time before a second assessment. Reading 

and understanding school text books was one of the problems most often cited 

by the older students in the programme as a major cause of their difficulty at 

school. 

Despite the positive results gained from this study it must be recognized that 

it involved a single group, and a single intervention between two assessments. 

Replications of the research are necessary to confirm the findings. The 

phenomenon of regression toward the mean must be kept in mind when 

interpreting results of this type of research design. 

In twelve to eighteen months much was discovered about the effect of parental 

intervention in education. Parents, teachers and children put in considerable 

effort over that time to achieve their common goal of developing literate 

students who were able to meet the normal academic challenges of formal 

education. The value of their efforts, and the comparative costs in 

educational resources of this approach, can only be confirmed by future 

research. 

89 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A study of this magnitude gives less than a complete picture, but from the 

data it must be concluded that the Parents as Tutors Programme has been 

successful in equipping parents to support their children in literacy 

learning after repeated school failure. The quantitative measurements prove 

that there were shifts in the student population from failure in literacy to 

independence with parental support. 

Furthermore, this method of evaluation produced qualitative information 

which revealed preferred learning styles and acquired strategies for 

controlling reading, understanding text, and writing. From this evidence 

teachers are able to plan precisely to meet the needs of individual children, 

and to continue to monitor progress. Records indicating whether goals are 

being met are visible evidence to parents and other teachers or counsellors 

involved with particular children. 

There are wider applications possible for the programme with suitable 

modifications. A video film has been produced for use with school and parent 

groups, and at present work is being carried out to produce a course for 

distribution further afield. Adaptations of the programme would need to take 

into account the availability of skilled personnel to staff similar schemes, 

and the nature of the target population. 

Factors to keep in mind when establishing similar programmes to this one 

concern the previous absence of anything of a similar nature in the 

catchment area. In the first stages of this programme there was a latent 

demand which could not be met. Parents whose children had been, on the 

waiting list for one or two years were either desperate for assistance, or had 

resigned themselves to believing that nothing would be done to meet theJr 

children's plight. 

These same parents had already explored every contingency known to them, 

some on the fringes of orthodox teaching, and some involving great monetary 

expense. On entry to the Schools and Community programme they were so 

anxious that the problem had become central to their families' well -being, 

and they perceived the Centre as the place of last resort, an unhealthy 

situation of which staff must be aware. 
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Ideally, a programme of this kind has a place in a preventative scheme. 

Parents of pre-school children and new school entrants who are well informed 

are in the position of being able to provide competent assistance to 

consolidate their children's education on a daily basis. With knowledge and 

skill they may assist the teacher effectively from the outset when 

difficulties arise and so alleviate the situation early. 

It is possible for a successful programme to have many demands placed upon it 

to expand in size and scope. While there is a need for some counselling 

assistance, and there would be benefits in employing a teacher for home 

visits on a part time basis, these must be balanced against the benefit of a 

programme contained in size. There have been instances where children have 

been so outnumbered by the adults involved in his/her progress that they 

have been unable to carry out the literacy tasks with any sense of freedom. 

Where more adults are deemed necessary clear delineations of leadership and 

responsibility for the programme are required. 

Families who are at a linguistic disadvantage do not receive the maximum 

benefit from the programme. A variation of the course where these parents 

are grouped together and given modified content, practice opportunities for 

the skills in the group sessions, and more specific help in putting the 

teaching into practice at home, would be advantageous. The expectations set 

would need to be modified, and the parents' belief in their ability to assist 

their children endorsed. From experience, the only prerequisite for parents 

is a willingness to support their children's education, and with appropriate 

teaching they are able to be effective mediators between oral and written 

language for their children. 

By the end of the research period parents were given the opportunity for 

eight individual sessions, followed by further blocks of six sessions if 

necessary. Imposing limitations and conditions is necessary in a programme 

largely financed by the tax-paying public. Research has shown that 

supervised parental practice results in more effective teaching, and, 

considering the time and cost of the programme, it would seem reasonable to 

expect parents to commit themselves to the whole course in order to benefit 

fully from the group sessions in the first semester. 
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It was noticeable during the initial assessments that several children were 

either unaware of their difficulties at school or were unwilling to face their 

situation. Some went so far as to deny that they were in any difficulties. 

Research into children's perceptions of their situations would assist in 

promoting attitudinal changes, and promoting the essential atmosphere in 

which children feel able to make errors and build positively upon the 

experience. 

There is justification for a longitudinal study of this population to 

determine whether the improved levels of literacy functioning are 

maintained. This was a major intervention in the lives of these families, which 

one would hope has a significant long term effect on the formal education of 

their children. Evidence of that would confirm the findings of this study. 
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APPENDIX A: ASSESSMENT FORMS FOR READING AND WRITING DEVELOPMENT 



_.,.::;,• ... . :;,t. ·:~·--·~·. ···~'• ·~·::/, ; .. :·,. 

Name of reader · Date of_ C>bservation Summary 

Name of t11~ti-=~ VldeolaP-_e No, 

Name of obserV!!: Counter_ s_tart Finish 

Name of ~xt 

Number of words Words per minute !)lfflculty level of text (Fry 

Miscue Number 
.--- ·---r-

, 110 111 lu ill IH l u iu 111 lu 111 121 In 122 In 1 .. la• Totals-I \ 

Lengthy pause (5 secs. l 
· ··-···---+--·--·+-··-·1 ·-·--·+·····-1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Meaningful substitution 

II Non-meaningful substitution .. 
C 
0 
Q. Sounding out .. .. 
a: Re-reading 
'\I 
> I Sel f-cor rectlon .. .. .. 

I Omission .0 
0 .. 

Addition 1.. 

1--------I- I I f-+-1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1---------+---t--+--+--+---1--11---tl---tl-tl--+l-t-l -t-l --+-I --1--I -1-I -I-I-+ I I I I I I I -+-
1---------+-I--I I I I I I I I I I I I 1--1 I I I I I I I I I I I I 

.. 
'ti 
ID Intonation/Syntax change 
II 

er:: 1------------+-+--1 I I 1-1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Teacher's I Delayed response ( 5 secs. I 

Reaction 
1-+-+---+-· I I I I I I I I l-~--l--+---1---I I I I I I I I I I I 

Immediate response 

.. 1 Meanir.1g clue .. 
C Strategy clue 8. 

1------- ·--.. ·--- ····1·--·· I I I 1 .. -. I I I I ··l-1·-1-1-1-l I I I I I I I I I I I · I I 
.. .. Return to error clue a: 
'ti I nterventlon .. f----------1--1-l --1-I -tl-1---l-- l-+-t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
> 
L .. Telling [avoldable) .. 
.0 
0 Telling (unavoidable) .. -.. .. Praise (Immediate) .c u .. 

Praise (delayed) .. 
I-

Signalling 

~--j-i--1 I I I I I I I t:t1 I I I I 1--11 I I I I I I ~I 
I + ... J ..... + .. + · ·· I I I ·-1 --·-··1·--··+-·1--·-·+- ·--1- -· 1 I I I ---·-t-·-···1---·1---1 I I I I I -···---1---

~·-----T--.. -i--·-- -1---.. r- ·1 I I I I I I I I I I, I I I · 1-i---1-u--1--tt I I 
7 

I-' 
0 
0 



Miscue Analysis Resume 

Name of child: 

Teacher's name: 
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~~~_Q Female □---

Date: 

Responses to Re-telling and Questioning 

Taxonomy/ ; 

Level l 1. 1 I 1.2 

Question 
Numbers 
and 

j Response ! 

Oral Reading Analysis 

Number of words .. ! 
I 

Time taken 

No. of miscues 

% miscues 

No. corrected 

% corrected 

Summary of Oral Reading 

Characteristics 

--
i Retelling l Total 
! 2 3 4 5 Correct 

Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 

i No. uncorrected I 
! 

secs % accuracy 

No. not affecting meaning 

% % acceptable miscues 

* 

% * 
I 

I 
* Specify other categories as 

needed. 

Teachi ng 

% 

I 

I 
i 
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242 FROM FUNCTIONAL READING 10 RE-EMERGENT WRITING 

==Observational Record Q2: 
* Writing Analysis: Short Form 
(Product) 

NameofChild: ...................................... Nameof'Ieacher: ... ............................. . . 
Date of Assessment: ............................. Levels: 1, 2, 3 
Title of Sample: ........ ............................................................................................ . 
(attached. if to be used in discussion with parent or teacher) 

1 When reporting or narration is the purp· 
ose, the writing contains a sequence, in· 
luding a beginning. a middle and an end. 

2 The writing shows intention to extend be· 
yond a reporting level. 

3 The language is reasonably concise and 
conveys its message(s). 

4 The writing is unmistakably original. 

5 The writer controls grammatical forms. 

6 Sentence structures are acceptable. 

7 The writing conveys 'voice', a sense of pur
pose, or completion. 

8 The writer is prepared to take risks with 
words. 

9 The writer attempts varied structures or 
language forms. 

10 There is evidence of self-editing or self· 
correction. 

11 The mechanical aspects are reasonably 
under control: 

spelling 
punctuation 
handwriting 
paragraphing 
.final presentation 

Comments 

What successful changes have 
taken place between draft and 
product? 

What are the writer's feelings about 
this product? 

What 'scaffolding· is necessary to 
keep the writer going? 

What were the most successful 
strategies you used this time to 
sustain the writing? 

What do you plan to do next time? 

• Foruseioanalysingthe clevclopment ofwritingwithin •writing recovery• pror,ammd. 
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produced a valuable handbook, which is in two sections. The 
first is concerned with cclucacional objectives, various types of 
testing, teaching material and instructional processes. The second 
part is a translation of the points discussed earlier into examples 
from twelve subject fields, including sections by Cu.:den on the 
evaluation of early language development and by Moore and 
Kennedy on the evaluation of learning in the language arts (Dloom 
et al. 1971). 

Of considerable interest to the teacher of reading inter.m"d in the 
specification of objectives as an inrci:nll rrnn of the effective use of 
reading tests is the taxonomy of the cognitive and affective aspects 
of reading comprehension developed by T. C. Barrett. This particu
lar taxonomy has received considerable attcmion in Oritnin us it is 
includecl in an article by Clymer i11 one of the books prcparccl for 
the Open University post-experience course 'l{cading Develop
ment' (Melnik and Merritt 1972). It is presented here so that the 
reader can, if she so wishes, adapt the scheme to her own teaching 
situation. 

THE BARRETT TAXONOMY 
Cagnitive and t1J/tctiv~ dimensior,s of r~aJ£ng comprdu,uion 

1.0 L1'1era/ Comprelmuion. Literal comprehension focuses on ideas and 
information which arc ezp/icitly stated in the selection. Purposc>1. for reading 
and teacher's questioru designed to elicit responses at this level muy range 
from simple to complex. A simple tusk in literal comprehension may be the 
recognition or recall of a single foct or inciuent. A more comple~ task might 
be the recognition or recall of a series of focts <lr tht: sequcnciog of incidcrH:i 
in a reading selection. Purpos~ and questions at this level may l111vc tlu: 
following charactcristic,i. 

1.1 Recog11ition requires the student to locate- or identify idc;,u or information 
rxplidtly stated in th~ rr~ding sdccrion i1.:.clf or in exercises which use 
rhc ~1'J}licit ideas and inform..1tiu11 presented in the rc;u.fin~ selection. 
necognition taska arc: 

·a. R,e,,g11ition of detail$. The student i, required 10 lncatc or identify fact• 
such .as lhe names of character~, the tirnc of the: story, or the place or the 
S(Ol'y. 

b. R,cognilion of main idea,. ·11,e student is asked to locate or identify an 
explicit st11tcment in or from a sdt:ction whii:h is a m;,in idea o( u p,1ra
grnph or a larger portion of the selection. 

c. Re,:ogniti01, of a sequence. '"rhc student is rcquin:d to locate or jdcntify 
the order of l11t:.:dents or actions expJici1ly statec..J in the selection. 

d. Recogrtiticm of co,npariJon. The SI Lu.lent is requested co loc.itc or identify 
tikenesses end ditlcrencL-s in char;.1ctcrs, 1i,ncs, ,aruJ places that arc 
explicitly stated in the selection. 
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,. Rtcog11ition of cauu and tf!ut r,Jatioml,ips, The student in this instance 
1111,y be rc11uir~<l to locate or identify the explicit!)' sllttc<l rousons fur 
1.·i:rt~in h111ppcnins:i or ucdons in the sdection. 

f. li<cui;11itia11 a/ c/,aract,r t,ails. The student is required to identify or 
locate explicit statements about a character which help• to point up the 
t>'P• of p•rson he is. 

1.2 Rm,11 requires the student to produce from memory ideas 1md informa
tion ,.,·plicitly stat«.l in the reuJing sdec:tion. Recull tusks are: 
ii. Ru,11/ of d,tails. The student is asked to produce from memory facts 

such •• th• nume of ch•r11ctcrs, the time of the story, or the place or' the 
~ton·. 

b. R,,:.,11 of main ideas. The student is require<l to state a main idea of • 
p.irat::rlilph or a lari,:er ponion of the sdcction from memory, when the 
main idea is explicitly stated in the selection. 

c. lfr.-<JIJ of a uq11,11c,. The student is uskcJ to provide from memory the 
orJ.c• of incidents or uctions •xplicitly stated in the select ion, 

J. U.-cull uf camparisu11. The student is r•quired to cull up from memory 
th.: likenesses and differences in chatactt:rs, 1imt;:~ anti pluces that ar~ 
cxpl icitly stated in the selection. 

,, ll~rn/1 uf rnuu u11d ,}Jut relatioml,ips. The student is requested to 
produce from mtmory explicitly stated reasons for ct!rrain h:tppenlngt 
ur uc.:tlons in the :u:lt:ction. 

f. Uua/1 of rharartn traits. The student is asked to call up from memory 
t·xplic1t srntemi::n1s uhout characrc::rs wh;ch i!lustratt! the type of person:, 
they ate. 

2.0 Reorgonisati'o11. Heorganisation requires the stud.ent to analyse, synthesise, 
und/or Otl(i.U\ise ide1.1s or informa11011 explicitly stateJ in the selection. '"ro 

produce: the desired thou1:ht producl, the reader may utilise 1he statements 
of the uuthor verbatim or he m•y paraphrase or translate the author's statc
nu:n1s. Hcor.:unis.ation tasks an:: 

2. i' C'luuifyi11g. In 1his instance the student is required to place people , things, 
pl.1ct:~ •\Od/or cvcnlli into categories, 

2.2 <Jutli11i11g. The student is requested to ori:ani•e the selection into outline 
fonn uttin~ direct st1.t.t1:ments or pari.lphrascU statemtnls Crorn the !iitlcction, 

2.3 .':>'11mm,1riJi11}:, *l"he s.tudcnt i1i, usked to condense the sdcction usini: direct 
or r>arnphrnscd st11t.t:mi;nts from the- sc:lec1ion, 

2.4 .,','ynrlte-titing. In this insrnncc, the student ts requested to consolic.Jut~ 
rxp!ki1 ideas or inforrnarion from more thorn one source. 

3.0 J,,J,,,11tiul to111prtlmirio11. Inferential comprehension is demonstrated by 
the stLu.lcnt when he US\:'s the it.lC!'as an<l information expl icitly srate<l Ln 1he 
sdl.'l·1:on, h1s intuir,on. anc.J his rcnon;,t cxpcdcncc as .i b asis for conjectures 
anJ hy1>othcses. J nferi:nccs drawn by thl! student may be eith~r convcri::cnt or 
divergent in nature and the student may or rnuy not be uskr;:d to. verbalise 
the ralion:.ilc underlyint-: his inforences. In general, then, inferentiul con1pre• 
liensino is slinull:m:J hy purposes fur reat.ling and tc.-1cher's qucstion!:i which 
dcn1;1nd th1nktng- anc...l i,n~1~in.nion tlrnt go beyond the prlnh.:d page. 

I-' 
0 
,j::,. 
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J.l I,,J,rri11g wpparti11g details. !n 1his insrnncc, 1hc student is asked to 
conjecture nbour addi1ionul f.octs the uuthor miglu lrnvc included in rhc 
selection whtch would have 1nadc it more tnforrrnuivc, inu:rcsrin.:

1 
or 

appealing. 
3.2 Juferting mai11 idtoi. 1~ht: studt:nt is requir~U 10 p,·ovid~ the main ideu, 

general significance, theme, or morn! which is not explicitly stated in the 
selection. 

3.3 111/errirrg stque,,c,, The student, in this case, may be requested to conjec
ture as to whnt action or inciU~nl rnigln have Lab:n plucc lJctwt:cn two 
cxplicitty stated actions or ,nddcnts, or he may be as\tl:d to hypothesise 
ubout whut would happen next if the sclcc11<rn had not cmlcd as it did but 
had hecn extended. 

3.-1- l11f,:r,-i11g comparisu1u, T'hc stu~~ot i.:i required to infer li1(c!0(!Sses am) 
differences in characters, times, or pl.tees. Su..:h infcn..:rnial comparisons 
revotvc around ideas.such as: ·ticre arnl thc,:rc', ·then :ind now\ "he and 
he'. 'he and she'. nn<l ':;he and she'. 

3.S J,iferri"g cmue and effect ,dutio11slo·p1, The student i~ rcquirc<l 10 hypo• 
thcsise o1bout the motivations of characters and their .inu:ractjons with 
time und place. J~(e may also be n.:quircd to conjecture ati lo what Couscd 
the author to include cercain ideas, won.Js, charactcri~ations. and actions 
in his writing. 

3.6 111/erri"II character traits. In this case, the student is asked to hypothesise 
about th~ nature of character.;. on the: basl~ of t!xphdt clues prcsenret..l io 
the selection. 

3.7 Predicting outcome,, The student is requested to read an initial portion 
of the selections and on the basis of this rcauinH he is rcquirc<l rn conjcctur~ 
about die outcome of the sdccrion. 

3.8 l11Urpreti1Jg figuratit.oe lmigrwge. The student, in this instunce, is asked 
to infer literal meanings from the author's figt1n.11ivc us1,: of languag.:. 

4.0 Eualuatio11. Purposes for rending ;1n<l tc;.Lchcr's question~. in this instance, 
require: responses by the student which indicate 1h.,1 he has n10U1; lln evuluati,·1: 
jutlg:numt by comparjng ideas pn:scrHtd in the :idcc1ion wi1h external criteria 
provided by 1hc:. tt!acher, oth1:r uuthoritics1 or uthcr v.-rittcn sources, or with 
intcrn;.1) criteria provided by the rc.idcr'ti cxpcrit.·ncc, lu1owlcdgc or vuluc:s, 
ln essence evaluation dc;.Ll:1 wi1h j\1dgn1crH and focusc~ on qu"lit,cs of 
nccurncy, acct!ptabllity, desirability, worth, or pruhahHit~• uf occurrli!'ncc. 
Evuluative thinking m;1y be tlt.:rnonstratcd hy asking the .sludcnt -tu inuk1; the 
foflo,vin,i,: jtJJi:mcnu: 

~. I J1ul~nu11ts of n·ality ur fmu,uy, Could rltis n·ally h,lppo:n? Sut:h ,1 question 
calls for ajudgmcnr hy the rcaclcr bilscd on his cxpcricnc.:c. 

4.2 J1uli:me11ts of fact or api11icm. DoL'S the ,author proviJ1: ,1dcqu.itc suJ'lport 
for his conclu~ions. Js the ~udwr mrcn'IJHing tu sw;Jy )'Uur thinkinJ.:? 
Questions of thi~ type rcqu1n:: 1hc studt'IH to •1nalysc an<l cvaluutc the: 
\\'riting oo the busis of th~ knowlcdi:,:c he has on the Slibject as wcU as 10 
iH\;llytic and ~\·?.luate the intent of the on.Hhor. 

4.J judJ,•mtuls '.f· ~dt1q1uuy and 1.•dlidity. Is 1hc lnform,nion presented here in 
kccr>ing with what you huve rc~!.d on the .subject in other sources? Questions 
of this n.iturc caH for the reader 10 ct11111):1n: wriucn soun.:c~ of infonn .. ,tion, 

IH 
~IHASIJl!INC 111,ADING AUl LITIES 

with an eye toward agreement and disogreement or completeness and 
incompletenes~. 

4.4 Judgme111, a/ appropr111te11ess. \Vhat pnrt of ·the story best describes the 
main 1:haroc1er? Such a quest ion r~quires .the reader 10 make a judgment 
,1hou1 the relutiw adequacy of d i!li:ren1 parts of the selection 10 answer 
1hc 4uc:; t ion. 

4.S Jiulgm,•111, of wort/,, dttirability a11d a~ctptability, Wus the character 
rii:ht or wrong in wh,rt he did/ \V,rs hi• behaviour 1100d or bod/ Question , 
of d1is n,11urc catl for judgments bas~d on the rl!aJ t r's morat codr ar his 
v~duc iytHc1n. 

5.0 .·lppruiuliv11. Appreci:ition involves all rhe previously c ited cogn 1t1vc 
Ji111t:n.sions of reading, for it <lc.1ls with the ps:ychological unJ :..IC!J;lhrtic impacc 
of dt1..' selection on the rc;1dcr. Ap[)rcci;1tiori q1lls for the student to be emotion .. 
ully :m<l acs1heric:1lly .sensitive to rh~ work unJ ro h;1vc u re:nction to th~ 
worth of its psycho)ogic.a] ~md nrrjstlc elements, Appreciation includes both 
the knuwlt!dg~ of und the emotjona] response to literary techniques, forms, 
st)'les and structures. 

5.1 l!"mutiu,w/ respume 10 tire conltnl. The student is required to verbalise his 
fcl'!tng~ about the sch:crion in terms of interest, excitem~nt, boredom. fear, 
hate, amusement, etc. Ir is concerned with the emotional impact of the 
tot 111 \vork on the rea<lt!r. 

5.2 lde11liJica1iun wirlr .-1,aracten or it1cidwts. Teachets' questions of this 
nature,will elicit responses from the reader which demonstrate h is sensi
ri,·ity to, sympathy for, and empathy with characre,. and happenings 
portrayed by the: author, 

5.3 ll«utiwu to tltt u11tlwr's u,; a/ language. In this instance the student is 
required to r~srond to the ~uthor 's craftsm.tnship in terms o f the 
scnrnnt;c dimcn,iun~ of the sc:lectiun, m11ndy. connot;.1tions and (t~flotations 
of ,,·onl:i.. 

S.4 Jm11g,·ry. In this instance, the reader is required to verbalise his feelings 
with rei:urd ro lhe 11uthor's urtistic ability 10 r,;iint word pictures which 
i.:ausc: the r~o.dcr ro visual ise, sn1el1

1 
tusti.:, heur. or ft:ef. 

Under the nci:is of the Austrulian Council for Educutional 
Hcse.rrch, 1111 extensive and dctuilcd examinution of the hierurchical 
structure of comprehension skills has been published in two volumes 
(Clark 1974), It can usefully be read in relation to the Barret t 
T"xonomy, which is an ;itlap1a1ion of the lllo om taxonomies out
lined earlier in this chapter. 

fZ x.\v-a..cJ. ~"" 'R,1.,S ... ~1 'P. ~ Qa..~":.5 'l<e.o.cli.,;~ 
Ab',\i~~ Uod..,t_, o,,..._,\ <::::~u.91-,.1-.,..,, Lo,..d, \0\,_-1 

I-' 
0 
u, 
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Series Ready to Read 

OUR TEACHER. MISS POOL Predict from P. 7 

1.1/2 a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

2.1 

.2 

. 3 

. 4 

3.1 

.2 

.3 a. 

b. 

.4 

.5 

.6 

.7 

.8 

4.1 

.2 

.3 

5.1 

.2 

.3 

.4 

Who was in the story? 

When did it happen? 

Where did it happen? 

Retell the story. 

What happened at the end of the week? 

Name three different ways Miss Pool used for travel. 

Why did she not get her car mended straight away? 

Which forms of transport did not have wheels? 

Tell the story as though you were in Miss Pool's class . 

Tell the story in two sentences . 

Which of the transport types might Miss Pool have 
had at home already? 

What else could have been put in the story to give you 
more information? 

Why was the story written? 

How could the story continue? 

Give an introductory page. 

Which is the most modern form of transport? 

Why do you think the teacher went by a different 
method every day? 

Was Miss Pool adventurous. love! y. shy or generous? 

How could the story end? P. 7 

Could this be a true story? 

How do you know? 

What do you know about elephants that fits in with Miss Pool? 

Was this story exciting. scary, funny or unfinished? 

What is the pattern used on Pages 3-8? 

What makes this book too young/old or just right for you? 

What important things are we not told? 
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THE CHIEF'S DAUGHTER 

YA 17:1 

Predict from P. 27 

1.1/2 a. Who was in the story? 

When did it happen? 

Where did it happen? 

b. Retell the story. 

c. What happened when the spear was left in the pool? 

d. From what were the houses built and what did they look like? 

e. Why was it necessary to kill Nessan? 

f. What is the relationship between Nessan and her father? 

2.1 Was Dara selfish, brave, fearless or underhand? 

. 2 Tell the story as though you were the Chief . 

. 3 Tell the story in two sentences . 

. 4 What was "the signifi~ance of the black stone? 

3 .1 What other information could have usefully been 
included in the story? 

.2 What did you learn from the story? 

. 3 a. Extend the story. 

b. Give an introductory page . 

• 4 What sacrifices might be required today for friendship? 

. 5 What was the importance of the two places where 
water was found? 

. 6 Which of the characters would you like for a friend. and why? 

.7 Outcome. How might the story end? P.27 

. 8 What does it mean when the writer says "and went 
away small inside himself" about Laethrig? P .11. 

4 .1 Is this book a biography. a novel, a report or a mystery? 

.2 What is the conclusion the author wants us to reach? 

.3 Is there factual information which makes the story possible? 

.4 Where in the story do you find most about Nessan? 

.5 Was she right or wrong in her actions? 

5 .1 What did· you enjoy most about the story? 

.2 For which character did you feel the most sympathy? 

. 3 Was the use of the feathers at the beginning and 
end successful? Why /not? 

.4 ls the amount of description in the story appropriate? 
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YA 8: 

THE SINGING DRUM Predict from ? . 33 

1.1/2 a. 

2.1 

.2 

.3 

.4 

3.1 

.2 

.3 

. 4 

.5 

.6 

.7 

4.1 

.2 

.3 

.4 

.5 

5.1 

.2 

.3 

.4 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

a. 

b . 

Who was in the story? 

When did it happen? 

Where did it happen? 

Retell the story. 

Which happened first 

the ogre demanded beer, 
the little girl sang. 
the ogre demanded rice? 

What makes this a particularly African story? 

Why did the father substitute the snakes. ants and bees 
for his daughter? 

How did the little girl describe her shell? 

Tell the story as though you were the girl's father. 

Tell the story in two sentences. 

What skills did the father have to defeat the ogre? 

What else would have added interesting information 
to the story? 

What did you learn from the story? 

Expand the story. 

Give an introductory page. 

When could the little girl have first been helped? 

Why did the ogre use the girl to sing? 

Was the father generous, foolhardy. shrewd or patient? 

How might the story end? P.33 

Could this story be true? How do you know? 

What does the author want you to think about the 
ogre. and how does he persuade you? 

Of what are drums usually made? 

Which part tells you most about the Ii ttle girl? 

Was the father right in putting the ogre into such danger? 

What did you like/dislike · about the story? 

Which character will you remember the longest and why? 

What did you think of the sections in larger print? 
P.30, P.35. Were they effective? 

What words are used to tell of the little girl's 
fears? P.31, 32. 
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BARRETT'S TAXONOMY 

NAME: AGE: dob DATE: ---------- --- ------ -----

Y.A. INDEPENDENT LEVEL: 

1.0 Literal 

1. 1 Recognition 

a 

b 

C 

d 

e 

f 

2. 0 Reorganization 

2.1 
2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

3. 0 Inferential 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

3.7 

3.8 

4.0 Evaluation 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

--------------------

1.2 Recall 

a 

b 

C 

d 

e 

f 

5.0 Ae2reciation · 

~.1 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 



APPENDIX C: INDIVIDUAL RECORDS 



CANBERRA COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

The Schools and Community Centre: Literacy Prog ramme 

School Counsellor's Report 

A. 
Name of Child: 

----·-···-·••-•··---· .. --.... ---- Date of Birth: 

Name(s) of Parent(_s) .. : 

Address: 
·--··--·-····-·····-····-----------·- - ----

111 

Postcode=--··--·-··---

Parents' .. 'phone N umber-=s:...:: ______ __._(:....:..,H) 

B. 

Child's School: .......... -----·-········-····-·---------

?rincipal =·-········ ·····-··············-·-··------- - -

C. 

Child's place in the family. 

T.eacher ( s) ·--------

----······-··········.. 'phone: 

Please indicate approximate ages 311d indicate sex of each sibling, a n d 
include chi Id's n2me in its 1·is:h t position . 

,. 
3. 

s. 

(M/.F)( .y rs'..l . ~'. . ... ............ . 

Parents' first ~ age: 

(FJ 

(BJ 

....................... JF) 

School History Please write in or tick· as appi-opriate -

Number of schools attended:O Years repeated: !Year j jYea1· [None 

Sustained school absences: I Frequent I !Occasional I i Rare ! i Never 

Short school absences: I Freq uent I !Occasional 11 Rare 



2. 

D. 

Child's learning style and strengths as understood by teachers 
and counsellor. 
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______ ..................... _ .. __________________________ _ 

-········--··-··-----·---··---·-·-·····---··-·-------------------------
-··-·•·•-·---•··-···-·•·········•·•·-·········································-·········-····•·••·-·········---·-----------····- ····•···-·-- ···-··-

Parents' comments on child's learning difficulties and attitudes to 
school. 

-----·····--- .. ···-··· ·-··· .. ·······-···-·-······------------------
·-··•-···········-·····-····-·-·······-·······----····-·----------------

--------··········--·······-··----------------------

Teachers' comments on child's learning difficulties and approaches to 
school tasks. 

---- -·-····-·-·········-···-------------------- ------

Parents' and teachers' comments, if any, on chi Id's behavioural 
difficulties. 

----··········-· .. ····•··•····-.. ··-···----·-------------
··························--·······------------------

Child's relationships within the school. 

··•···- ·············-·-···---····· ········-·················· ·····- ············ ··· ... ··•·· ................ ·------·-········ ·········------·---................ .. 
-------•--••• .. •••• .. -•••--•-•----.. • • •• .. •••-• ••••• ••-•·•m••••••• 

E. 

Special help given at schcol in the past. 

Nature of special help now being given at school o, .. elsewhere. 

··········-··· ............ , ............... -......................... ,,.,- ........... , ............................. _, ........... _.,, ...•.. ·-···---········--·-.......... _ ................................. ·--···-· .. ···-·········-·· ..................... -. .,-• 

---·--·-·· .. ········ .. ·-···············••o., ........................................................ -.......... ·-····-· ............. - ............ __ ._ ..... _ ...... ---··· ..... , .. ___ ._ ................................ .. 

F. 

Counsellor1s comments on general ability assessments of the child. 

---········································•············-·•······•·· .. ·······•····•·- · .............................. -------····-·····-·-···········--········· .. ··········-· 

·······-· ···•-·- ·--•··. ·-··········· ·········-······· ···············································-··· ..... ·-·---····---------·---
............... ··-·····-···---- ----- -··· .. ·-··-······---·-·········-···--··· .. · .. ·· 
·-·····-•-········--··············-.. ·····•····•·•·•··· .. ·•· .. -····-· .......... ·--·····-············- ·-·-··------·--···---·-·-··-·-·-·--·---- ---
-------··--·····-···········-························-······-········-··· - -------·----·-----



3. 

Child's responses to literacy assessments. (Please include test 
titles or descriptions.) 
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---------·--·····-············ ············-·- --·········· 

-----•-.. -•••••• .... •--••••n•··•-•••••••• .. -n, .. •-n-••• .. •• .. •••--•-----------------

-------·--··················•··• ........................................... ----·-----------
Counsellor's perception of reasons for the child's school learning 
difficulty. 

-----· .. ···-····-····-• ......... -.. ····························------------------

----············································----

------............ _ ... _., ............ _________ .. , ................ -................... ------------------.. ·-··--·· .. ··•··-

-------················ ·••-•··· .. ······ ....... . 

---------·-······································· 

Summary of other significant information which may assist, e.g., 
medical, therapeutic; or current recommendations for other assessments, 
such as auditory, visua"I. 

------ -----····························--·······---------------·······-·····-.. ···••·· 

--------- ······-···········"· ·••························· ... ·······--------------
-----···-··--····-······- . ·····-···· .. ········ .. ······-···············-----------------

-----···-···-··-······-····· .. ······••-,-·•···· ......................... ---··-·-··-·--····· ----
--- ------------·-····· .. · .. ··· .. ··· ..... ______ _ 
.............................. - ............................................................................. ______ _ 
Additional comments which may help in the development of a programme 
of home assistance to the child and his/her parent(s). 

----............................................................................ _ ............ --------·······-······ .. ---·-·--·-·-··•-•···· .. ····-·· ............. _._ ... ,.. ...... ,_,_ .. ,, 

··········•·• ........ ···------·····················--························ .... ···-·········-············ 
.. .... .................................. ___ _ ----················· .......... . 

-----· ···--••0<- ••··· .. ·-·-··-.................. _,.,. •... , ..................... , .......... ···----- ·-----............................................. . 

Counsellor's sig_nature.= .................... ·········---------------········ .. ··········· .. ···· ... ····· .. 

Date: 



4. 

Parent's· Statement 

I have read the foregoing report on my son/daughter 

(child's name). I hereby give permission for the report to be 

forwarded to the Director of The Schools and Community Centre, 

Canberra College of Advanced Education. 
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Parent's name..:.: ______________________________________ ....... -··-····--··· 

Parent's .. ~J.9'-'n.;:;ac:ct:::::.u'-r.::ce..:..: _____ _ Date: -----·-··---·-·······----·-.,-

Date forwarded: 

Please forward to: 

List nunrber: 

P.T.P. to stm·t: 

Ma.:;; Kemp, 
Director, 
The SchooZc and Cormnmity Centre 

Literacy ProgPamme, 
School of Education, 
Canberra College of Advanced Education, 
P. 0. Box 1, 
BSLCONNEN. .4. C. T. 2616. 

0 ffice Use 

to School: 

Frogt·amme ended: 



CANBERRA COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

LANGUAGE/READING CENTRE 

Qate: 

Your Code No.: 

Evaluation of Sessions in the Parent Training Programme 

llS 

When you began this Parent Training Programme, what did you_ expect 
to learn from it? 

------------------------------- -

What are the main things you have actually learned from the Parent 
Training Programme? 

Has the Parent T raining Programme altered your approach to helping your 
child? If so, in what ways? 

If you were to come to this programme again, what changes would you 
suggest? 

-
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2. 

Has . the Parent Training Programme affected your attitudes to your child's 
school and teachers? If so, in what ways? 

Did you find it difficult to attend the sessions? If so, what were some of 
the reasons? 

Would you prefer to attend group sessions like these, or to attend on your 
own for shorter sessions? What are your main reasons? 

Please make any other comments which you feel are relevant. 

( 
Please return to Max Kemp as the end of the final session 
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==Progressive Record 1 
Name of Child: ................................................................................................... .. 
Name of Thacher: ............................................................................................... .. 

Number of sessions completed: Date of report: ..................... . 

Ob)ectlves ............................................................................................................ . 

Pla.n of Tasks ......................................................................................................... . 

..... ... .......... .... ...... .. . .. ... .. .. . ... . .. . . . .. . ...... .. .. .. ..... .... .... ........ ... . . ... .... ....... .. .. .. ....... .. . . ... .. 

••• ♦ OO ♦♦ oo ♦ OOoooo Oo ♦ o ••o• • • •• •• •• • ••o 00 • •• ♦♦♦ -♦ 00 OOo 00 ♦ 00 0 oo Oo oooooo ♦ oooo 0000•0•0 Oo ♦ o ♦ oo • •o •••• oo .............. ,, ••••• •••• o••o ♦ I 000 00 

.............................................................. --... -............................................. -.............. . 
0000000 ♦ • O OOO •••••••• I 000 0 00 ♦ 00 00 0 000 •• 0 • 000 o •••• 00 000000 0 00 000000000 •••••••♦•♦♦♦ 00 •• 0 00 O<I O 00•0 Oo 0 ♦ 0000 o 000000 ••••• ... •• • ♦ •••• • 

....................................... -........................................................................... ··-.................................. . 

.... ..... ...... ... ..... ..... ... ... . . ........ ..... ..... . .... . .. . . ...... .... .. .. ... ....... ... ..... .. .. .. ........ ...................... ............... ... ....... ..... . 

....... ..... .... .......... .... ....... ... . . .. . ... ...... ... . .... . ..... . .... . ....... ...... ...... ... . ..... ... ... ... . .... .......... ...... . ... ... .. ............ ..... .. ....... .... .. 

Qutcomes ............................................................................................................ . 

............................................................................................................................................................................................ 

• •••• ........................... •• •• • • o .. • o ................. 00 ... , 6 ...... , .................................... • • ......... ••• ••••• ................. 000• .. I ... •••·• ........ .. 

. ..... ....... ... ..... ...... .. ... . .. . . ................ ... . . .... ....... .... .. ...... ............... ....... ..... . ........... ..... ....... .. .................. .. ... .. ... ... .... ... 

Revision/Review Required .............................................................. '. ...................... . 

.. .... .................. .. ... . ... ... . . ... . . .. . ........ .... .. .. .. .... .. ..... .. .... .. ..... ... ....... .......... .... .. .. .. .. . . .. .... . . .... . .. .. .... .. . ....... ... . .... .. . ...... . .... .... . .. 

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Homework/rra.ctlce .......... . ................................. ..................................... . ............ . 
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APPENDIX D: INFORMATION FOR PARENTS, STUDENTS AND SCHOOLS 
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~ 
SCHOOLS & COMMUNITY CENTRE 

A jQ[NT PflO~i:CT OF 
THE CANBERRA COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCAT:CN AND THE AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERFUTCRY SCHOOLS AU,HOAITY 

PARENTS AS TUTORS INFORMATION 

The Schools ar,d Community Centre is located in and maintained by the School of Education, Canberra 

College of Advanced Education, with direct assistance from the Commonwealth Schools Commission. 

AIMS 

The Centre aims to provide services which bring teachers and parents together to meet the needs 

at children who have learning difficulties in literacy. It aims to train and supporr parents ir,-

giving skilled help at home to their.. own children. An additional. aim is to assist teachers to 

develop principles and procedures in teaching li.teracy and to develop their skills fo assisting 

parents' endeavours in helping their own children. 

THE PROGRAMME 

Parents who are car.earned <!bout their children's school progress in reading and writing are invited 

to atte~d a semester-long series of seminars with other parents facing similar proble,ns. Tr.are 

are ten of these seminars, usually spread over fourteen weeks. The seminars last for <!pproximately 

two hours. Parallel Cl<!sses are held on one evening and one morning each week and participants 

choose cne of these. 

The content of the seminars is directed towards 

snc-~ving h.")·,, r.:aading, ·,-iriting ~!"ld spelling precesses werk.; 

~eactiing ;:aren:s how ro g1 11e skilled cssiste:1ce in these and other aspects of school laarnii'.g~ 

su~9~s-::i:,g ·.vays in whic:--i ::~ren::s :-;r ight ?Pprcac:i and ~anage· .3tt!tude a~d ~havi~ur C:i~t :.culties: 

ar:d 

gi·,ing .i;if~i'"::-.atic-n acou:.: strategies in plar.r.ir.g and organizing help. 

Parents are er:c~uraged durL,g th~ ::curse to star:: :heir ~cme help programme with cheir child. A~ 

the ~nd of the seminar programme further assist:e!":ce is ne9otiated, but this time it is t or direc~ 

support frcm one teacher. H,e teacher arranges fer ''modules'' of direct help and these ccme in 

;:eriods of six weekly sessions of one hour each. The modules involve the parent, teacher and child 

working together. Addition a 1 modules of four sessions are provided where parents need more time 

to develop skills or the child is obviously in need of further support which can best 'oe provided 
by the Centre. 

SCHOOL CF EDUCAitON P 0. GOX 1 6Ei.C0Nr1Ei~ A.C.7. AUSfRAUA .ZS16 ;:::..:GRAMS; COLLAOVED TELEPHO~IE.C.62 522.tSJ/ S22J9:J / 52:Z':~J. 1 5-2:?..:~8 
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PARENTS' ATTENDANCE 

it is necessary to~ both' parents, partners or guardians within a household to attend in,erviaws 

at the start and end of the seminar programme. 

In addition, both must attend the first four sessions in the series of seminars. One partner is 

then required to attend all the remaining sessions. These conditions are made to ensure that each 

person within a household who may be responsible for a child will be aware of t~.e additional needs 

that have to be fulfilled if the programme is to succeed. 

ARRANGEMENTS FOR JOINING THE PROGRAMME 

The first step is to talk to the child's teacher and school principal to ,est~b!ish ·,r.etr.er there 

is a need for help. The next step is to consult a school ccunsellor and indicat<> your wis~ to j oin 
the programme. 

1n1s coin be dor.e through: 

A.C.T. Schools Authority couns~l!ors attac~ed t~ each government school: 
Ccunset!ir.g and Guidance servicss at: 

A .. C.T. H9alth Service-s Building, Keltie Street. Phillip. Telephor.e 335203 er 
• Cicy Mutual Build!~g, Civic, Telephone 475333 

C;;thclic Education Office9 Telepnone 955.155, which also will give infcr,a:.:.c~ :!tout :-eferrals 

through other ince~endent sc~ools (Senior S~ecial Education Adviser). 

Reterra!s usually involve : 

imer•,iews with parents at school 

an interview with the counsellor and perhaps an assessment of the child; ~cd 

a repor~, written tiy the counsellor in consultation with parents, beir.g fcr·,-,arced ~o the Centre. 

;~hen the Centr~ receives the re~cr".:, parents are r.otified that the fam i ly is olacad en t:":e Cantrets 

~aiti:-ig list and· they are asked to confirl!'I their intention to proceed '""ith ~~e pr::~rcm:ne 2:s seen 
es a place is availabla. 

FEES 

T:-1er~ :s ~o t-s-e fer enrolment er :ristr;..:~::ion. !,,1aterials used in the 3emincr ::rc:;rar:i;;.e wi:t cost 
!poroxi~e~2~y SlO. 

~:::!n:::er::;: Cull-~s2 ~f AG•.,af'.:a!J ~C..:c.:it~on 

8ui~ding 5 

A '' .. ccrr~spo:idence sr.nuld be aad:-essed to 

The Oir.-~ctor • 
::-c~,cols e:r1d C.)r.irnui"li~y C,a,nctc , 

Canberra Col l;::ge or Advanca-d ::ducilr ion2 
P.O. :=ox 1, EELCCiltlEN, A.C.,. 2616. 
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Schools & Community Centre 

14 October 1985 

Dear Counsellors, 

The Schools and Community Centre programme in Literacy, which 
is run jointly by the College and the A.C. T. Schools Authority, 
is able to accept further recomm.endations for placements in 1986. 

Counsellors should note that the waiting list up to June of this 
year was cleared by an intake of 43 families in the second half of 
1985. We are hopeful now that the maximum waiting time for any 
family will be six months. About one third of the available places 
for Semester 1, 1986, are already taken. We would be pleased to 
hear from counsellors who have any families in mind for receiving 
the kind of assistance we can offer to parents of children with 
learning difficulties in literacy. 

The programme has recently received funding through the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission to sustain and improve its services 
to parents during 1986 and 1987. Most notably, · 

• John McIntyre, of Miles Franklin Primary School, has been 
appointed to the full-time position of Literacy Adviser /Tutor; 

• Maxine Kissling continues in her position of Literacy Adviser/ 
Tutor; 

• family couns elling services are available through Sally 
·Guggenheimer; 

• links are being established between the programme and a number 
of A.C.T. health services; 

• volunteer aides in schools I literacy curricula are able to join 
the programme in limited numbers and we welcome enquiries 
from interested persons . 

would be pleased to hear from counsellors who have enquiries, would 
like further information, or who wish to discuss a referral, on 52 2468. 

~·~7<;-,,. 
D. M. Kemp 
Di rector 
Schools & Community Centre 
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198 Lanouage/Reading Centre -------· -·- -·--- . .......... _. --- .. 

-------------·····-·······••.•·· ····- -······· 

has been referred to us for assistance in a literacy programme. An important 
part of the programme is the training of one parent, or both, in giving 
assistance at home. .. 

Would you be kind enough to 'phone me so that arrangements can be made for 
starting the programme as soon as possible? 

Max Kemp 
Director 

Telephone 

CANoERRA COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

Languag e/Reading Centre 

To the Principal: 

52 2q68 
52 2q53 
52 2964 

This is to indicate that ,---- has been referred 
to us by the counsell ing service for assistance in literacy skills. 

We have asked --·--- ----··------ .. ______ ······-·· to attend with him/her for the first 
session on ____ .................... ........................... -......................... at ......................... a,m. /p.m. Subsequent 
sessions will be arranged for times which are suitable to the school and the 
parents, and we will ask the parents to keep in touch with you about these. 

Please contact me on 52 2468 if you wish to clarify any matters relating to the 
programme. 

Max Kemp 
Director 



CANBERRA COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

Language/Reading Centre 198 

To: 

This is to let you know that ····---···--------- is attending this 
Centre for an assistance programme. 
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If you would like to participate in the programme or have more information 
about it, please 'phone us on : 

52 2468 52 2QS3 52 29611 

Teachers and counsellors should especially feel welcome to make contact. 

Max Kemp 
Director 

CANBERRA COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATJON 

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

Schools & Community Centre 

The next appointment for you and ----- ----- to attend Is 
i) Date Time A Ione/Together 
ii) Date Time Alone /Togethe,:_ 

iii) Date Time Alone/Together 

iv) Date Time Alone/Together 

v) Date Time Alone/Together 

Please keep this card in a handy place. If you are unable to keep an 
appointment, please 'phone one of the following numbers: 

52 2468 52 21153 
Max Kemp 
Director 

52 29611: 52 211911 



. :· . . 
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SCHOOL OF EDUCAT ION CANBERRA COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 
P.O. BOX 1, BELCONNEN A.C.T. AUSTRALIA 2616 

TELEGRAMS: COLLAOVED TELEX: 62267 CANCOLAA 
Schools & Community Centre 

BRUCE A.C.T. TELEPHONE 062 52 2111 -

22 July 1985 

The next Parents-as-Tutors Programme is to commence in August 
and I am pleased to let you know that a place is available for you. 

There are three concurrent strands. These are : 

• Mondays, from 10.00 a.m. to 11.30 p.m. 
• Tuesdays, from ·7.30 p.m. to 9.00 p.m. 
• Wednesdays, from 7.30 p.m. to 9.00 p.m. 

You are asked to choose one of these strands. 

The first session for each strand will be held on 

• Monday 19 August 
• Tuesday 20 August 
• Wednesday 21 August 

A timetable for the remaining nine sessions will be given to you at 
the first session. 

It is necessary for each participating parent to join us in a preliminary 
discussion . These discussions will last about an hour and will be held 
prior to the programme's commencement. We will need also to see your 
child on a la ter occasion for half an hour . Times for these will be 
arranged when you 'phone us accepting your invitation to join the 
programme. 

Would you please 'phone Jean Pearson on 52 2964 to confirm your p lace 
in the programme. Any further queries you have about the programme 
can be answered then. Places not confirmed by Thursday 1 August 
will lapse . 

A map is enclosed indicating the location of the Centre. Please ensure 
that you do not confuse C.C.A.E. with the Bruce TAFE College. 

;: ~~a,ing from 

Max Kemp 
Director 
S chools and Commu nity Centre 

encl. 

you. 
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There will be nine sessions of one and a half hours each, held on Monday 
evenings from 8.00 p.m. to 9.30 p.m. OR Friday mornings from 9.15 a.m. 
to 10.45 a. m. -

The aim of the sessions is to assist parents to give skilled help at 
home to their own children. 

Parents who join the programme are expected to give a firm commitment 
to 

• regular attendance at classes; 

• consistent, daily help to their children; 

• participation in group work; 

• responding to questionnaires, checklists and other record
keeping; and 

• keeping their child's School Principal and teacher(s) informed 
of any pla.rmed absences from school because of programmed L/ RC 
activities. 

♦♦♦♦+ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ 

Classes will focus upon the following themes and activities. Please 
consult your Schedule of Classes and note the dates for each session . 
If you miss a sessi on we will ask you to catch it up either in the 
alternative weekly session or during the next semester. You will be 
asked to purchase a copy of the booklet Re-uuilding Literacy and t o 
contribute to the cost of some materials . There are otherwi se no f ees . 

Session l 

• An overview of the programme. 

• Parents' cont ract. 

• Our (L/RC) contract. 

• Tpe learning climate at home, Part 1. 

• NDA - reading-along with your child. 

• Questionnaire 1 ( General behaviour at home). 

• Questionnaire 2 (Take home). 
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Session 2 

• The learning climate at home, Part 2. 

• Report by parents on NIM. 

• Reading to your children. 

• Transformations and dictated stories. 

• Using a tape recorder. 

• Questionnaire J. 

Session J 

• The learning climate at home, Part J. 

• Prompting and listening. 

• Memory bottlenecks and sounds-and-symbols. 

• Report by parents on transformations and dictated stories. 

Session 4 

• The learning climate at home, Part 4. 
• Parents' reports on - story reading, 

- prompting and listening. 

• Making a running record. 

• Observing your child's strategies. 

Session 5 

• The learning climate at home - Parents' reports on_implementing 
Parts 1-4. 

• Story (and Expressive) Writing - the process. 

• Conferencing and Supporting - going beyond the dictated story. 

Session 6 

• Parents' reports on Conferencing and Supporting writing activities 

• Spelling - proof reading 
- naturalistic spelling 
- other activities in word analysis and word building. 

• Helping with text books. 

Session 7 

• Parents'reports on writing and spelling activities. 

• Parents' reports on managing the learning climate at home. 

• Parents' reports on school liaison. 

• Cloze procedures. 
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Session 8 

• A return to running records, listening, prompting and 
retrieving. 

• Parents' r eports on using oral cloze (and written cloze if used) . 

• Review and revision. 

• Post-programme questionnaire. 

Session 9 (date to be announced) 

• Selecting books and other materials for your children, and 
using the library. 

Max Kemp 

August 1984 
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LANGUAGE/READING CENTRE Home Tutoring in Literacy 

I ! i ! i I i ! l i i ; i i READING I i ; l I 

Sessions (minutes) and Dates (day and 
month, e.g. 13/4) 
: I ; • i ' 

l I ! I ! I i i ! I i -I • Story Listening ! I - -
I i I ! ! i I 

i 

Reading Together (NIM) ! i ' • ; I i 

• Transformations I i i ! 
i i 

Dictated Story ! i I i 
• I ! ! 

• Making Book ,-
' 

I !. I I 
a ; I 

I l i ' i -.--i 
• Oral Reading i I 

Silent Reading /Questioning I I I ! I i I I ! ) • I I -
i ! I I I I i I I l I i ! • Discussion of Text i I I ' ! 

' ' ' ' ' ' 
WRITING 

• P atterni n ~-!~:-.· _C_h_a_l k_b_o_a_r_d~)+--+-l --il-+l-+--il'---i----+----';..-...--+-1---i!'--+--r-4-
• Handwriting,.__ _______ -J._ .... 1_.J..--+-i -+--+-ll -'---4--'--+---il-... !-+--+-+--
SPELLI NG i I I ! 

I j 
! 

l i 

! 
I I I i 

i I ! 

I 
I 
! 

___ • __ W_o_r_d __ B_u_i_ld_i_n__,g,,__A_c_ti_v_i_ti_e_s __ --1 ____ ... i __ , ___ _ _J_+--+-+--+-+--+l-+--+--lf----+--
• Spelling (School) ·· L 

I I I 

i 
I 

I - i 
I I 
I I 

• Dictionary, Word Study I l 
! I I 

EXPRESSIVE WRITING i I 
! 

I 
I 

I 
i 

• Drafting 
i ! 

• Discussing /"Conferencing~---- ----i-+--1:--+--l-+--f-~-+-+---f--+--+-i'-+-+1-+--+-
• Editin9. ___________ 1----+---t---11--+--+-+--+-.._-+--1-------.-----+--+--+---'-1 ____ -+_ 

• Presentinq of Story I I I I 
STUDY SKILLS ! I I I 1 

! i 

! l I 

I t 
! 

i 
. -----

i 
--· 

! f 

• Book Buying,._ _________ 1-;' _ !:..... --11'-... !_ ... !_ ... 1 _ _,_j _ _,_i_J__..__; _ _....._1-....,_ ____ ,_l _!...-_,\_! i 1 
• Library V1s1t ! ) ! ! l i 1 i l ' ~ l ! 1 ! _________ _._ ____________ ,. .,.._ .. -i----+---1>--·~---l.- -+-_...- .-........ --~-+-_..;-+-..!~ ..... _ .. • ... --.. =-........ = 

OTHER i l I I ' ' ! i 
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CANBER~A COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

THE SCHOOLS ANO COMMUNITY CENTRE 

INFORMATION ANO GUIDANCE FOR STUDENTS 

The Schools and Community Centre (S & CC) provides services for 
approximately 100 families, SO post-graduate and fourth year students, 
and varying numbers of counsellors, teachers and visitors each year. 
As its role is to provide the long term delivery of counselling and 
skilled support services, as well as to be an instructional centre 
for parents and teachers, the demands are continuous and heavy. 

Students are requested therefore to be considerate of the time and 
energy demands made upon everyone associated with the Centre, 
including other students, so that the Centre can function smoothly and 
the support service maximized. Several organisational procedures can 
be followed by everyone to make the program run efficiently. 

The Library 

There is a growing collection of books for children which have been 
chosen for their quality and appeal rather than their schoolishness. 
Children enjoy reading them; parents enjoy selecting them; teachers 
enjoy seeing the interaction between parent, child and book that may 
happen when a good selection is made. 

Teachers must please 

be responsible for ensuring a book's return; 

supervise the child's recording of a book loan and return. 

Parents also have borrowing privileges in C.R.C. and teachers are 
asked to encourage the borrowing of materials and games which may 
support a home tutoring programme. 

Taped stories are also available through Community Library Services 
(Belconnen). Application fonns for borrowing privileges are available 
at the S & cc desk. 

Filming 

Microteaching sessions are important in the development of self-analysis 
of teaching styles and systems. Each student is expected to undertake 
a microteaching (video-recorded) session for self-viewing and, as well, 
a session for parents and child. Practice sessions will be held during 
weeks 5 and 6, between 3.00 and 6.00 p.m. 
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Each student will be allocated a videotape and may record, edit and 
store particular segments of teaching. It is necessary to arrange a 
time for filming and to record this at the sec desk. The use of the 
microteaching rooms is limited to pre-arranged filming and should not 
be used incidentally or for other purposes. 

Before parents are involved in a microteaching session they should have, 
with their child, a rehearsal in one of the two microteaching rooms. 

Care of the microteaching equipment includes the switching-off of 
cameras immediately after their use. 

Audio Recording 

Audio tapes are used to record oral reading. They are useful also in 
several other assessment procedures. Three micro-recorders are 
available, as well as transcribers for ease of control when 
transfe rring information from tape to paper. There are some transcripts 
of stories available for oral reading records. 

Three electric typewriters are available for students' preparation of 
transcripts and teaching materials. They are not to be used for the 
presentation of assignments or for children's practising of typing. 
Students may themselves practise their typing skills. 

Please note that the typewriters have a self- correction key. '\./hi te-out 
should not be used for corrections. 

Microprocessor 

Pyramid sheets are available for students to teach each other the 
intricacies of using word-processor and other programrn~s. Each student 
is expected to teach at least two other students the skills of recording 
and editing expressive writing a nd, as well, one other programme such as 
Direct Helper, Crossword Magic and Print Shop. 

The use of the microprocessor must be pre-arranged. An appointment diary 
is available at the sec desk. 

Teaching Sessions 

Students should choose a fixed place for their weekly teaching sessions 
in sec and, prior to each session, have all materials and equipment in 
readiness. I t is of course most important that students should be 
punctual and completely r eliable in fulfilling their arrangements. If 
difficulties occur in meeting appointments with parents, students should 
contact the parents first and then the sec. 

The key to the success of any teaching session is students' demonstration 
of the teaching behaviours that they wish to encourage in the parents . . 
After the t eaching demonstration there needs to be time for the parents ' 
practice and thence discussion of their progress. 

The teaching sessions will be discussed at length in class. 
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School Contacts 

There are·several cards which have been designed to facilitate links 
between sec and Schools and to assist sec in administration and 
record-keeping. 

The blue file cards should be lodged after the first teaching session 
at the sec desk . 

Yellow cards to schools should not be filled in but all details to be 
inserted in them should be given to the Convener, who subsequently will 
arrange for the cards to be typed and posted to schools. 

Students are asked to 'phone their child's class teacher during the 
first two weeks of the programme to: 

invite the teacher(s) to visit SCC; 
explain what is happening; 
check the child's homework load; 
explore ways of working together and with 
the child's parent(s). 

A visit to the school should also .. be arranged. 

MAX KEMP 
MAXINE KISSLING 

February 1985 



15 October. 1986. 

Dear 

In November the Schools and Community Centre is conducting 
an assessment of all children and parents who have been in 
the programme since the beginning of Semester 2. 1985 and also 
Semester 1, 1986. 
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Apart from needing evidence of the effect of the programme we 
would like to meet with you again individually to discuss school 
progress and whether or not the programme has met with your 
expectations. In some circumstances it may be an opportunity 
to plan for further help. The session will take approximately 
an hour and a half. 

Before the session could you please have spernll two sessions 
writing? This will save time at the College and is necessary 
for one of the measures we wish to take. As before, the first 
piece of writing can be anything which can be classed as fiction 
or biography. The second piece should be a letter. A good 
theme would be a letter to a relevant person to praise or protest 
about something bought recently. An alternative wour-ct be to 
write a comment about a particular television programme. Neither 
piece of writing should be aided or rewritten. Some children 
may like to present one of these in a finished form. Please 
feel free to bring that as well as the drafts. 

Please bring these first drafts of both writing pieces. If you 
have any queries concerning the writing, we are available on 
522453. 

There are times allocated over two weeks from 10 November 
until 21 November. Thelma Wasiliew, our secretary, will be 
pleased to make the appointment for you on 522964 and answer 
any queries you may have. 

Yours sincerely, 

Max Kemp 
Director 

Maxine Kissling 
Tutor/ Adviser 

John McIntyre 
Tutor/ Adviser 
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APPENDIX E: CASE STUDY DATA 



9 C II _· ~obe.r-+- I 1='====: ._· __ " __ •___. 
Fict1on I 
Words: 
greatest graterst 
hero heero 
natural nacherl 
habitat hbatat 
something sumfing 

The Greatest Australian Hero 

Roloert C . 

Age l._9_:9 ___ _.I 

I Oct 85 I 

Hi My name is Paul I am a koala and here is one of my adventures I was in 
my natural habitat and something went over my head I was driYen-to a big 
zoo. 

!Dec 86 
One won 
Christmas chrismas 
electrlc alechrike 
tried t.ryed 
to too 
him he 
,jetermine,j deterrninded 
plugged pluged 
then the 
done dun 

TRVING TO SHAVE Ml/ DADS BEARD 
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One da1J my Dad was sleeping in it was Christmas in a week. I'd got Dad an 
electric shaver for Christmas. I've tried ever-ything to sr,ave Da but this time 
it's just got to work. l'Ye tried to shave him when he was asleep. And I'm 
determined to do it this time. The night before Christmas day I'd just plugged 
11. 1/1 '/Yfl!;fl LJ i;lU t..:il l rll:! UU \'YI I. I yu1. •.lltl tl ltlL;ll IL: ::;1Ia v ,:;1 L/1!:/f l f ::;111:1v e u 111::; Utl i:11 IJ 

off. I done it. 
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Writing jOct 85 I Dec 86 I 
Story sense 40.0% 100.0% 
Omit i ng/Edi ting 100.0% 40.0% 
Total words 39 83 
Vocab/Total words 79.4% 62.6% 
Mechanical aspects 0.0% 40.0% 
T Unit 5.6 7 
Syll ab 1 es/lr/ord 1.4 1.2 
Words/Sentence 7.6 7 

Spe11ing !Oct 85 I jDec 86 I 
Total words 39 TW 83 
Total vocabulary 31 TV 52 
Errors 5 E 10 
v✓ords stabilised . 26 Accun:i_~Y 83.8% ws 42 Ace 80.8% 
Self correct ions 1 Rate 16.6% SC 2 Rate 16.7% 
Experimental words O Rate 0.0% EW O Rate 0.0% 
Errors repeated O Rate 0.0% ER 3 Rate 30.0% 

OniJ Reading !Aug 135 I joec 65 I IDec 66 I 
YA Level 7.2 7.2 7.2 
Accuracy 63.3% 93.3% 94.7% 
Self Corr·n rate 4.0% 30.0% 25.0% 
'w'ords per minute 29.4 44.1 76 

Comprehension jlJct 85 I jDec 66 I 
1/A Level 63 7.2 
Literal 100.0% 100.0% 
Reorganisation 100 0% 50.0% 
Inferential 75 ()% 65.7% 
Evaluation 60.0%1 60.0% 
Apprecietion so.o:q 67.5% 
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t;:1scue Analysis Resume 

ti!1me of chi_ld: 

Teacher's name'-: ____________ _ 

Responses to Re- telling and Questioning 

l Taxonomy[ 
! Level l 
j Question ! 
! Numbers I 
l and t 
I Response ! 

1. 1 1. 2 
1 Retelling 
'. 2 3 4 5 

r"ota_l _ 
Correct i. 

f 
1 Excellent 
!Good 
! Fair 
I Poor 

Oral Reading Analysis ....-

l i Number of words l.13 
i" 

I tS'l i 
I 

I 
~ "

0
) I -~~\l I Time taken 4-$05 r5- secsi 

I .. 
10 I §::-: I 

No. of miscues i ~ - 1'5q 

% miscues ti•17J It ·7 % I 
No. corrected 3 

I 
I 1· i 

% corrected ~ii Jf % I 

Summary of Oral Reading 

Characteristics 

{). 4H°':--7 ~ /-<--> tc..,..__ ~ _. .. 

Cl M '1 ,.,_~ -.,,._JoJ f,., ~ 

(f ~ -I /-I -fL... ~q ~A-1-,1 

f(.__ k,,r) _ f.:,U &.,.~,o1't c---.-.1. 

w. ;1/__,__, ?--~ - ~ ,,,..,-.1 J...,J r 
~ 0-....... ,.... •p ~ .- j . 

/"--11~ ~ ,J,l ~~ 

l 

(i) 
i 

N.o. uncorrected 7 1 
! 1.4 

% accuracy 9~"3i ~~-3% 

1o/pot f~cting / 11\eanif? 11 
I / l , / \ .lc ' I \__J 'J \' acceP,table~ cueSJ 1 

V ' 

* l..,...) PM 44•1 I l<H-

* 
I 

i 
! 

* Specify other categories as 
needed. 

Teaching 

I 



!:!al!'le Qf__r_eader 

Name ot teacher -~ 

!i!.'!!!I Qf observer 

fl .z__~-:-(. 
J_. CA-. 

D;1te or observation : Ao0J-~lf 
Videotape No, : ~ H o< ..._ 

~- Counter start Finish 

Name or text_: _ fii£. {:' ,1,~-r,1fi.,.,£1.KL. _____ l··~1.,.,•_,,L __ . _______________________ _ 

Number of words : /b '> Words per minute : 2 7 Difficulty level of text (Fry) 

C (., 
.I 

l 2 J • 5 • 7 I , 10 1l u ll 1' 1S 1' 

Lengthy pause ( 5 secs . I v ,/ v ·--•~---, •-•-•H .... _ ... , ·----· -·-· -·- - ---· 
Meaningrut substitution v 

., 
Non-meaningful substitution .. ✓ ./ 

C 
v ... 

-· ,· ✓ / /j v ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
0 

✓ tl. Sounding out ✓/ ✓ v .. : ., .. 
0:: 

Re-reading / ✓ -'I) ., ·-·---· ---- ··- --·- ---· 
> 
L, Self-correction C. 0 0 C. (, .. -··--- ---- ____ , ... ---· .. 
.0 Omission ✓ / 0 .. 

Addition ✓ .. .. 
'O 

I ntonatlon/Syntax change ✓ ✓ .. .. 
Cl! ---·-

! v1\l'.,ZV ,-,t,,•l ✓ 

Teacher's Delayed response (5 secs.) J -- ·-- --Reaction Immediate response 

.. Meaning clue .. -·-· ,, ___ 
C: Strategy clue ;,/ &. .,_ ·--"' .. Return to error clue 

Cl! --- ---'I) 
I nterventlon ., 

v' > 
L, .. Telling (avoidable) ., 
.0 ·------ ·--·-- --·-- -----· 0 Telling (unavoidable) / ., ..... i ....... 
1.. ·······,. .. ' •··•,~-·- ······•·---

.. ,_, ___ ·-·-· .. Praise (inlme(llale!' l .c 
0 -------.. -- --···-t--··-· -·-··-·----·. ---- - ·-· ----- ---- ---- --1--

., __ ., itra,~e l9eleyJd1/ ., 
i 1--

Signalling 

------t-----
t 

.. ----· -·--·-
I 

? 

17 11 

✓ 

./ 

,.; 

---
✓ 

✓ 

---·- ---

........ 1 .......... ...... , ..... -·-··" ----·- ·•-··- ............... ...... ····- .. 

Summary 

It 20 21 22 21 H 21 

✓ ./ ✓ ✓ 

./ ✓ 

✓ 

..; 

-· 
V 

✓ 

. -·--· 

--· - ·--
.. 

Totals I 

I .!:t.. 
i~ 1,-J-

't- I l 

z '6 
I -~ 
:t 8' 

,<, 8' 

I 4-

I 'I-

'- ? 

~ 
,,, 

~ 

~ 1; 

---~- -
I -4-

', 

t 
,.lio 

,a 
c.1,0 
I 10 

ii~ 

10 

I-' 
w 
-..J 
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l{;-E-. ~7 

{ I 

. )) , 

"'1:n.70t.J9'1/lfoud\na C-cni·-e· 

5cbcol of E.duculicn 
·r:m\\cnll Colle•J'-' ol A,!,uncccl t • .. rc.

1 
.,, 

. (.•;;4>•-·-- ··--, - u:1,,e ,...,;,,1~W~. · ••· ·•• '"• 
l<obe-.--t C '(f\,1f: 2 ?, l-i,lu,o<o,51 /1-- (L 

Ii., • /4 '2.2. .-<.. ,OT 

Th~ ... tf~rthquake Cake l{·'c:J: 1,~_. 
, :::"I I._ / .. \ 4- ...... ic::I 'a.c 
U:::Y 1.-JO.l<L-- I · , tf'.I , 1/: 

~r~~it~ .e,'7yveek to go,_.T
0
i!1:' J9f ,under his :Yi-:-•, 

favourite_ tree a n~ondered what he · 

cou Id gi~~)i, Jss_f ~t;~i:~~9-'b6'Q~;7h is _ i 

birthday. He ·sorea9 faff IY1s money on'/ 

the grass. It came7't°:/ti.(tYjtt.ree_E~~ 

I 
·v 

,. 7') 

..... 
w 
00 



/, 
ik./ltW1•,,r\. I y: Ra.. ~~ ~ , · N>) _ t· 

"J--~11!'~~:-said to· himself. ,'J-J-fty-teree , 
c.-, '°· .r:: ~6TI)) buy a_oythir1g g_~_gl(_e~u~·hi, 7 ! 

q.~p%s!tnt!",;H·~ 'th~~g'f;lff~r ll ~-fu~g . .tim~/ ; 
~t7i~~h'at)h~,rco~ l_ .. %.1~st a~- h-~ was·-:10),,-,:, .... ~.: ..... 

- · .. --- · 11 ' · t _ · 
il:Ouf-to g_ive up,. he; suddenly. had an idea: 

,..,. 1 :, •·•· 1 l ,·. - ·' . -_, . .j 0-" 

"vVhafa~w~rrying abouf? __ Some\~ I~ 

d,2 best presents/are things/you don't buy. 

' ::fnakihi~~-~h~e~hj;g)" I ~ 
(_;•l•• /J I·, b4- ~ 

... .Jt w at (Would"he make? 

t- .1 lb 
,·le (~h1e~bered"the other times he had 

--..... . ....~(o . ~-) 

,..,-11- .. d to make t~ings, lik~ ~h-~ tim~ he hap 1 

\Y,·, ___ l>-kC ,Y'! !1c,.,Hl!..J,-t-, • ~hAy:r.,,n.s.-',(r' ·, k ... J /i,e_•-d. ¼:{e· $?\~9~~¥..1 y-rfor b'.!§]mum\He haa -r·_ ,r7 

. -~ ;irtenrtHaf s~e didn't smoke·: But ~rqt o( 

• I -

·.; .. 

<9~~- 4~@ . 
~f course, there was the time he 

had decide~ to r:nake .his dad a box/outj 
R of icy-polp· ·tirk:s. By theft!we he had 
teaten Mo<Jgh ic~-pol~?to collect the sticks, 

he couldn't stand to look at them, let ~ 
Q - ..,,/e, ,J, 2...1 ~ 

. alone make anything with them. _ -
.-/ II :l4-=3~ 

He had wrapped the sticks and given them 
to his father with a note: "Dad, something 
to do in ~our spare time, love , Tim." 

~' (ll't m;ke--Aan~JgJYr~tJnc~~becaustt~'\~. J:'li ; 

I- .:} \~V.i~ .. t,?r~~!~,~~t,? c~.t ~tJt a,.~?M~~. gi~1~.&,l~,e ~o 11 (, 

~ 1h_e ~!.9qti-t.tte-~!J 1,/~ _1~~.£;!11~shtray . , 

So you can probably imagine that he 

was not the best maker of things. 
Tim thought s/"'lrne more about wnar he 

could ma~e tor 1v1ario. He kept thinking 
and thinking, until finally he had an idea. 

:.1me a ~~J» · o~tiwh1ch his mother 
. ,:iys used an lcv~d. 'i\ -, 1- __ . c.G:. @' 

· I~ . · " ... I l 11/r, .- . -------

., • 

~~ 1·-, 

\1 

f. 

I-' 
w 
~ 
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* Writing Analysis 

Name of writer: '.K· 
Tjtle "Of writing piece: ---(...., C?,aoVA--)1' A u.sl"r,Q--\ \9,!) \-j e >,q 

(attach piece) 

Teacher: Date: o"e,1- \Q R ) -

Comment 

,1. 
I 

I! , 

2. 

The writing contains a sequence, 
including a beginning, a middle 
and an· end. 

The writing extends beyond a 
reporting level in places. 

J . The language used is concise and 
conveys its message(~). 

8 

The writing is unmistakably 
original. 

The writer controls grammatical 
forms such as tense, number and 
gender. 

Sentence structures are acceptable. 

The writing conveys "voice", a sense 
of purpose, or completion. 

The writer is prepared to take risks 
with words, structures or language 
forms. 

The writer uses varied structures 
or language forms. 

There is evidence of sel.f-cdrrection. 
I 

11. The mechanical aspects are reasonably 
under control: 

i) spelling 
ii) punctuation 
iii) handwz:iting 
iv) paragraphing 
v) final presentation 

Yes D No GY 

Yes D No 13"'" 

Yes 9" No D 

Yes D No Gt' 

Yes 13" No □ 

Yes ra-' No D 

Yes Gr" No □ 

Yes a-<'. No □ 

Yes a- No D 

Yes S- No D 

Yes 0 
Y~s D 
Yes D 
Yes D 
Yes 0 

No 0'" 
No ff' 
No 0--
No 0-
No !a"' 

* For use in analysing the development of writing within "writing 
recovery" programmes. 

0 

f 
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C. I-

----------------·-· --------------· 

o . i n n» .. · n a ch e.d H bOt@ Glruit :s:-:iOi:r,n0 :w~ 11 t 
ZDo ~~ ~~ ~~ ----~~ ~--.~--~~:~ -__ --_ -~---~~ ~----- -- ·-

7"'"v,JJ o9 
-ru ~<=t- ~ --

(llti" ~ 
wS 2& 

-------- ___ ____ $.S .. ' 

~lef> 0 

_ -- f..-Rep 0 

:BI 
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-
------ --------------------•·•--··· ---------- ---- ------- ·-······----·· ··-·· --- ·-·-· 

-·- ·---·· ··-- ·•----··-·· ,. ... · ...... - .... ·-·-· ..... - .. _ .. ·-·- - .. ----- ·- -·-·-----·· -.. ·--. --·-·-.. ·-··- .... ···- ..... -· .................................... ·;,. i .. . 

.... _P~~ .. -~r-.. -~---~~ -:~~-~-.~- ·-.. d-~:.£!;~ 
-. . . .. . - .. --. -.. . . - . - .. - .. - . - .. _ - .... _ . . -· - . . . .. - - - .. - . .. .. . ~ ;I', 

_ ~~ .... . ~ .... -·--·-· -··~ (L~ ,{q--~ -~- ---~ -~t-~1)_ . ...... 
- £~~a-~ kr-7 -~--~~~-·-=~~-.:· ~--- .... ____ -~ ~~- .. ~~.~--··-·--- ........ ~ ... ·.· .... . ~ .. --... -~ ---. 

. .. --·-·-;,--;; H ·-·--···· ... - .. -.. -···- _ ..... ··-···-·- ... - .................. ·----·-----.. - ........... ·-··· - ........ -·-··· ..... - ·-··· .. -.... _ ............ . 
• /Y/~ .• •~ ~ ~ -m:,I- ,t(... ~• ,r 

----------·-•- ···-·••··------ ·-·--·---·· ·- -~ : .. :: .. ------ ·----------------.- ·-· ·-·-----··c;,1 - ·-·--·· ----·-· ... ------- .... -·•· - ··- -- •---- -•-- ...... --

·: ~.-~~ ... .. . .. .. --~~----~· .. .-~ - -~---.. ~-- .. ----~ ... ·--~- --~-- ....... - . ·: ... ·: ... · .. : . .-. ·. · . . . 

. -?..v~ __ ........ ~:u--~ ~· .............. --................. -···- -- . ·-····· .. . -·-· --- .. 
.. ·--~-~-~--/· .. ·· - ···•······· ·-------·-/ --··-···· ····- --------------- - -· ··· · ... - . ····-······ · ···· ... . . -

... • t'/ 

_f,0,,-g,r., - -~ . ·~ f~ ✓ ~~- 7 
_ d ::;;.: ~ -v~ ~~ . 
-~- -;& 7~-
~ .· ~~r ~--~·:? 

~y -· V 

0~~~1•)~ 
rio-tt ~ ~ . 

/f/.,.d_ ~ tf~ . 
~~--'.. 

Jr~ 
n.,..~//~·~-
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. • . . -~ - ..... - . ... . . . ...... . 

nm, ;;Jc,/ojr ,,, 4 · /ii c 

NAME: £. C ~ 
SCHOOL: /!IA-CC.J(e::..0f(. ?S. (YecAJ 3) 

.32.:GGL VISIT 

TEACHER: (' . r .:.__ &esource/Remedial/Counsellor) 

1 • GENERAL CLASSROm BER!. VI OUR: 

fc()..) COv" 1, ,J,c-~~ o i. 

(d) SPE..tVING I LIS'l':::!illW . , 

le!:,..• c ~ ·---rs.,_i,.,_(;-"°,._ I {;_L/...:;,-...,J .'.:) 
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-- -·-s -_h(i~~-,s;-:71~-e--lC)~i~$f _--+~·:r·:e-:~e-;~,~ -_-Ho~~-- -
-~-~__i ~l ___ j:_ n K 5 5.-Was·o~r\-~:·:-@=t.J~--oS·e ·o·I ie_\;Vo"r \, 

Q 

My new sport is a modified game of Little Red Brother of Peace . It's now called 

Softcross. 

You need a stick with a strap and a plastic scoop. 

The ball is a fairly soft rubberball. 

The referee is there to stop people breaking the rules. 



.. . 

NO'Y\e. f7~c. \0 ·. \ 

. .. :· . 
R d .o.k, • P-A :I -r 

LO L;\.-e..-:.al 

l.l q ✓ -·~•f"\.,-.. p.,.a.-;.:>t-
I -

~ I 
C 

I 

d 
I -e I 

f J 

l . "2 Q ..// 

lo ✓ 

C ✓ 

d ./.,/ 

e ✓ 

f ✓ 

;!. .() ~ea,-. (jar"Y1-z:..O."TT o~ 

:2...l / 

. ~ ,/2- ------ C 

2 . ~ ?i ,. ... ______ ,,.. / 

'-· lf- ✓ 

:;.o t{'\rer&\ho.l 
~. \ S----f).Z .-~c.,a.\ 

~ ·2. i..7-2- '.')._/ 0 

3.'3 qu.p"-"'fic.;.c..Z, -r'Vl<V\ J _,;;ti.._ ei--.... ~.pl- . 

3.4- r./ 

2'/5' ---

51:. ----
~/7 ---
::I.~_,.__ 
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.J::::of a. l l+.. l o . ~ ~ 

\"al~. 'i A Leud : ~: ~ C::> 

~-2. ~ -

t.·3 ./ 
U..·4 ✓ 

4,-~ -

-:S -0 A pprec\a.-hor'i 

-5". I - Qd.-..J . .z .. ,,.J:'........,. ..... 
I 
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y C( I IR I Age j9.9 I 
non-fiction I 
Words: I I 

I 
.. 

.. 

!Dec 86 
Bob Bod 
your 1NOre 

been ben 
winning wining 
ld01.l woo 
are ore 
lonsinc looseing I .;:I 

hit.ting riit.ing i 
! 

train trane I ' I 

I I 
Bob hawk I protest. that ~our I.earn has been loosing in cricket. And 
Australia has been vvinning the i.ests. Vou are loosing bec::iuse you are not 

I 
hitting fours and si xes and they do not train. 

~ . ( 



WriUng I .........,. __ -r--' 

Story sense 
I !Dec 86 

60.0% 
Drafting/Editing 
Tot.al words 
Vocab/Total words 
t1echanical aspects 

I----< 

T Unit t------, 

SyllatJles/v1ord 
V·/onjs/Sentence 

Spe11ing 
Total words 
Total vocabulary 
Errors 
Words stabilised 
Self corrections 
E><perimental words 
Errors repeated 

I 

,__ __ 

80.0% 
37 

81.1% 
20.0% 

16.5 
1.3 

16.5 

TW 
TV 
E 

Accuracy ~ WS 
Rete SC 
Rate EW 
Rate ER 

147 

I 

jDec 86 
37 
30 

9 
21 Ace 70.0%/ 

O Rate 0.0%1 
1 Rate 11.l%1 
2 Rate 22 '"'11 .,t.,.-, 
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C 
Miscue Analysis Resume 

Name of child: .£__ 
Teacher-'s name: /l(eft...._, 

C 
/Jl[,K 

~EJ~□--

D ate: l+-r:t-;-C 

Res pcnses to Re-telling and Questioning 

i Taxonomy! 
/ Level \ 
; 

1 Question 
I Numbers 
iand I 

j Response 

1. 1 

Oral Reading Analysis 

Number of Words 

i Retelling i 
l. 2 r 2 1 

Excellent 
Good 
Fair 

, Poor 
! 

i 
i * 

3 4 

i '2, t--o., ..... j 
i ';)f secs1 Words per- Minute 
I ! 

Time Taken 
,_I _N_u_m_ b_e_r_o_f __ i._n_s_c_u_e_s ____ ~! - . - ' g' j * 

Total 
5 Correct 

., 

i ~i >----------------.-~____._, _____________ --'-___ _, 
i % Miscues % -% Accuracy 
I 
i 
l Number Corrected 2 

[ % Corrected 

Summary of Oral ReadinQ 

Characteristics 

Number Uncorrected 

* 

* Specify other categories as 
needed. 

Teachina 



Name of reader £ ____ c ___ ...... --.. ---- Date of observation 4--IL-ge, Summar.}'._ 

Name of tea<:!i@r ./Zk/&.J i?JEK-<;------- Vldt!:otam:_ No. : , 

Name of observer Counter start ,/r': l../&*-'-~Flnlsh If : t/.Y: s7 
Name of text i_,4 7:,l £0tff.-e~~ -p-
Number of words Words ~.llll!lute 7'6' Dl fficutty level of text ( Fry i__;_ .. ___ _ 

Miscu" Number 

,-----.-----------------+-! +--1 
s I • t 110 111 l u l u I i. Ju Ja. 111 111 l u 120 111 122 In I•• l.s Totals ' 

., .. 
[ .. ., 
0: 

~ 
t ., .. 
.0 
0 .. 
•L ., 
ffl 
0: 

Lengthy pause (5 secs_) Iv I ,3 

I Non-m:aningful substlt~~~~--- .. ·-WH~1 IJ I I I I I I I I i- -+---
Meaningful substitution 

Sounding out 
......... +--- I I - I I I - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ i'-' · • · 

.s 
--

Re-reading 

5 el f-correctlon 

f-·-- l .. ~~-1111111111 11 l .. _ .. _tl I I Omission 

Addition 

&-- l e,- ; f,' I 13 

f 13 ,tJ I Intonation/Syntax change i__t r-r--1-r·21--.. , I I I I I tt1._,_j_J_ I I I I I I , .. ;·. , 
Teacher's I Delayed response (5 secs.) 

Reaction Immediate response 

., 1 Meaning clue .. 
C I Strategy clue 8. .. 

I Return to error clue u 
0: 

"ti I In lerventlon ., 
> 
L I Telling (avoidable) .. .. 
.0 
0 I Telling (unavoidable) .. 
-L .. Praise (immediate) .t; 
u .. 

Praise (delayed) .. 
t-

Signalling 

1----------i--.. ·- I---- I---I--• I I I I I I I I I I I I I ........ 1-+--+--+----+---l-~~-1----'----1--l 
- --------~,---~~ II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I 1· I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1------------· .. ---.... 1--... -.... l-+---1-.--I- ~- ~--· I I I I I I---J-1 .. - 1--t--+--t--+-,f---t--+--+-t------t---1 

1------ - .. I I 1---1-4--1- .. -1- +--+ I I I I I I I I I , .... _ ~- 1-1 I I I I .. --.. --4-l 

1----------- I I I l --+--1-J- .. -I I I I I I --1- 1 I I I J--,i----l- 1--+----+--t 

.... ! .................... J ....... -.............. 1·•· :ttrl=tttc-1-.. -.. I-.. -.......... I I I I · .. --.. 1· ................ I I I 1 1111 1
1 -=-----Lt::=1--~~+r=~--•. • :-- -r : : - -: 

I 

.... 
~ 
U) 



\a....(>Q. ooc 

1'2.. 04-. ,g. "- 'S"°. !:I..(,, 

(I,~. ?7 

-?:, : !,(. 

'i~7~Z. 

The Earthquake Cake 
Q .. 

Withv-a week to g~. Tim sat u nder h is 

favourite tree and wondered what he 

cou Id give his friend Mario for his 
birthday. He spread a 11 h is money on 

-0 He... 11\o.d~ 
the grass. It co me {!_Q/ fifty-three cents. 

l
,'i;iT.r.,..;,> .. ji;l"•;~; , ., .. ·' 1( ••\~•~1',:'"':!•1~ J'11':/'r, .;;1 1'-.•edl•0,111-• ,,>•I -,. ·:• 1 '•.•.·c r \l\;"• .. ,;1.tr.' 
:,:."il1_,·,,~1.-;-, t .,, ; ' 1'1.•+1',,1 .,ir,,,·f ; li,1/ ':1,: 
·~·bJ1!'-J~(i' ' {~ ' . ••rr:,1,1f1"1,;11,fl-1ii ~f.' " «_, ,;;J• J 1 ~' 1 [ , • ' ,,. ' ti ~ I 

;: ft l•}J~f' ✓ • •• . .-• , •, ~j.'1 '1,\; i"1
tl ~1~,} 

u '.H.!J•:;1 . . ·., ,," ~:,.•1·n~.-.: 

~ r~·\~~ .. fj,;, ""', .• ,~·t1, l'1.. 
l-.~1·., .~ ••. , ', {-'/·: • ,.} 1 ..,.. ~.vi~: \-:' i\, ~~~~~··J1'"!i;_:1~ .. :!.._, ~ I~.(/,•!'!~', 

. . ·•·•··"l1,t1 • .-~•' ,· I":.;:. ~, .... ., .,, r< 
l!' •,~:.1J/ ;:-,;~-~\_~ t•••f'r..·"•.~- '' ',-.\'··•··' ,.1.,k~'i:-,.~- ,,. ' -i;,,1 ~· I• ~ 

'· ,,-~~':. . ' ,•.; ·\/. . ' ,. 

k --r....-r~ "':7"1: ~ • _,.,,,, ·, . " • · 

~-er ·•I 

o 1T 
(: 1 

IL.' ,, ... , 

-:}')f.; ' 
~,i~:.tfr1_. 
i' >'I' I ..,I Ll'./71 1 i 

'!!·01-.••~ ,'.::{ 
'I~ -

" ' /\IV',,.,,.,,.,,. ,V : , 't 

~;, ·1 I 

I I 

,· ,' t•/ t, 1 •. 

·,·,·,.·, ~ ;-:1_\_ ·~~ ' .. . . .~ . . 
r.1 ~0 ~l?JS ✓J ,, :;:::~r 
V ~ . (i) 'iir ,.'-~;.!~ ~ ~ 00 ~("'(~ ~rn,1 1, 
Ci I ·! ,/_, 11JJ!j1 IlJ!lW'lf-TTl '1 \ I 'J I'. 1 k 
V ··,tJ 1 · ;l<',P-J 

""-' .. . I - ·- · ·• 

I-' 
U1 
0 



"H~I~~ he said to himself. "Fifty-three 

· ccnrs:won·t bukJ anything good ~nough 
f'. I" ~ f r.o~~'i' 1or a present. He t 9ua --it ,or a long ti me 

~Ov-\~~Jr' 
about what he cou1ado. Just as he was 

about to give ~p(€lhe. suddenly had an idea: 

"What arn\l worr!:Jing about? Some of 

the best presents ore things !:JOU don't buy. 

1·11 make him something." 

But what would he make? 6J+. § 

He rem em be red the other ti mes he had 
M,Ad-4-@.1) . 
tried fo~make things, like the time he had 

made an ashtray for his mum. He had. 

forgotten that she didn't smoke. But that 
didn't make any difference because he 

had al-so forg9tte~.• to cut out a round piece 
, !Vv (~'ll<..ul. "t.,.&/)~G 

for the cigarettt:;k"!--o restr1in. So the ashtray 
became a smo(i bowl. which his mother 

\--o \~ 
always used anc:l loved. '(,. 

, . 

•:• 
• .. 1 · 

~ © 
And, of course. there. w as the time he 

had decided to (flake h-is dad 0 box out 
~ ia-...1-

of icy- pole s~. B!:J t he ti me he had 
c:.o ,-,r ~c::r y 

eaten enough ich)-poles to collect the sticks, 

he couldn't stand to_ lo_ok at them, let 
a.}oo11(Q 
a Ione make any th i n g with them . . C.'2\ :'·. 

4-b ·~ .. 

~,, 

M 
He had wrapped the sticks and g iven them 

to his father with a note: "Dad . someth ing 
to do in your spare time, love, Tim," 

So ~Gu can. probably imagine that he 
was not the best maker of thingsh,..,j@ 

Tim thou ght some more about what he 

could r;nake ((Q/~ario. He kept thinking 

ar.1d thinki-ng, unt,il finall!::J he had an idea. 
~- • • .. .. 

\ · . .-· · 
•:. 

I-' 
Ul 
I-' 
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* Writing Analysis 

Name of writer: 

T -"-'-it"'l'""ec.,...;;;o-'-f_w~r.;..it"""i.;;..n_g'-"p_i_e_c_e_: --=~ 

Teacher: 

1. The writing contains a sequence, 
including a beginning, a middle 
and an end. 

2 

J 

The writing extends .. beyond a 
reporting level in places. 

The language used is concise and 
conveys its message(s). 

The writing is unmistakably 
original. 

The writer controls grammatical 
forms such as tense, number and 
gender. 

6. Sentence structures are acceptable. 

7. The writing conveys "voice", a sense 
of purpose, or completion. 

8. The writer is prepared to take risks 
with words, structures or language 
forms. 

9. The writer uses varied structures 
or language forms. 

10. There is evidence of self-correction. 

11. The mechanical aspects are reasonably 
under control: 

i) spelling 
ii) punctuation 
iii) handwriting 
iv) paragraphing 
v) final presentation 

152 

(attach piece) 

Yes D No Q./ 

Yes lY' No D 

Yes D No G/ 

Yes 0--- No D 

Yes CJ/ No D 

Yes D No ~ 

Yes o/ No 0 

Yes 0--- No □ 

Yes GV No □ 

Yes Q/ No 0 

Yes 0 No CT" 
Yes 0 No 8'" 
Yes CT"' No 0 
Yes □ No Er 
Yes [!# No ra--

Comment 

l 

* For use in analysing the development of writing within "writing 
recover,J'' programmes. 
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BARRETT'S TAXONOMY 

NAME:_2_ __ AGE: JL:.2.... dob \~ .9. 7 -5" DATE: '3. l'l 8'l. 

Y.A. INDEPENDENT LEVEL: ]'-?,. -C,e E.Mpeccv:s Qpfo(\.(5 PQ.f\..,.,:ot<e , 

1.0 Literal 

1.1 Recognition 1.2 Recall R ·· C. 
8/// a_,_. - p~. 
b ./ b ./ jtt,. 
C ✓ 

C / e,.c,~ 
d ./ 'ita..-1" • 

d C 
e ./ 

e ✓ 
~-l'l. f ./ f it-asp ...-

\(o . ? 

2.0 Reorgani 1.ation 5.0 AD:ereciation . 
' p ,~ 2 . 1 ""i:' 5.1 ( • I 

✓ 2.2 1. 5.2 
I 

5.3 
..L 

2.3 -.; ;2, 

2.4 
I 

5.4 ✓ ~ 

~1--57o 
3.0 Inferential 

3.1 / 

3.2 ./ 

/ 
( 

"' 3.3 - ·7 
3.-4 ./ 

3.5 ~ 

3.6 / i?~.,t 
3.7 / 
~ ~'ta . 

3 . 8 

4.0 Eyaluation ~ 

4.1 / 
..L i ,o~ 4.2 ~ 

~ #fl. Vlo~ • 
4 . 3 -2 

4.4 

4.5 
..L. 
2.... 



-r~ ~:, (-3lr--·-· - .. -···- - .. 
lV '52 - <..2-L 
[_r ( re, 
u<..:. 4-2 
< , ') 
_j'-- -
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1. 

1. 
J 
j 
5. 

6 . 

7. 

* Writing Analysis 

Name of writer: 2 
Title of writing piece:.....-Cd ~ ru 

Teacher: 

The writing contains a sequence, 
including a beginning, a middle 
and an end. 

The writing extends beyond a 
reporting level in i1laces. 

The language used is concise and 
conveys its message(s). 

The writing is unmistakably 
original, 

The writer controls grammatical 
forms such as tense, number and 
gender. 

Sentence structures are acceptable. 

The writing conveys "voice", a sense 
of purpose, or complet i on . 

8. The writer is prepared to take risks 
with words, s t r uctures or language 
forms. 

9. The writer uses varied structures 
or language forms. 

10. There is evidence of sel.f-correction. 

11. The mechanical aspects are reasonably 
under control: 

i) spelling 
ii) punctuation 
iii) handwriting 
iv) paragraphing 
v) final presentation 

156 

(attach piece) 

Date: ;,. \?.... ¥Jo 

Comment 

Yes G-"" No □ 

Yes 0- No □ 

Yes 0..-- No □ 

Yes c:,/ No D ,... 
"? 

Yes a No 0,,-

Yes a No 0,,-

Yes g, No □ 

Yes c;i/ No □ 

Yes 0 No GY 

Yes (IJ./' No 0 

Yes □ No 0-
Yes □ No 0.-
Yes CY No □ 
Yes 0 No a-
Yes e No □ 

* For use in analysing the development of writing within "writing 
recovery" programmes. 

F 



25 p ~ I !Modin· I Age I 14:5 I 
Fiction I 
Words: !Feb 66 I 
says SfllJ 

factories factiors 
polluting pollution 
too to 

When Fred Dagg says if man does not wipe out the human race by 
pollution nuclear war or oYer population he most certainly will by 
genetic manipulation, or rather by lack of it. This means man is going 
wipe out by pollution of the air from cars, factories,home fires,nuclear 
war, radiation in the air (polluting it) over population, oYer crowded, too 
many people or by humans handling body or plant cells or not enough 
science done on genetic .... 

!Nov 65 

MACBETH 
Temptation : There is a battle. The thane of cawctor is a traitor and is killed. 
The position goes to Macbet.ri. Banquo and Macbeth meet the witches and 
Macbeth is told (by the tht·ee witches) that he will be king. Macbeth returns 
home to meet his wife lady Macbeth. Duncan is coming for a feast. Lady 
i i;;il,;~ t:i i.i1 i.r j ~~ i.u l,;IJfl Y i Ip;;;: l" IOl-Dern l.U k.1 11 UUflt.; i:lfl. l 11~ y U~t;liJB l U l [ i:l f Jl~ l it~ 

crime on the two chamberlains 

157 

First crime - Macbeth has halluci nations before the killing of Duncan. Lady 
Macbeth makes the chamberlains drunk while then Macbeth kills the king .. .. . 
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Writing !Feb 66 I Nov 86 I 
M.P. 

Story sense 20.0% 80.0% 
Drafting/Editing 60.0% 80.0% 
Total words 80 300 
Vocab/Total words 76.2% 64.0% 
Mechanical aspects 0.0% 40.0% 
T Unit 40 6.3 
Syllables/Word 1.5 1.4 
Words/Sentence 40 8.3 

Spelling !Feb 86 I !Nov 86 I 
Total words 80 TW 300 
Total vocabulary 61 TV 64 
Errors 4 E 0 
Words stabilised 57 Accuracy 93.4% ws 64 Ace 100.0% 
Self corrections l Rate 20.0% SC 2 Rate 100.0% 
Experimental words 0 Rate 0.0% EW O Rate 0.0% 
Errors repeated 0 Rate 0.0% ER O Rate 0.0% 

Onil ReBding !Nov 85 I !April 86 I !Nov 86 I 
VA Level 13.2 13.2 
Accuracy 95.3% 84.0% 96.5% 
Self Corr'n rate 44.0% 20.0~ 33.0% 
Words per minute 95.2 57.5 106 

Comprehension !Oct 85 I !Nov 56 I 
YA Level 12.2 14.1 

. 

Literal 91.6:~ 100.0% 
ReorgMisation 75.0% 100.0% 
Inferential i:i7.5~~ 100.0% 
Evaluation 80.0% 100.0% 
Appreciation 75.0% 100.0% 



30!ICOL VISIT 

NAME: /½ 

SCHOOL: 

DATE: 7/~jfJ BY: /jl/., 

P· -_. 00v 
II 1C ff 

159 

K. 

TEACHER: /llh 
J!/;J , .'"": 

/ @fieaource/Remadi.al/Coun;;llor) 

1. GENERAL CLASSROOM BEHAVIOUR: 

~O.Xc. J 

2. PERFORMANCE IN LITERACY TASKS: 
(a ) REA.DING 

¼ · ··~u.._ ;?-· -

fF o,-,a.Q.. ~a • 

(d) SPEAKING / LISTENING 

~ol C"'o. 

-:-~ ~~·-

l\.--6J' ~CO'"> \..__.,,__ t~ -..,., ~ -

3. SIGNS OF RECENT DEVELOPMENT / IMPROvmENT: 

~o-=d w~, ~avk..,? ........a-\l",.__ 'at~. \...;a.~ $--.~ • 

Z)d \~""~-i:o..-. ·"" ~~ ....._)~ 

2._ 

pq__ 
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M.P. 

C.Cuf"\ \"°,--Q.s. \ <" \-~-<L ,_., . ._, c:Y{" \ cA \--·:c \a y 
v,S..--Q_ C.C\t'°'-.S. . 'f-o• -1'---\.~r---.~y • Cod"\~:. c...c·.-€_ 

I ,,.. \ \_ \ _\ , i 
J'-°tClC/ ,...._ IA cl • sr--z..c.,c. ~l.}\ C\'Cj cc.li..fc (\ 
,.._; , I'"'\ i.. 7 r"\ c, ,,c 1 --c. r. J- l<Orv?.{ , 1 '-1 o ra ...(_ y i.--•./t'.'.. S 

r-zod~ ,,, l-1\ ,12 !-c ..... y11--z cf- ,..-1;-,,_,...{ e,oc/c/€s5: 

l'"ton-e../..c,. fdo/-,J-. ov, 1,,vcrcls C;"--1..c,Ul_y' ';_,,-.J 
• , L 

l MI ("\ \-. f'\ Ct v ~t c.~ ,._.., -'-: f · r-c ,_, ;,_(. r r. Cl ,.,,-.,.1;_ 

~~ 



P- . 

. ~clioo\ ·. c.....,,.,<UI\'~·· 

\i.,~ \--or~ I 
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<'3~d-n--~: f '2: · <:2.f'or\_,... R~(o1 UNar> Ca,q~\.oQ.\\. l,~-.>2 ~:c R... 
~~:l" .e.. ~\~ : ~ ,ljV\ Ma .. l<. .• }'<J. -....'.)Ood l-"QCYl.-io lcct1 . ~ c. . ~(j \; !, 

Mo::hr,.~ . 

-----
~ea.d·"':,q ·. ~ · ......... ¼\-~~ . .-~o~ ~~"i!.. ·c~o..r-'! -

M~~"i, ~ "'"("'--c::>,X U)~ -JJ..:; I ""1h; ~ --~ -~~ .. 

~~: l-lead-s \...~f . ~o......e. Y~c;\,..s. :--. ~\-;~ • 

~ \6 '7 ~~tt1r \1';>~\~u--~A,. i <~r-er~L_ I ~'UIU\C.'1! ~~o,l s~4J')C.~ 
~~ "":5 

\.,.:) cod -..,..)0,r l< ) • 
) 

y', <tA. V'la.td d.(Q.,..,T. '"'J . ' 
No,, .. HU rdu. 

300\<.. '9:,aJec.~~= ·. 1......oo~ aJ-- ~\-a..r -h-t\e.A. 'v=s .Aol,.. ,-~ 

for p.eo.sL..a.-.z . 

CCV\ fZao.d ·. / c..oa~ ~,o,_._,r o~" 
/ 'fuo t" ro at-" f=-l~t~ 

✓~,?~d. 
~or ~a-H-e.'.~ La..:iQ.Jo1..:> 
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. . 
Miscue Analysis Resume 

Name of child: ~e- ;;, P, 
T eacher1s name: 

Male pv. Female □ 

Date: -i..,. 11. '§ ff 

Reseonses to Re-telling and Questioning 

iTaxonomyi I jRetelling I I Total 
' I 1. 1 i 1.2 3 ll 5 Correct ! Level , l .! 2 1 
I i I I I Question I Excellent I j j Numbers Good I 

1 
land Fair I I 

j Response Poor I I ... 
I 
! 

Oral Reading Analysis 

i ·1 No. uncorrected l Number of words .. -=5 3~ 14-I ; 

! Time taken 
1 

1-5,,, ?it:\ secs % accuracy <l4' 7 % 
I 

:l '£.-,. I N~. 
i No. of miscues I 

~t aff~ting me~ning I \1¥-! 
p,_,/.., I 

% miscues s~ % I 
, No. corrected 

tr 

/ % corrected 
j 
I 44 % I 

Summary of Oral Reading 

Characteristics 

0.. 

~ c.......a.. V"\ f.c.v--.. o.b.; Cl""- • ~ r:'2...0-ol 

v-..~~<U'-1-~ of)- ..,,...C>~ ~ 
~ or..l· d\· \\.-4.. dr:.N\.JJ.' v..J·~o--....J,. 

.4J'I d O"-k>u·, ~ 

~ . 

l 
i 

I 

% bcce~able iii~c~es v,.I V 
! 

... ! c=i-5"- 2. -....:>f- 1 
' ,l j 
! 

"' Specify other categories as 
needed. 

Teachina 



,;.::, .-:.:· ... . .. ' 
,· .... ' · ~··: 

Name of reilder l--1 f' ~-~te of observation :.l.'.1Sdl.!_.t_::5: __ 

Name of teacher Vldeota.e_e No, 

Name of observer ~ • Counter _ _i;tllr!_ .,,~ Finish 

Name of text : jl?t_J~'•"l.. u,-si:to.r'b ~r""ON> "3 po.ce 

NumbJir of wor-ds : :i5:>~ Words per- minute : C\~ • L .. Olfflculty level of text (Fry.L· _,__. ___ _ 

Miscue Number-·- --· - . ·····- -· 

l 2 , • 5 ' 7 I • 10 ll u ll .. ll u .. _,, 

"t, Lengthy pause (S secs.) ., 
·----.... ·-·---~ .-~-... -,. __ .,.. 

Meanlngful substitution ✓ v ., v ✓ ✓ --··- ---·--· 1i"" ~✓ ~ ~ .. Non-meaningful substllution .. .., .., -v 
C --0 
a. Sounding out ., .. .. 
D: Re-reading ✓ "O .. 
> Self-correction C t.. C C. e C C. L .. ____ , ____ ... .. 
.0 Omission 0 

"' Addition ✓ ✓ "i.. ' .. ---,-.. 
-0 

Intonation/Syntax change " .. 
D: 

Teacher's Delayed response ( S secs.} 
,., ___ ---- --- ,__ ,--

Reaction Immediate response 

.. Meaning clue 
Ill ---·-· --
C Strategy clue 8. ·---·-1---- -- -· .. ·- --- --- ----· .. 

Return ·to error clue .. 
D: ---g I nterventlon 
> 
L .. Telling (avoidable) "' .0 - ·-0 Telling (unavoidable) .. 

wL 
_..,_ ··-.. Praise (Immediate) .l: u ... ,.. ............. .............. .. .. ..... ~ .... . . ···- ......... ~ ~ ...... ~ ... • ,..,r .., --.. 

Praise (delayed} ' .. 
I- -----

Signalling 
' • A•• 

·-·"· ......... ~ .. ·----- -- -··· 

Summary 

17 II lt 20 21 22 IJ 

✓ ✓ 

-r✓ ✓ v 

✓ 

C. C. C 

✓ ~ 

·-· ·-·- --· 

___ ,,. 

2, 25 

v 
~ 

a 

-

I 

Totals 

I 

,g-

'? 
~ 

~ 

II 

I 

2. 

' 
.-11-

. .ll 

3_~ 

J 

,: 

M 

"-
11' 

1--' 
0\ 
w 



..21-,<-n 

1. Visitors from Space 
C\ , C\ . 1 ';'., . 5 ~ . 2. 0 

M,~I 

/s~: ( z ·. ·; 3 

name is Michael Davis_go_Q __ people __ ccilLm.L¥Jl<e, 
naturally. One thing I really like is frogs. 

Not far from our house there is a swamp which is 
where I catch the frogs. Sometimes, after a goo1-lain, it is 
pretty wet in there, but mostly it just has §catteredponds .. 

Afternoon is/h~e? time to catch th~ frogs, becau~Jhey 
have been sunning themselves and are a littlefgroggy. 
They can't move fast. 

One day, I changed, took a shopping bag, and started for 
the swamp. . 

Some people, IJ~P~~~· could get lost in there. It re·ally 
isn't that big, an~ my way around. My plan was to 
head for the centre, ~ut I cJ!,e~~ed a few ponds on the 
way. I didn't have tOO(much ~m ... e.,Csince it gets dark early 
this time of year. I came out of the bushes, and then I saw 
i;·l,-!}hef 'Jle time it saw me. It was a flying saucer. I felt 
a tingihlg go through my body. 
;□ on't be alarmed," a voice said. "You have been frozen 

zy,~,: 

to the ·spot.': 
I didn't know whether that tingling was the freeze or my 

excitement. I just looked. 

M ;r 
rd:. ,s 2 ca_ --:,<> - 12, I~ 

... I -, • '2. """"•,,,, 

"tf'.t- I~. 

II• ,h 11 ,'5 l)''' -<--o.,_ 

.s; ~dj ::" 1 

. ~~; .·· . . =ril 
c:,,c:a "'· •• , ,. Cl : ,'1',\ ~ \ e~ ,,,.,,,,,,, "\ ;,. 

"We will release you in a minute," the voice continued . 
' ,Cl.<f''l 

''The ·area will be decontrolled as soon as we adjust our 
equipment. Do not be afraid. We will not hurt you." 

I wasn't too sure about that and tried to move, but found 
they w_ere right. I couldn't move. 

The s~ace~~-~~~ucer was rou~d _and about seve~ 
metres in diameter. It looked/ as 1f It was made of 
aluminium or some shiny metal. It was smooth all over. As 
I loo~~,t it I felt anothe~tingle, and sud

1
~enly a door slid 

open. Fouf men came out.~They looked jusy1how I thought 
. zi;. spacemen should look. Sp'a°cesuits and helmets. · 

"Bonjour," one said. 
"Buenos' dfas," one said. 
~~o.... 

I-' 
cr, 
.p,. 



? 

"Zdravsivouite," one said. 
"Hello" one said. ~,,, 

I a-""I~-\ ~ 1,ve,:J. \j/ 

"Hello," I answ::_:d)rather weak!_y, and found I could 
move. 

j 1-1".1"\. ,r 

! 

"Y~s eak English. As you can see, we W§re prepared 
'" ~ ' , / 4 

for renc , Spanish or Russian - and other languagE@too. 
Two days before landing, our directiorx@ finder and 
communications sv~tem went out of order, and we were 

1'ts~© 
not sure where we woulcr land. Let me introduce us. I am 
1320. This is 632X, 515A and 804CC. 

"My name is Michael Davis but people call me MikB," I 
said. 1

~ · 
!v' ~>"\.-~ 

"You are a boy," one \C1Ltb(Lnumbern .. -Said. "Is that 

correct?" 10--t,i.,_.;(Dio 

"Yes," I said laughingly. "I'm ten years old. Where are 
f ?" you rom. ®"'-').r R u 

. "Our planet is called Barko. It is of the Nark group.t{J. 

~
h · joint effort which sen! us here. We rP.A lly had 

""-.2~ 1,vc.@~f a:--~?~ 
not p nned to land but were to concentrate onry on 
gatheri~~i;11ation. When repairs were necessary, we 
had no choice 1 Is there a war going on here?" 

"No," I said, "not here, but overseas." 
~-er+---~ 

"Before we lost reception, we heard about wars. Also 
ou(television picked up a lot of men calling each other 
·nam~ ~ h k;t saying 'When iiaffi in power ... '" "i_m are go1n9;to have elections. That always happens," 
I said, and they looked puzzled. "Every few years we 

I . 'Y':i), 
change government and elgct new pe~le to run, things~ 

d · . (-J • / "' __,_,; 

I-' 
CJ\ 
IJ1 
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• Writing Analysis 

Name of writer: rfL ... _e_ 

Title of -writing p iece: 
CXJ, ( attach piece) 

Teacher: 

The writing contains a sequence, 
including a beginning, a middle 
and ar1 end. 

2. The writing extends beyond a 
reporting level in.Places. 

J. The language used is concise and 
conveys its message( ~). 

4. The writing is unmistakably 
original. 

The writer controls granmatical 
forms such as tense, number and 
gender. 

Sentence structures are acceptable. 

7. The writing conveys "voice", a sense 
of purpose, or completion. 

The writer is prepared to take risks 
with words, structures or language 
forms. 

The writer uses varied struct ures 
or language forms. 

There is evidence or·self-cdrrection. 

The mechanical aspects are reasonably 
under control: 

i) spelling 
ii ) punctuation 
iii ) hanclwz:.i ting 
iv} paragraphing 
v) final presentation 

Date: r-ew \9JS'-, 

Yes D No li:v 

Yes liY No □ 

Yes □ No Civ' 

Yes □ No 1iJ.,-

Yes D No uY 

Yes D No G--""" 

Yes D No Q-' 

Yes Gl---' No □ 

Yes uY No a::· 

Yes ~ No □ 

Yes □ 
Y~s D 
Yes □ 
Yes □ 
Yes D 

No GI-' 
No Ci}-" 

No IiY 
No G-" 
No C--

Comment 

* For use in analysing the development of writing within "writing 
recovery" programmes. 



J 

' 

l.O La'era\ 

\ . \ q ._/ 

lo / 

c/ 
/ d . 

e/ 

~ I 

- ._,/ 

~'clc:.. \4"', \0 

d.o.k. .3-. \ .7\ 

l -"l Q v --../ 

lo h 2 b .• ~ -r, 6 ~ f'":._r . 
C ,, 

d / 
e ./ 

f / 

l .(j Keer 0a()i .i:..Q"TI o..-. 
~ .l / 

~- 2. / 

2 .~ 

2>. o Ir\ rer&'\ I-; al 
~ .\ J 

2, ·2. ;_,.._;, ;r- '? ~ \ -
3.:, ✓ 
0-4- ~ 

~-5 I 

0-b 1 

~-' J 
=>.~) 

167 

ll\dLf>. '{ A l..eud : 12 ·. '2. 

/ 

..,.....,...--

i 



25 p , t [t£_ 
non-fiction I 
Words: 

usually 
your 
stories 
them 
yours 
too 

usaully 
you 
story 
then 
'dour 
to 

168 

Age I 14.5 

JNov 86 

10 1 () Sutter Street. 
San Francisco 

Dear Ken 'williams California 6001 
I am writing to tell you that I read your book called "Spectres 

in the nigt1t" and I Yv"as very pleas&d witr1 it. I am 15 years old, I usualiy start 
i:l uuL1R i:llld then I lose in I.et tl~t but i found with gour bouk thtit e Wo:,; aioi uf 
short stories so I found them more exciting to read. I hope that you will 
publisl1 more books like "Spectres in the night" I/ours sincerely M P 
P.S. Things that mostly hit me about ·spectres _in the night" is that it. . .. 
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.. 

Writing I I jNov 86 l 
. , 

Story sense 80.0~ 
Drafting/Editing 60.0% 
Total words 109 
Vocab/Total won:Js 71.0% 
Mechanical aspects 60.0% 
T Unit 10.7 
Syllabi es/Word 1.2 
\1./ords/Sentence 10.7 

Spelling I .. I !Nov 86 I 
Total words .. T'w' 109 
Total vocabulary TV 71 
Errors E 6 
Words stabilised Accuracy ~ ws 66 Ace 92,9% 
Self corrections Rate SC 2 Rate 25.0% 
Experimental words Rate EW 0 Rate 0.0% 
Errors repeated Rate ER 1 RQte 16.7;g 

-

I 
! 
I 
I 



* Writing Analysis 

Name of writer: 

Title of writing piece: 

Teacher: 

1. The writing contains a sequence, 
including a beginning, a middle 
and an end. 

The writing extends beyond a 
reporting level in places. 

l 
I,_ 

The language used is concise and 
conveys its message{s). 

The writing is unmistakably 
original. 

The writer controls grammatical 
forms such as tense, number and 
gender. 

1 6. Sentence structures are acceptable. 
\ 

p 

7. The writi..r1g conveys "voice", a sense 
of purpose, or completion. 

8. The writer is prepared to take risks 
with words, structures or language 
foI'.!DS. 

9. The writer uses varied structures 
or language forms. 

10. There is evidence of self-correction. 

11. The mechanical aspects are reasonably 
under control : 

i) spelling 
ii) punctuation 
iii) handwriting rr,,...,t, - e, 
iv) paragraphing 
v) final presentation 

170 

(attach piece) 

Date: ?.. "1 n. ~ (-. 

Yes Gl-' No D 

Yes 51"' No □ 

Yes QI" No iv/ 

Yes CY' No □ 

Yes D No l.i3"' 

Yes ra-- No □ 

Yes CY No D 

Yes a/ No D 

Yes □ No (iJ"' 

Yes ~ No D 

Yes □ No ~ 
Yes G)/ No D 
Yes [;J.-- No D 
Yes □ No c--
Yes a-- No 0 

Comment 

4-

3 

* For use in analysing the development of writing within "writing 
recovery" programmes. 



1.0 

1.1 

2.0 . 
2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

3.0 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.S 

3.6 

3.7 

3.8 

4.0 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

4.5 
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BARRETT'S TAXONOMY 

NAME: fYl . . .. _,,._-__,_P.--=---. - - AGE: dob - ---- DATE: c21-//-/h 

y .A. lNDEPENDEf-..'T LEVEL: YA It+: I 
___::..:...;__,:_:.___;~--------- - ---

Literal 

Recognition 

a 

b 

C 

d 

e 

f 

Reor~ani z.ation 

/ >,Cµ / 
✓ 
,/ 

Inferential 

~/ 

iz 
✓ 

/ 
✓ 
✓-z 

Evaluation 

+ /. 
L_ 
L 

1.2 Recall 

5.0 

5.1 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 

b ./ 

c/ 
d ./ 

e/ 
f ./ 

Appreciation 

/ 
'/ 
7 ' 
z 

/Yl =~~-- p. .· ·_ .. . ~ 
Yt1 t4> q . 
(J~Jl; fUJJ-J-

~Q.,.1' l f o. 5S" 

l l """' ~ ~ 

Wt,Rb · 
z.u,-1€ 

Twc L..tt:r-f+r/\.r THtN 

Slr6 Wl(...L rtFP~ 
4'r-l Tt+6 Ris>l\j) 

M ""'1 P.>G S He 
wrtS l'Ctu.cD 1 ,.. 

-ri-t c CFt-,v '1 9-r-J S /-f, 
IS ft 0-tos, 

' 

~o--ci~ 

P.t6 (..f I.ff NOT!.$ M 



(P. 

- . - --·-- - .. ·-·---- -- .. , ----- --·--· .... 
. -- - - --- -- ----------·-- -· ·- -- ---

.. \:-\/4~ 
~-,k_-e -

' Io n4 , c.. ,y.;1 
..__,i~, 

\- ----<J ... ci 
'1 

,.J 71 
£.rrjG 
U:> {:.C, ~-~ 

Sv ;L 1~ 

Zj. i 16·1 

'j•~ 
Yau< __ s,~ c.~ (--<- '), 

{'{', G" 

toO 
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IC>\O S~\-1.-~'" {'\~,<1.. 
::::.o.r-.. I", O nC\ <,.r:._c, , 

Cc.\.~o("'r.o. , SOD\ 

_/7 Ii ~G 

0 ~Cy> 1,

',,-"•/ . _ 

c: • 

tr>,,, - / 

I· 2--

,c ... --J . I 



* Writing Analysis 

Name of writer: (Y), 

Title of writing piece: Mo.c tQGDo 

Teacher: 

The writing contains a sequence, 
including a beginning, a middle 
and an end. 

The writing extends beyond a 
reporting level in places. 

The language used is concise and 
conveys its message(s). 

The writing is unmistakably 
original. 

5. The writer controls grammatical 
forms such as tense, number and 
gender. 

6 . Sentence structures are acceptable. 

7'. The writing conveys "voice", a sense 
of purpose, or completion. 

8. The writer is prepared to take risks 
with words, structures or language 
forms. 

9. The writer uses varied structures 
or language forms. 

10. There is evidence of self-correction. 

11. The mechanical aspects are reasonably 
under control: 

i) spelling 
ii) punctuation 
iii) handwriting 
iv) paragraphing 
v) final presentation 
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(attach piece) 

Date : ?-J I 1- 'ii: c,, 

Yes lir No D 

Yes D No la' 

Yes c:Y No D 

Yes rJ" No D 

Yes D No CY 

Yes GY No □ 

Yes l2r" No D 

Yes G" No D 

Yes ul'" No D 

Yes CY' No □ 

Yes □ No & 
Yes 0 No a 
Yes (¥' No 0 
Yes □ No id' 
Yes ~ No □ 

Comment 

* For use in analysing the development of writing within "writing 
recoveI"J" programmes. 
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